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INTRODUCTORY OHAPT .

A 01um o Tr L RA Rt A UTonioA1PT, AND, A .0M, E. OW JoUREA .

IN NEW YouE

j wrnm this book to do justice to myself, acid perhaps upon several others.
Within the last-eleven years,: my pen has been pretty constantly oconpied in
recording the results of my observations and investigatiotio .cencerningslife in:
its : various caspecta in the metropolis of the- New ; World.,- Difetitdby
necessity-in-my earliest y uth from following the natural bent and tendency
of my character, which was an exclusive devotion toimaginative-literature,
and-forced to take up,:trengthen and develop the practical.portion of any'nature' the intuitive powers of observation belonging to the Itnaglnation-
have gradually:been diverted, to be employed by,-the-working machinery of
my mental organization. This, rather than the original instinot of my nind,
has imparted a certain-sp ciality to mystyle abd-tonea of thoughtsandoiom-
position;:which,.:altogethar accidental ay it is,-It have found tor be -more
available for the everyday purposes ofeoquiring a:livelhood,:by.theezercise
of my tprofeisIoa than probably would .have happened hai.been-:loft at
liberty to pursue ny;bwn original inclinations. -This, or, sordethingllikerit,
so far as my observations have gone, it the common.and .almost :it$raa
chance of literary men and women: -Not'one in a hundredeithertiWr tOr
artist, becomes distinguished and mndbessfal . aetly in-that partielb-1fW of
mental creation,:towards which the original.]onstitution: of IisIV 1d
genius tended, and-: to .whichhis earliestaspirations.*prbedre odSy
what.we will of -the nioulding and fusing.power of originalei ,: w aT.
obliged-to"confess that,-after iall abadOea eidant,iatd iyqso e
more-tOddo with the Absolute destinies:ef every i n and iana1ftphtence,
than anyknatural or inherent predlledtiooaot ca lety. . :
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Thus I, at the summit of full middle age, standing now at my thirty-ninth

birth-day, on the highest peak of that everlasting mountain which divides

the morning from the evening of life, one side of which lies in fresh and

dewy shadow, sheltered from the arid noonday heats, and ever green and

fresh in the exuberance of the glancing streams that flow adown its flowery
sides---the other basking broad and faint and motionless beneath the fierce

beams of the descending sun, its herbage withered, its foliage discolored by

the prophetic instincts of a coming dissolution-I look in vain over the

weary Journey'I iive passed, to trace the silver tread of tha4 path, wading
amid the fibwinhe 4il ernesse, which in youth I fondly set rmyself to tread.

One by one, as t hat pathway led from the roof-tree of my father's home, do
the vestiges that marked its outline disappear, until all are lost ; and my
way, trackless, and uncertain, merges in the undistinguishabite vistas of the

unknown forest. And so, not without having achieved a certain portion of

that success which, in the abstract, I promised myself; and, witk no reason

to be dissatisfied with the general results to which my anibition and my

labors have .thus far 'brought me; I find ynfelf, intellectually speaking,
metamorphosed. I am not what I was, what I Would be; but I am, in fact,

another being, with 'another individuality, another horizon, another set of
ideas, of hopes, of valuations, and am no more like the fantastic thing I

promised myself in the exuberance of my early hope to be, than is the great

world of the actual in which I now move, like that world as I pictured ,

ere=my adventurons-feet had-scaled the blue and airy boundaries that circle

in the green amphitheatre of my native valley.,
Well! I have.not distressed myself too much about this. It is true, I have

been consciouss of this incessant change going of in my nature,'and, for a

time struggled heroically against it. Many and bitter were the rebuffs, the

humiliations,' and .the disappointments' I encountered before I would con-.

sent to: yield the bright and glowing visions'of my youth, and gathering my
girdle about me,'set myself manfully to work at whatever my hand found

to do. But now'sonie years since, that great, that one, that all-important

lesson:of life has been-learned. I no more strive to shape out anindividual

and symmetrical destiny for myself. I have learned to look upon 'myself as

but one atom in the vast amount of mental energy, which is the atmosphere

and'the !sustaining medium of magnetic attraction, holding all things together

..the :lving electricity of the moral world. And so it has happened, that

the dre my poet of sixteen, whose humblest visions were millions of miles

above thevery loftiest things in this hum-drum, every-day world, has come

to beithe patient worker at the laboring oar of every-day journalism. The

philosophic explorer of the lowest phenomena of life and human nature, in

those classesland phases which in the old time had for him 'no existence;
patiently gathering :up the fragments, the refuse, of every-day life, he has

sought, by the poetical instinct which is the motive.power of his existence,
to invest them with the brilliant colors of his o ri imagination, and to em-

balm them in the amber Hof his ideal affection. Thus embellished, these

worthless straws have attracted more or less the attention c fpassers-by
and without originally working for any specifics object, except to gratify the
irresistible necessity for work which existed in my nature, I have even made
some contributions 'to the store of knowledge'among practical ininds, relat-
ing to the actual condition of the various classes of mankind, which has not
been wholly without value.. 'Especially as I now see my-earliest labors in
this'department, reproduced in-thin dilutions, and made the topic of much
self-glorification. by our "leading journals" of the day. For this I claim no
merit. Like my own destiny, whatever value may attach to ma labors, I
candidly confess, must be regarded as entirely accidental. Yet g1tdually, as
these labors expanded and developed themselves before me, I have'classified
and arranged them in some sort of form; so that for some time past, it has
appeared'to me to be a great and laudable life-purpose to 'go again carefully
over the ground I have heretofore so hastily trodden, to' gather and arrange
the results of my observations into scientific order, and reproduce them in a
permanent shape, with such additional ,facts, experiences, and suggestions,
as my more matured judgment and moral perceptions should'enable me to
contribute. This Work I have purposely delayed to the culmination of the
middle period of life. " Henceforth,,whatever may be the -improvements I
may achieve in my pbwei- of correctly observing, and justly estimating the
value and consequences of circumstances and events, I am fully conscious
that my power of literary creation must begin'to wane ; and' I believe, that
with a few fortunate exceptions,.it is the history of all literary creators, that
the'most precious portion of their powers and gifts have been expended as
the common stone and mortar of the underground foundations upon which
the titure structure of their reputation was to be erected.- This will not be
solin the future; butup to the present moment, I am fully of opinion that
the best and most valuable portions of the lives of eminent men in every de-
partment of human knowledge, have been poured oat upon the barren quick-
sands of obscurity, or wasted, i the unproductive and disheartening struggles
of youth. -

Divested, therefore, of every idea but a most practical resolution to leave
behind me a not unworthy record of my humble passage through this wbrld.
I have contemplated, and am about to execute the present work. Nor do I
fear the censure of the world for this preliminary egotism, in'which I have
lifted the curtain from my own heart, and laid bare the chances and changes
which time has wrought upon my nature. Some such explanation for the
total estrangement that I now endure from all that has seemed to' Fake life
tolerable, or for me desirable, was necessary to myself. The vanity of the
poet, the enthusiast, the' ideal dreamer, would not'saffer that,.I should'thus

. irrevocably pass into another and so much lower form of literary existence,
without this one apology'and protest in behalf of 'Those lofty aspirations
which overleaped the stars, and described a ear-ee awmiong the constellations.
And now I believe I am ready to go on with the real and.practica) purpose
of this book.
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It maybe pos dble, that.In the course of the ensuing pages, 'the readerwill
now and th6n detect,forms of.-thought;, or statements of facts, which hehas

encountered befbre. frommy;pen.' Considering the great iamont I have
'written, at, various .times, and,.iki various' shapes, but always'fragmentarily,
and to subserve the mere exigeneies of the suoment, upon life in' New York,
such reminiseeces, are, probably, unavoidable..' However,=I am confident

that no positive' repetitions will' be found, as I havenot referred, for. many
months, 'to: a page or' line' that Lhave' ever written' before; and, for the
purpose of the composition of this 'work, I have:renewed from the beginning
my perslfal acquaintance with-the facts andcircumstances of the various
elassesof life1in New York, 'and have writtenn 'exclusively from my more
recent observations. . ' ' .'':'

The first idea of .the peculiar sort of sketches of city life'by which, almost
exclusively,.the public have any.knowledge whatever of me, was purely an
accidental suggestion, arising from a bread-and-butter iuecessity. Having
been for some months out of employment, and in:great embarrassments,' from
illnessand all sorts of mishaps, I some years ago undertook the task of local
reporter, orgatherer of petty items of intelligence; about the courts and the
city generally,,for' one of the morning journals-then young and of"small
circulation-at a rate of compensation considerably less than that received

by the compositors who set up the type for the paper. - It was my duty to
make daily pilgrimages to:that shrine of petty 'larceny, drunkenness, vaga-

bondism, and vagrancy-the Tombs ; to watch the proceedings in the petty
sessions; to chronicle the arraignment of any remarkable John' Smith for

the unlawful appropriation of Ohatham street pbootS,' tainted sausages, and
musty potatoes ; :;to attend the preliminary examinations of suspected
burglars, and record the Dogberrian decisions which. conveyed starving,'
bloated, and drunken:raggeduess from the curse of democratic liberty to the

comparative comfort and security of a ward ii the Hospital, or a home on
Blackwell's Island.' Another portion of my duties was to lay in wait for the
thunderous clangor of the great City Hall bell; to count its beatings, and,
emulous of the red-flannel demons that dragged their rattling cars over the

stony street, to rush off in the direction of every fire that startled the isle

from its propriety. Often and 'often, when I had fondly ,deemed the labors
of the day and night-aye, and morning too-tobe over, and bad subsided

down those five flights of darkened stairs, and crawled wearily and painfully
homeward, have my languid steps been arrested within sight of the bedroom

beacon that rose upon my gaze, by the clangor of that dreadful bell; and,
sending a last gleam of muscularity into the calves of my legs, have I started

off over many a weary furlong, wading for hours in mud and water, gliding
among blackened timbers and under crashing walls, hunting up dismayed
presidents of trembling 'insurance offices, and -'arousing: comfortable old
fogyism from its midnight slumbers,to ascertain the exact amount of salt
pork and mackerel sacrificed on some particular occasion to the remorseless
appetite of the "devouring element." Another part of my duties was to

LITERARY AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

watch the gallant: processions f our country's defendera.-vid.Zicet, the
b-hoys-preceded by Dodworth's "inimitable hand," and ;followed by the
shiniest, and -sailingest. of;Afric'es stalwart:sons, proudly bearing ,that
inevitable, targetiend not only loelcig, buacting defiance, to.Joh, 'B3ull,
hands al therest of creation, at every Step.'FOurt 1 of July was to me-a
godsend; and! the evacuation des (roton anniyersaries, and ttwenty-

pecopd of February, and even masonic;funerals and .odd-fellow processions,
which :embellished the Week,. were, thy: prolitio sources whence I gleanedmy
bread., Step. by step,:kept.I pane with every ragged :regime, of; the now
extinct fantastidalbbrigade-i-my column advancing line byline with its
column- and the grand parade of the " Qity Item" department and the fire
department ,both, aetonished..the public on ;the same: occasion, Row often
have I ;marched 'proudly -op Broadway, 'perql and;, noteook. in hand,
watching the gallant:New York, infantry.asit aired aid gleaned its newly-
polished- boots 'along: the ;pave; wh e othe; gallant Morris, the Mars..and
Apollo combined- of this luoky Yankeedoodledom, .with beaver gracefully
suspended 'above hisigarlandad' brow, bending lew to theresigtless ranks of
beauty'that darted -the shaft .that all the shafts of war ontlies" from
thousands of half-closed, yet coquettishly opened, chamber-windows *

And then, toot the receptions.of great men by our most hospitable city
papas; the philan4ering of the honorable John, Smith, ei-high constable
of Frogtown- to-the-various publicedifices apd public institutionsof our great
and glorious island, .Arom the tea-room to;theBloomingdale Asylum, and
from Lheilenitentiary to thefigh, Iridge and. McOoomb's dam; the glori-
ons, cherfy'piekings on Randal's island, wherethe alderman, from. the
Twentieth Ward makesihs annual speech to the-little raggednesses that there
vegetate at-the: xpense:of the city; theDemosthenian debates and discus-
'ions within;thesacred walls of the Board :of Aldermen ;the enlightening
disputes as to whether Forty-eleventh street between'Avenge A and Avenue
B should be;graded or lighted by gas;. the appropriations to innumerable
young physicians-for all, sorts of'legs setandni-me put in, in consequence of
accidents by :omnibuses 'that never existed and Ia cellars that-never were
dug;- the great question whether :"them benches " should be erected
around the Park fountain, and whether. the, fountain, itself .should be sur-
rounded by a.wash-howl or a paling; the question of lighting the' Park with
gas1 which employed somany anxious days and. night: between the public
spirited: publisher and myself;'the extirpation, of the awning poets from
Broadway, -and the banishment,, of ;the pigs from the streets; theodiscussiou
of the eompatativ'e merits of Rassand cobble-stone; the building of bridges to
Brooklyn, and undetigrouid, over-ground, and second-story rsilroad from
the Battery to Union'Square; the removal.of the post Office to thepublisher's
back kitchen, and .the suppression ;of-the. hog-pen adjoining the editor's
country-seat at Turtle Bay; these were;the prolif o soils, aongliag ip- com-
posts and guano of the most preciousdescription which.prpd t d those
brilliant and evanescent -flowers, whose aroma, drawn gu t$bq ourges of
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Inspiration in my inmost soul, conferred a flavor and a quality upon the
tasteless'insipidity of a daily journal.

In these less serious- occupations, my mind gradually acquired a bias in
the direction where they were found ; and the continual exercise of my fac-
ulties in this field of' composition, developed that theory of the philosophy
of moral and social life,'and of the ultimate destiny of the human animal in

its relations upon -this earth, which lies latent in every imaginative soul, and
Is in fact the foundation of its religous, moral, social, and political existence.

At last thispew and improved phase of literary life led to the production

of a series of sketches somewhat more pretentious and finished than the
daily paragraphs with which I had been previously employed.- These

"ketches, under the tit of "New York in Slices," were originally written

for publication in the journal for which I labored, whence they were copied
into more than two hundred leading papers in ,the United States, either in

whole or in part, and also in several of the more important journals of

Europe.' The idea, too, at once became popular, and was adopted and imi-

tated in all directions. In a few weeks after the commencement of " New

York in Slices," we had " Hudson in Patches," " Wisconsin in Chunks,"
and "Mississippi in Gobs "-and all sorts of.states, cities and provinces, in
all sorts of aliquot quantities. After the "Slices " were concluded, they

were republished in the form of a two shilling pamphlet, and somethirty or
forty thousand copies sold within a year, the regular sale of the book still

continuing at the rate of about a thousand a month. Subsequently, as a

kind of sequel to the "Slices," I contracted- with the publishers of the pre-
sent volume to write " New York by Gas-light," the sale of which has even

exceeded the other, and appears in nolikelihood of meeting a diminution.
On the first appearance of this work, its truly painted pictures of New York

life, and its startling developments of the vice and licentiousness of the
higher classes of society, created a sensation new to our literature, and

which met rom some quarters the same species of opposition encountered at

first by the Mysteries of Paris, and some other similar' works. This, how-

ever, has long since died away; and many of the leading philanthropists
of the day, if they would confess the truth, would own that their attention

was first attracted to the horrible evils they are now engaged in meliorating,
by the bold and naked truthfulness of "Nuw Your BY GAs-LIGHT." '

The design, scope, and purpose, of the present work are of: a much more
comprehensive and complete character, than has formed'the ;basis. of any

.f my previous compositions; while I trust that its execution will-at-least

not be inferior to the best of those. If it shall be found to lack somewhat

of the exuberance and fervor that disappears from the human brain-flower

as the edges of its leaves turn grey, and begin to close crisplyupon the

faltering taniens within, I trust this will be more than compensated by the

additional inpobrtance,-gravity, and philosophical accuracy of the statements,
desoriptibis;"nd deductionetia the feliowingpages.

The'lat teeWyearshaVe *ltnessed a remarkable revolution in the tone of

public sentiment, respecting the best means of laboring for the improvement
and advancement. of the human race, and the gradual extinction of those
evils which are now seen, and admitted by all hopeful souls to be inconsistent
with the goodness of the Creator, and uncongenial to man's higher and better
tendencies. Heretofore a thick pail has been spread over the crumbling
skeletons and rotting ulcers of civilization, which, by the common consent
of philosophers, moralists, and political economists, had never been raised to
permit anything but the briefest glance, at the horrors that lay beneath.
But more recently, the juster and braver theory has obtained that truth and
light are always good, and that in order to cure tie terrible pnaladies that
afflict humanity, first of all it is necessary that they should be clearly
examined and deeply probed. So help me Heaven, as I am a living soul,
and have an immortal destiny to expect, this has been the one only object
of all the developments of misery, destitution, filth, and crime, in the dark
labyrinths of this metropolis, that ever f have made.

Following close 'upon the somewhat 'thorough, but still fragmentary and
imperfect revelations contained in 'the " New Yo61 t'la Slices,"-'and " New
York by Gas-light," cameras an express rebuke'to' the ungrateful baseness
that had sought to stigmatize me for their' production, the far broader,
deeper and more repulsive disclosures of the. Gehenna life of London, fror
the untiring, fearless, unshrinking pen. of MAuHEwR whose reports, stamped
with the authority and force of officiaI documents, originally uttered through
the London Chronicle, have startled Eprope and amazed mankind. These
reports, 'too, in their sometimes prurient and disgusting details, full of
catalogues of horrors from ,which mj more timid pen would have recoiled,
have been spread, illuminated with praises, in the columns of the very
journals which sought to' damh'me, and 'which are no v following in my
wake, with feeble imitations of what it cost me so much 'to produce. I do
not think it too much to claim that the great movement 'of illuminating the
depths of the moral and social degradation of, life =in' a metropolis, owes
something of its momentum to me; and -it is in the hope of accomplishing
something more for philosophy, philanthropy, and. the great cause of
humanity, now crying aloud to' be heard, that I have with difficulty torn
myself from the overwhelming pressure of daily avocations, clamorous for
my exclusive strength and devotion, and carefully, laboriously, and conscien-
tiously, given this-.-probably the last work of' mine'upon subjects of this
nature-to the press. If its execution shall at all correspond with the
important duty which has produced it, I ksow it cannot be totally-detitute
either of interest or permanent value.

17
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CHAPTER R I.

DISCOVERT ' ' WOiRE ' BAY--PUtITANS SAILED TOR NEW YORK, BUT

LANDED '' PLYMOUTH.

IN the'month' of Se6tniber, 1609, toward the commencement of that

dreamy, delicious season, unknown but to these regions, and poetically

characterized by us ,as the Indian Summer, a small and adventurous

yacht, iame4, the . "Ealf-moon," and commanded, by Sir Hendrick

Hudson, first glided over the waters of New York Bay-that bay which

now incloses more wealth, power, and commercial enterprise than any

other on the. globe, and whose beauties are celebrated by bard and

romancer, as-equal tor those of the renowned' Bay of.Naples. It was the

first time that' any vessel-propelled by the guidance of human will, other

than the canoes of the 'rad man,"'had ever profaned these lovely waters.

All around was silence and solitude, broken oilj by the glancing of the

merry waters in the"yellow sunlight, or the deep-breathing of th inter-

minable forest, that stretched away from the green and sleeping point of

the island for athusand miles,, to the great'undiscovered lakes;and

rivers of the. north, The simple-minded red men at length came down

towards the water's edge, in;timid consternation at the approach of the

strange and wondrous vessel, with its graceful prow turning aside the

waters, and its white wings extended to catch the breeze. They saw in

it a great- canoe of the Manitou, and with songs and dances, and such

rude rites as their untutored natures had caught from the unbroken

traditions of their tribe, they began to prepare a'feast for the reception of

the Great .Spirit.' "By-and-by," as sayeth the historian Heckwelder,

"the chief, in red clothes and a= glitter of metal, came en shore in a little

canoe. Mutual salutations and signs of friendship were exchanged, and,

after a while, strong drink was offered, which made all gay and happy."

A short time was necessary to make the acquaintance and acquire the

confidence of the simple Indian men, and when the white-skins offered

to treat with them for as much land as a bullock's-hide could cover or

encompass, the request was granted; whereupon, the cunning white
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men, with that deplorable spirit of fraud which has eitirpated a simple
but noble race, -cursing' us as- they sink into earth, and calling =upon
Heaven nto' fevenge them upon obur heads, Out the bull's-hide into a long
and -narrow thong,"with which--they 'encorpased many acres. The
simple Indians took-it"all in good part, ratified this earliest land specula-
tion' of the inning TYankees, and welcomed them with -a cordial
hospitality. Such was the- origin of New York, on the spot called
Manhattan, or Manahaehtanieuks, which means, in common prose, "the
place where they all got drunk;" and, when we !go about-the new
wilderness- of brick and mortar topmasts and smokepipes, with their
branches of shrouds' and running rigging---when we descend into the
six thousand grog-shopa nd rum-cellars with'which the-island of New
York at this-high point of civilization abounds--and especially when we
walk through the neighborhood of- the Crystal Palace, -and see whole
streets and squares of groggeries, containing poisonous liquors enough to
fill another reservoir aslarge as that of the Croton, grandly frowning
above them--we are still inclined 'to go back to good old-fashioned
Indian, nomenclature, and exclaim, "Yes, indeed, this is the spot where
they. all got drunk 1"

The tribe of Indians then inhabiting this region, were the remnants of
the'once warlike Delawares, or Lenapes, the chief of the Five Tribes,
whose noble characteristics are so admirably described -in that best of all
Cooper's land romances, " The Last of the Mohicans." " When you first
arrived on- our shores," said the good Lenapes afterward, in remon.
strating with Governor Keift 'upon their frauds and impositions, "y ou
were sometimes in 'want of food. Then we gave you our beans and
corn, and let you eat our' oysters and fish-; we treated you as if we were
one of ourselves, and gave you our daughtersfor wives." It seems that
the Yankees began to be ungrateful even before they became a Republic !

After exploring the North River, upon which expedition he' was absent
twenty-two days, Hudson returned to Manhattan, and set sail on his
return to Europe. His favorable account of the situation and nature of
the country induced- an expedition, in 1614, five years afterward, consist-
ing of two ships under Capts. Adrian Blok and Hendrick Christiaanse.
It was now that the first actual settlement of New York was begun upon
the site of the present city, consisting during-the first year of four small
houses, and in the course of the next twelve months, of a redoubt on the
site of the old Macomb houses, in Broadway, now occupied by the new
and costly public stores. This little dorp, or village, was grandiloquently
enough named New Amsterdam, and its principal object and purpose was

i
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as a post for the prosecution of the fur-trade, another corresponding
settlement being simultaneously founded at Albany. Holland was then
in the palmy days of her commercial and mercantile prosperity, building
every year a thousand ships, and having twenty thousand vessels,. and a
hundred thousand mariners. The city of Amsterdam was. at the head
of the fur-trading enterprise, and it was her merchants who had sent out
Capt. Henry Hudson to seek a northern passage to the East Indies.
Failing in this, he, in search of something to compensate for his disap-

pointment, sailed southward toward Virginia, and in so doing 'stumbled
upon the memorable discovery of the Delaware and Hudson rivers.

The genius of the Low Dutch was never, even in its highest state of
development, competent to originate and carry out a systematic careen

of colonization, nor was it with any such purpose that the incipient

settlement at New Amsterdam was commenced; but there were in

Holland, at that time, large numbers of enterprising, educated, and intel-
ligent Englishmen, who had sought shelter there from the fierce religious

persecutions of their native land, and they it was who entertained the
earliest idea of founding a colony at New York. They actually em-
barked for that purpose in 1620 ; but were prevented by the stupidity,
or rascality, of their Dutch captain from reaching their destined point
of debarkation in the pleasant island where we all got drunk, and being
landed, or rather run ashore, at the bleak and barren rock; of Plymouth.
But destiny, so'often playing us insignificant and atomic individuals the
slipperiest of tricks, is always faithful to her trust when she takes in hand
the fate of races and of kingdoms ; and thus it is, that the Puritans of
the old Anglo-Saxon race, banished from their native Britain, and
departing from Holland to found a new empire in the just-discovered
Western Hemisphere, in a few years penetrated from the barren and
rocky wilds of New England to their original destination in New York,
and here assisted in essentially building up the capital and the metropolis
of the future world-thus completing the destiny which the stolid error
of the old Dutch dunderhead could divert or impede. but for an instant
in the lapse of time. For a few generations the many-breeched Knicker-
bockers, Van Twillers, and Stuyvesants, remained at the head of the

slowly-planted and cabbage-growing New Amsterdam. But, at length,
the feet of the Puritan touched the soil, and, as if by magic, the scene

was changed. The red man disappeared, fading like a cloud melting
into the invisible distance, hard followed by the broad-backed and sub-

stantial burghers, who fast pursued them to annihilation. Little remains

of either but a few unpronouncable names, and the gable ends of three
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or four miserable groceries, waiting for the next fire-or, what is aboutthe same thing in these tear-down days, the expiration of their leases..-.to be overwhelmed beneath the trampling of No. 14, and the dirt-cart ofmodern improvement, and to give place to another palace erected to the

de"- of Trade and Commerce.

DISCOVERY OF NEW YORK BAY.
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CHAPTER II.

AME AND ORIGINAL APPEARANCE OF NEw YORE-THE PAST, THE

PRESENT, AND THE FUTURE.

W should not be doing. full justice to our subject, if, while giving an
account of the name and etymology of the island and city, we should

omit that most valuable and veracious of all historians, Deidrich Knick-

erbocker, in our list of " authorities" thereupon. This renowned

historian gives the matter, as is usual with him when detailing great

and important facts, a pleasant and facetious turn; but, nevertheless,

there is a great deal of truth at the bottom of most of his jokes ; and it

is therefore very probable, his account is, after all, the only true one.

According to Deidrich, the name of the island most current at the present

day-Manhattan--and which is also countenanced by the great historian

Vanderdonk, originated in the custom among the squaws of the early

settlement of wearing men's hats, as still may be seen to be the custom

among those of the tribe that occasionally appear in Broadway.
"Hence," quoth Deidrich, "as we are told by the old governor, who is

somewhat of a wag, hence rose the appellation of Man-hat-on, first

given to the Indians, afterward to the island. A stupid joke," adds

Deidrich, " but well enough for a governor." In the history of Mr.

Richard Blome, written in 1687, the island is called Manhadws ; while

John Josselyn (not the famous clown) expressly calls it Manadaes. Other

authorities give different etymologies of this beautiful name, among
which is Manetho, derived from the Great Spirit of the Indians, who was

supposed to make this island his favorite abode, on account, according to

Knickerbocker, of its uncommon delights ; for the Indian traditions

affirm that the bay was once a translucent lake, filled with silvery and

golden fish, in the midst of which lay this beautiful island, covered with

every variety of fruits and flowers ; but that the sudden eruption of

the Hudson River laid waste these blissful scenes, and Manetho took his

fight beyond the great waters of the Ontario.
The original face of New York IslanA1 there is every reason for,
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THE PAST, THE PRESENT, AND THE FUTURE.

supposing, was a succession of green.bills, gently ';undulating UD and
away from the'shore, and lest in the superincumbent wildermessf- tan
extreme south end :of Broadway,where; the .anientfortformsrlytetood,
was an elevated mound of labouttheisame; heights the present level of
Trinity Church,-which,fromg that' point swept; regularly and gradually
down to the shore on the.North: river: sa: the neighborhood:<f Pearl
and -Beekman- streets, two rather :precipitous "hills, knownuisBeekman's
and Peek's hills, rose and extended down to the Middle Dutch Chuxgh,
in' Nassau street, and to Maiden Lan. Between these acclivities,, in
several places, flowed streams- of water, while 'an inlet=from, the .bay,
called the canal, setup for.a'considerable distance what-is!now'knwu-as
Broad street.. Up Maiden Lane flowed another 'inlet, through Snith's
marsh; or fallow.- A little beyond Peck Slip 'existed;a low *ate-course,
which, in .high tide, ran up to:the Collect' (Kolck),,and thence, joining
with Lispenard's Swamp; on; the North River side, produced a union; of
waters quite across the entire city: thus,.according to Watson's Amiuuals,
converting itsometimes-into an island; the eastern:shore.of which was at
the present 'low- line of Pearl street, as -it, erossesiOhathain ,AtIthis
point'it was occasionally necessary to ase boatsrto cross the foot-passen
gers passing from either side of the rising ground ranging on both sides
of Pearl street, as that street inclines across the city till it runs out upon
Broadway.

It is het our intention to follow out in detail and,'step by step the gra-
dual but miraculous growth of thisavast metropolis;-fron; the;little 'strug-
gling dorp of Low Dutch houses, scattered around;the fort at the'.outh-
era :extremity of the island, to its present gigantio dimensiobs'andpower
as the third city in 'the civilized world. Taking the two extreme points
of the:landing of Hendrick Hudson and the 'census of 1850, the imagi-
e'ation,'by a single'glance; takes in=by intuition:the haracteristio idea.of
the intervening space of two hundied and forty years that-have elapsed,
and of all -the wondrous changes which' these years have brought. -To
me the 'pursuits and':labors of the: antiquarian and the historian have
ever been uncongenial;, and the historical--studies 'which Ihave, been
compelled at various times. to pursue, in. the: exercise, of my literary
labors, werelalways irksome, and among the. least.wel6ome of my tasks.
This is, perhaps, a strange confession.for aiman to inake whoaspires to
be' a writer, and Oven.an instructor Hof:his: kind yet as I cannot so far
forget myself as;to say that ofmyselfwhieh is not'strictly-true,'so-Ifeel
bound to make the confession To me it has ever ap ijred that when
the present has done Its work, and glided to.the "'dim-doniinions of the
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THE PAST, THE PRESENT, AND THE FUTURE.
NEW YORK NAKED.

past," ,it has no longer any vital interest, and that the lessons and morals
which: mankind has 'for' so' many thousand years' been in the habit of
drawing, from 'its incidents, hid 'better 'be left unknown.. The human
race ca make ,po'certaidprogress in the'-right direction, so long:as its
eyes 'are:constantly fied upon the' past, and all its ideas, principles, 'pro.
cesses, and methods;'-are drawn alone from what has been. 'True,' the
nelancholy histories of:ignorance, superstition,- oppression, and btrixne,
which form'the staple' materials' of the world's history in all times, and
in all countries, furnish abundant beacons to warn ds from what has gone
before ;" buttheir friendly light has never: yet been regarded by'-man or
nation. -Men have; studied the past, but to learn, how individual-success
in' obtaining power 'over the:minds of their fellow-men was best 'to. be
achieved. It is hot' too mue'h to say, that society has drawn no benefi-
cent lesson fromn theo4kst, Aid that' it is alone to the hope in' the future,
and a 'perfect sense of what' the destiny 'of man should be, that we may
look for the true science of human progress.

One of the most'striking illustrations of these views is the actual
existence of this very metropolis. Scan it closely and with; a careful
eye-analyze the elements of its apparent prosperity,-and the real 'nis-
ery of the 'thousands whose unprofitable, joyless lives go to swell .the
imposing records of our boasted census-examine into the condition of
its society-measure the barriers, insurmountable as walls of iron, which
separate'$the -different castes of which it'is. composed--rthe, millionaire
from the man of genius, struggling with poverty and neglect-the lordly
merchant and the 'starving author-the wealthy and insolent few who
insult the public by an exhibition of the trappings of a nobility and rank
for which they have not even the excuse of ancestral name and blood--
go, as I have' done, through the lanes and alleys, the underground deis
of poverty; visit the haunts..of crime, and filth,'and-licentiousness, the
vast caravanseries without air or the light of heaven, crowded wit4 hun=-
dreds' of gasping paupers-inquire into the histories of our thousand
inventors and men of, brains and genius-investigate, in a word, the
whole movement of the machinery of life, which .carries along, this great
metropolis, this-magnificent city, the pride and glory of the New World,
the boast of mankind, the crown of civilization ; and in what respect is
it better than the cities of the Old World, where oppressions sanctified
by ages and sanctioned by law and military power, have, so long held
undisputed and absolute swayI Swell as it may with pride the heart of'
the philanthropist, in commencing this investigation into our aclu4l con-
dition, long before he has finished his work, it will throb with pain and
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sympathy over the woes, and serrows, and sufferings, be cannot allevi-
ate; over the injustice' andOppression :he cannot. i:rihedy; over, the
whole rottenness and corruption of the social fabric, 'which-but how
appeared to him soy noble and so beautiful.

Is it, then, true, that the destiny of humanity is not progressive, but
that, running ever roudid i a wide circle, the vast ato deceives our oar;
row vision, and we think we advance onward, whileevery step brings
us nearer to the point' whence we- set; outiRad the- 'ast consult
history, shut up your hope, and'give play but'to=nlemoryand the power
of reminiscence, and the answer mustbe, ItI' evensolI Only when we
have closed our perceptions to the outwatrd'form' and order of material
events, when we have'opened up the interiors of 'the 'soul, ad asked of
her as a part of God Himsef, our ultimate destny, does the .true glory
of humanity begin to break around us We do hot believe that there is
a city in Europe, where, in proportion to its population;a:greater amount
of degradation, suffering, licentiousness and crime; exists, than. in this
very, this proud and tagtiiflcent New York. ' Beneath the tall' spires of
its countless churches, and within the shadow ofits corhmercial palaces
and princely 'mansions, where life flows4o brightly and so gaily, catching
and reflecting every'sunbeam as it dinees Across eadherestibg wave, rolls
the deep, dark, sullen ocean of poverty, crime anddespair -And he who
would justly perform his' duty to the times and to 'his race, 'must. ot
hesitate to launch out fearlessly Ripon this'gloomy sea; but explore its
profoundest recesses, and bring to the lightof day tha horrid monsters
that live and gender in its oozydepths. This work be'amine. Already
have I shed some light but diinily iandby transient gldams, over:tb vast
and momentous problem of life in New Vork. Now the time'has cgme
when my labor is to be reviewed, and its deficiencies supplied, and when
the whole work, so far as its execution lies within my power, must be
well and faithfully done. Yes, without fear or favor, I must speak the
truth of the various classes of man, aye, and of womankind, who go to
make up the population of this mighty city. What motives govern
them, what ends they purpose, and what means they use-these are the
themes which must employ my pen. And as a true and faithful student
of natural history-for is not the study of mankind and his phenomena
ten thousand times better deserving the name of natural history, than the
atomic results of lives spent in watching the domestic habits of grubs and
beetles, or analyzing and baptizing the strata of inaccessible rocks
Humanity is the creature, the creator, the'consummation of the universe.
God himself is but the perfect Man ; and although in his long and weary
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course fromsthegerminative peace and purity, the innocence and infan-

tile experienceof Edenthe has departed far andwide; from. the knowledge

of hisidiine character and destiny, yet,.when' this term of probation has

expired, when the forty days of agony and despair in the wilderness have

gone. byand:passed with abriekings and wailings into the tofnb otime,
then 'from its Mount!isgah shall humanity behidl the promisedFland,

the' restoration' of=its Eden, its purity and its divine;union with God him-

Self. ' Therefore4 shall iI, animated by a knowledge consoling and

gloriopsas (this,'shallI-be= swayed by fearof the petty spite, or male of

disappointed aeu orembitteed classes, in the dischargee of this my

knightly devoir'in the great tournament , of' life,? No! that which is

within; me, that:which compensates me for the unprofitable dreams and

unfruitful struggles: of ife, shall be, faithfully and, honestly recorded in

these pages;so That'when this body has passed, away, and the spiritual

man, that animatess'ithas resumed ,its existence in those spheres where

life; is ;immortal, and progress 'infinite, it may smilewith a satisfaction

that allethe rewards and honors io( the world could never bestow to see

myschildrenr and their children's-children, in the new and higher dispen-

sation' that is rapidly.,'corning. upon,. the earth-not ashamed of the

thoughts andt aspirations of theirbunible ancestor. So let, us to odur

work in earnest. ;Letus touch with the disenchanting spear of truth the

various'classes of 'life and society in New York. Let us compel from

them their utmost secret, the theory upon which they aGt, the thought

and hope upon which they lie. : Let uss trip off the mask in which each

plays its mummery before the reot,.and.let us show in ,their true propor-

tions,4id each with its namei inelibly branded upon its forehead, the

detmons that guide and direct the gan of daily life in our metropolis.
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THE MERCANTILEN BARONS 'OF NEW YORK.

Cj A PT E I II.

19* 1..sROANTILE BARONS OF. NEW YOR-THE CALIFORIA' BINDLE-
TH PRESS, AND THE PART IT PLAYED IN, TSa GAME-A" i aMne
AT IXFE ON THE PACIFIC.,

IT would be as impossible as unprofitable to enter into a minute
detail c f the - .. ' , .:cti 'oet c thel tasaction and processes of mercantile' ah iioiniercial

all there +ramircations.It would be as practicable'to follow a
buckle;ttrough all the devious 'wndmgs , ofhd 6-
ture each sin f fraud' Outrhis.'i r'udand robbery and outrage, in which' h' has
een engaged. As the tgrant and despot who erects"'hit -one'kud

bloody power upon the corpses of millions of subjeteg or
nei }es sgaig in.battle or in te lght 'day, towers iii "inmry abee

the assassin who agea about the 'iidhight streets, and Infs i i ef itfobr
a olitry victim,.so theprosperous merchant-prince of tii ideenth
century loom proudly above the petty gambler aa l .' M' Ad'as
the -assassin wha kills, hutta singleman would, if caifipi on
the rgi lows, while" the ionster w o immolates his riiilfofi&'"& tited
with the applause of the g orifying world, so ourimehant.priitreds

ty the careerof honor and respect and erriulatioi, wile'thiefand the backleg ive iedail night y fear e iiger'heflasigtly.eir f ei E!iit 9 e 1 h

otithstandim thimpossibility of chronicling indetail thb"rho6e-
nients of there commerci 1 world, within the limits ' of a sisg''liie, yet
it is indispensable to our purpose that we should oiniiiniaat 'be
general idea of the ingtrisischaracter of these operations ifch"oi ontil
the world and form the 'bis ofmodern comfierce;"that"' e W6uld
show by a few strong artistic' touches= theifundamental prihdipld"tit
stimulus the .movements of the world of trade and the 'lins 'high
govern it. For this purpose, the recent, discovery of the =ff'dihes of
Califgrria, and the unparalleld excitement'which basin d6iegqtioe
swept over the face of the entire civilized world, will faithfully atid efR-
ciently serve our purpose. Fortunately the details of this'his o f are
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NEW YORK NAKED.'S

fresh in the minds and memories of all. So sensitive and retentive is

the money-making faculty, that events which .bear upon it are keenly

remembered and not likely to be forgotten. It is fresh in the recollee-

tion of us all, the delighted and half incredulous, yet willingly received,

enthusiasm with which the first reports of the gold discoveries in Cali-

fornia were received. So miserably insufficient and unsatisfactory is the

life, and the reward of life, of every man in this inverted age of human

energy and activity, that the slightest runior of a change for the

bettor or the opening of a fresher and more attractive field, instan-

'ane ly e cites the acquisitve facufie8 of t i r etr e in/nunity

to a state of.partial insanity.: .the parties who ad e' prepar-

ing to take advantage of the California discovery for their ni-ichment

well knew and h d deeply studied this all-controlling trait in the dispo-

sitions of mankind, and theirplans were skillfullyiada d adrotl exe-

euteo in creasing thdel rius mexcitmentopi ' r bY ie goden-
inged,,rumors, and urging to madness ,tie d of that restles ever

shifting, eve discontented mass whofmso largean important a poi'-

tiof our ui yaiyeistm osag,eit is riot too lnch, that

tie whole scheie of California enigration, the results of which,whether

for good yel ave not yet begator g t" perceptions 6" the

world iast1 ] -blooded and.deliberate egecutioi of fli fof ork-
th wea rie of .nI ity, eien6 to t esatutibb, thedeso-

aion .a estru t of its vicuis for the ieread'a'bsaitepur.

pop of ing 5 alta istended colors of rfercIess i gugan-
ti, gaibaele, theseglmblers, too the menwo a ' Man ahieve

the higeat sition ain the respect and reveresee of tireaminity--

ne. w o ersosinspire awe among heir fellow itizei, Whoseslight-
est nod of egn , istreasured by theihume dikile i heir-

om and th fo aion f the future pridsof his family ; whoaemove-

uwnts conirO the denies o{ the great and miserable world of Helot-

ism ie '-pdidthe usoedu sted, th e:1alt destitut ida1f't" dalized
d 1 n"od e'n These are teiiemet 1wol o he

dpwaneJq n rdto sin
nositixou o p uo, of ve and every nattiitii in te N u i whdse

ower is more arb'ra ' andmore inscrupuiPUsty uset ati d the

ost violent f those fe jdaltyrant tati once iervassalsind

trainers to thq field of battle.,
The means by which the designsof these indivi t i 6rr iout

wre va's ut alldisreputable. The icipal eh eow evrfall
hbe iischeI, and I blush for my profession and for my;ace, h i e

t ta been the press-that sol9 representative on rt h 'f tie i" a p7

THE CALIFORrNiA SWINDLE,

of humanity,:that sole unpaid defender of the-,oppressed,-righter of the
wronged, and te ror"of themighty evildoer-that knight-errant"of the
nineteenth ntary, whose pen, mstonighty than the lance or batt-M.ae
of arnted knight; can pi aefth i gh tdatet mall ofdeilanid litrli
to the dust the mdistrous giahtaift'erretride andtkataple'1pon me#
knd:Apdiyet, how basely, -hbwuit'etlfaldafbe'o i ntkmptible s
pric, hak this noble nchatnpid otthe =orAd beetsedu edti fomits highand holy1 n is on I -H ow ll gu i ' le i g ide
shears, has made fallthe ,looks of 'stength oA this:Sa /as oif6the Iwmir
lites of or day 1 ,Iknow,.-atl cold t te Uan by man,'and etby ;att,
the Whole of this inifatmou c onpitaefragais tithe reaend lfealth, and
hope, and life of the doktaahlty.' Ioeld ihe howytha certain red-
peetable ahd honored tneiehauteishouldrciaveg e f osuinorgassage.
mn'ey from the eornduedaigation' to aljf athly gold' t4

ird i ;ted, and repeated'said reIteted,tinthe aes'f1bthtbereidulous
piublio, jand' 'Printed' and tpaid -foi doltutt by oa d~ieedre4
all the editorial authority of our leading jourinatig lig th demeifr
th. weightfand doentroliitig oigans-of iidw ahbli6oo o
smaller 'ouvnals, ; both' in our owde ellyad lhronghohat'
country, have reechoedf the ; e'fahd 'h.ifedstd eel1teRas JfahekaIi
and irre itible reportswb hk tEt otoWde upbdddg vdstb'onr ''ott g
etbarkationiand decimated the odnthsity of itse m4andst youfl
and most precious material, to pour it out upon the crag'land digetri
and carious of California--leaving behind, oh, what desolated hearth-stones,' that'shall nvreglow'agjiv rith =th chee ifi m1 t dlns ic
peace m'and what tender and I 1 . t1 r i*iiap it

hopes that: had reconciled'thoth"e' epati ' thbsetho i'di
deifer;thiiHfd bhutro, kla§ i 4%gyshall'se nd forh fh esr !E< rolb.ilhave aid thei'yd y9 'i6p$g et a th 394d

herefhb bld eaglea andt i i irlis bl f e cit rid deia'Ecircling and drawing # and'se'' ent tl ah fliktmff $d ht'burned 1dw, and t'aiat eek' -ixt
hopes, h ea iuei gdhtoldetYeh1i igdthblte r'' 1( 'thif jfb
pair, and the action f'thilr'ikab e xa ehCvWei d

behemti the re'relf N bi4d f- dis gi th ' I"mi the
Inhospitable lines, 'b 6 11" t mi d4bublibry abai iriit
Thousands now linger drooping and la'd-uithee bf jh 4who would exchange their right arms for the means to return to their
homewlgly lay down their lives the moment after theyhad been permitted once more to clasp wife and children to their hearts,
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and Q ve bnwithtIheirdying blessing,. LAnguage, p erfued ad ouat
nibg s tAi d huA figp w sirt , pi the iprp 9f thl grav9, ol
hopeful mes;an1di fr eilte thatlihi tgrxibie , exqri te gan ths
terrific .respltahs 1he bn el ibeat1yaYOk d+ othe meretpip'e of
enriching safew ameJwho: alreadyj re ieh peoug 4p9 4 every
extravagantiwih44o tOtp91Y 07 du4theira, the idea lhecomps tag.oppr -

aie Land;te incardiblete ,he b etai e',k ;et,, 0b isthe ,rmeancholy,

the iserab1;faet;an.d this !little h ais tyOgatsipsf the epitone of the

wholelifeiot comme~ce. o maay be awu :4he greatlesson whioh.

it tehesed the;lesse ,that ,awaited ;it, or,,let"ustnot insuWGod by
believing that an.ijptins titutn ie this, .whiqh Moloch-like immolstes its

victims bysthou nds;can be apemanet.sand necessary sondit onof
humanity. N,.,GThe4jtime, iasoning when:all, that which we now{know

ae cQ mmerO and trade, anpd al therespectale, and venerable, and wor-

shipful institu ieas and coven tionliitie which, it. hassestablished and by
which;iit eigns, -ehli: lhve disappered frOIm among;,mankind ; when the

honeptGbors, andthe spontaneous %eWrta o;$all shall brirngbtlei prodets
to 1the'gaeral"storehouse, whence:,in- turn ,all, shalL, freely-and without

prieg draw ther neceessies, the l1xudes, and,the embellishments of life.

Were it not forthishope, for.this cetaigty, that shapes itselfrin light in

the heart :f every hopeful dreamer,, maukind, nd destiny, and God,
would be anlenigma toehorrie tbe;j contemplated&by.!asane and

thosghtfull soul.'
l44, 444 44) l j ' - 4 '°f ,, 4 al4 7 j} ,a #

. NoT- hi, hapterwas write two years-and a'elf ago,whenthe
mad rush to palifornia cited by the means Ibave desrdbedwas at its

height . and thpeouts, aalmost daily received from., the plains, the

Isthrgnus,: from, se Francisco, an4 the diggings sthemsplves,. ere
actually appalling. ,t;eoul nothut thatthirty mpmonths-of the tense

v o(f epreent age, rand .he operatigaop;at r eouperateenergy

whio, sptpngly .qhracter4izesa our race, should .laey4 repght great
changes forathe better in the eonditipn of life on the'Pggcifl put, s the
facts hav stated, we all lamnntably.true, ten,.an4 es Ie dpduetiond

I hakegr ;are t ue, a qayra; I k.the. :hapt r stand as iiiwas--like
the a csses which re left to rarketh plagea where murde sbayeaen
comttco}te 3high road, long after the .anditti hord,esh ve

bef t ppoagh ef civthzaton,] T*4,,4 3',3.44,' 4

c4l44 . ..

.. .r.7 j , *4jIt t. I ( .; : A to .' f ' 4 i 1: 1 r ', 3 ' 4+ J )

.t r i ,, ' w , 3 , 4 4 4 4 4 44 4

r 4t t - , 4 4 3 2 . t t4 , ;. ,, t .". 4 4 444t 4, 44
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I oveGT,' perhaps, to'state that exceptions;and 'noble'ones; exist} sin
every evil that,''afficts-the world. Were it not so, "ve should have' no
tangible sign of the: reality of{ outhope inra' pilogresive ' and beautiful
destiny for theltimate donditio'iof mankind' Ianf ragnanimousand
excellent,'pure, gcdd,'and'tructworth-y =atres may be found in:the-great
world of'cofambree--iianay large and noble hearts,"whose:deeds-of- silent
beneficence transcend the clarity of angels,' by' so much as their position
is less'favorable'to goodness than theirs. "None 'are all evil," :saith the
poet ; and it is at last to poetry and its visions that we must sortt for
alltrue prophecy and prophetic ihspiratioa. There are many high: and
kofty m'rehants 'in New York, who 'not eouly :honor their Make= and
themselves, but rescue their profesion from some portion of the',odiuta
which'otherwise would weigh it 'down, aud annihilate ;it;by the enor-
mity of its own baseness. These, whoever they are, and wherever tthey
may be;'will understand and admit much ef thO truththat 1khavei itten
upon their craft ; nor do they require td be p6inted:odtin person.' Such
notoriety would be as unwelcome as unongenial to'the'geneous{ law4f
their existence. 4 r a4 * !,4 F t' t 4 4 44,4!4t 4 4

Nor am I at all blind to the momentary importance ,and'greatness-of
commerce as an agent and: engine in tho' irogreesive development of
society; and while I canot, accord .to commeree'.at" greater' degree
of virtue than to those Othefortn of-Oppressioli;which'are rapidly
becoming extinct on earth, yeteIclearly seerthat it is'a phase'in advance
of them-aand that, thOugh mankind, Made''its inxietioe ituray hetsufer
less, yet the glorious-eonsolation reminsis, that'they haven't still so leg
to suffer. - From savageisin to' feudalism Vwas'as'step forward::From
fudalism to the present fmrms of a'cominneral hicrarohy is nnotherg.and
long and most iinpotant; step W'en, and-t"what diredtio,'wilkthe

next be taken, n Iap onlguess; butfor any Mtiohaland tie answer,
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I should not apply to the various reformers of the day, who go about in

shabby coats and dirty boots, preaching reform, until they have turned

an honest penny out of the gaping gullibility of the crowd, and then set

up respectability and old fogyism with the best of them. At present,
we can only investigate and look upon these rascalities of all sorts, and
especially of mousing and cheating tradesmen, as a great moral ulcer, as
cities have before me wisely been dalle- -aa ulcer, too, which must disap-
pear and be transmuted into clean white flesh, before the moral leprosy
that enscales -the great body of society will ever disappear.,

Nor are the absolute robberies..and "extortions of trade its worst evils.

The moral effect of its practice, and its teachings, the crushing blight it

shoots from, infancy over the expanding enthusiastic soul; of youth, the
cold, absorbing lessons i stilll, drop.;by 4rop;,into the heart of-noble

sympathizing nature,,in itschild.like; phases, the practical teachings of
shrewdness, an lnjlwedge if the world,hich <cautious father and

calculating ;mothers are so prompt to impart to Aheir offspring,'are a

monstrosity,.great enough to convert the whole humaLrace into devils ;
and when I thinkseriously of all these things, insteg4 ofwondering that
mankind ats scbad, I wonder that any, of them ,r4getter, and that all
are not worse

The, business of conducting the-necessary barter among merpbers
of, the saon country and:between the different stiqs ,ofthe earth, the
whole ,napbinery of trade and: commerce, will, inanother; and a better

state , of seriety, be of the simplest construction and most unexpensive
operation.

The xamieations of trade are, of course, as diversified and complicated

as the,. wants and necessities 'of society, I have but. indicated ,tw .or
three of the:most notorious;and cnapieuous araong, them. Were I to

prolong thi& catalogue until I had exhausted the material for instructive

and profitable comment, and disclosure pf the dishoigesty of the operations

of trade, my bookwould be full ere I had fairly laid out the subject. Bat
perhaps, ia justiceto:myown professions,.asto literary men in general,
I ought notto4isuris itwitbo t one:blow wielded for the-honest recom-

pense of.geniu g ta nti sahlarchip, and mental toil. As it is, the man of

genius, let hinabe;the onist cautious-tempered, moderats. and discreet. of

bid clas;, must;waste the greater,: and better, and fairer, and brighter
portionI ofbis life-in.unrecompensed. dradgery, that he may .elect for

himself a platfortnupon which testaedaand from which to clutch a tardy
teward~for ii prieelesalabora. e cannot, conseentiously, let sape the

'whole elass ofIbook-pblishersgand-brain-buyers, from the severest of out
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eensures upon the more material products and operations in the world of
trade. Oh I .if I dared;but ,take the-cover offabundred orwo of brains
I know of, and dip out' with the. point ef my~pen the; sret history
of 'their owpers,:ths breadles daya and leeple ssnigt,thefverish and
grazing years of struggle,and suspense and;en tal torte, the tempta
tins to- crime and suicide,=th greatly growing, misanthropy, which at
last enveloped the whole horizonin a dense and gloomy cloud, dreve the
remembrance ofthe rosy dreams of youth:99t of existence, and paralyzed
the very spiritwithin them, what a:sad, what a humiliating record-would
it be 1 The, old world ef letters in Europe, where Goldsmith begged nd
Johnson starved, and Pope turned sycophant, and Savage died is ,the
gutter, wasin all conscience bad enough, one would think, to draw 'down
upon the, world,.the fiercest judgments of ;an offended God, who saw his
spirit, in shape if human genius,- freely imparted to his favored; children,
thus spurned upon, and trampled in .the 4us by coarse andEgriping
avarice and the tyranny ,of trade.- .But if this wer outrageousin the. old
monarchies of .letters, what' shall we say of the state of, things in our
republic of letters, where,.;in addition'to the oopventional,.proverbial, and
professional wrongs heaped upon;authors by the publishers, they are
subjected to the crushing ,coapetitigQ :of ,the ;stolen literature of all the
world beside, thundered down in one incessant. reign; of folios, quartoa,
and; duodecimos upon heir 4evqted heads?. If.the publishers of Grub
:street were mean, an4.selfish, and Cruel,-and tyrannical,;they at leastpaid,
insome sort of fashion, for.what they published,; but the autocrats of our
Grub street not only refuse to buy the. products of Ameriqan genius, on
the plea ; thatthey can have all the intellect of Europe for nothing, but
they impudently parade upon their eatalogtes the dsuning fact. thatktey
can afford, to pydlish theworks.ofiallthe great:intelectsinthe we9nd atone 'third the price at which they anbe ,purchased in Europe. No
wonder I. 'And if the laws were aslenierltto those ,rwho stole dryg
and 'hardware, as to thosewho, only steal brains,,.whys Icould set up a
grpeery or a rag-shoptgnorrow, and undersll by ftyper cent all, my
rivals is the city Ierhaps tha world will one day get far enough.along
to upderstgd that iate i1; product ia not, after all jthe highest of earthly
possessie,;a~tbatbyis, and;pnind, pg4;ggsnius, and intellect, deserve
alsoptheir protection and:their reward.,

Coming fairly under thehead.of entalproduers, are the great an
enlighkyed body of American invepigswhoe{from-the political corrup-
tio" that reigna at Wskipton rt her,ufaithful and corrupt adainla.
ration of ourlaws, and from, thedishonestgombinations and tospi
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cios of capitalists to control" or crush inventive, genius, are nearly as bid
to'.~the ,"poor ,serlbbleis.thbmselv 6. 11Jhehistolj bf itlie struggled,

tlie diiapp hit ts;'t th etotiois, th o;p re§6sio and' outrages through
which aldne an i~t 1itcai' °nc yhis inve ttT~wi4 htidbrihg it fairl
before the 1pul ise, ta1ld fb+6" endukh to iappal tthe lIno't aiguine' " and
enthusiastic iintor of , eri "n iew I hroremeit iithe world of -science
that" ever lied If wauld be a {history irflebtiiig andctfasterling"the deep
eetr ibi'al turpitude i poui'a iiajoityof, theyAfibials-£"I mead' those of all

deartmnsoftegvetrriet. ' it 'wold 1e ,ai siory of. the.'bribtng of
congressmnen; ard' chief engineers; 'ad cmk ssoers, " atid clerks,' ai
secr taries, by i nen rg and shallow-pated 'designers,;-arid' the ' fruitles

stu le 6 tie ±eally deserving, 'wind, t ietefore,'th e honest; 'who could
not 'uicerstiuid' wht it was :agains which ~y o~r roted .

Iiloik s' p lrtends to be' d'ur frugal : tid eea oillcril goive riient of

expeiidinighe people's 'treasure upon set~ies tof pivte'itiet,or ' far
the agg atidlizement jbf individuals, 'y t killione ai'e' nnuall& thrO*a
aiy, equiander~d, wanted absolutelyl, upon ,the 'riiost wcrthless rmen, and

still 'niOre ' orthlessM1'chri nes, while shhnest I p sessor 0'of : invaluable
acrets anti disO6veries ln the' tdd of tt a'd S Cried per d' their +d is

and' :nights; la fruitles effoi t at d' harIW5%g abperise,' begging ' ad
imnploring at the' feet '"off'inesoirable powerr. fdt the 1hiea to test th it

inVntons ' aid; -bring" them 'fairly :before tiie' avi d: Thus { are '"all
the # reat "xmatteal 'interests " f mank ind retarded; eri sar 'aaed~v 'arid
dlstoi fedl4 thee' elfish; thesebakse afid odrru t °ubli6 aei'vantfs;, whipe

THumbug,is rstrengthene&dranddperptiiM l Ini Short,ids eweok decn
'deeper and db ri' into ti is re lesa' ab*st" of' ii a dial' oript ouI,

ladscan,' iio*d leisureW' tho' eleineiit which 'centte'thei'&,'we bec ri
ri ore and nmore'psi vad with' ehet'of most disc ouraging edrion.
dency. SO'firxiily iated aiid 'well defondedd'seef these hOi*ribl& e i ,so
deeply have they' tr'i theme, iobts'into't c' abil 'id,'ti iib&tbernsel~e

r about :the fiery 'heart of "soO6ietyj t art' f hto ap iheision c~ en o i'ltiiil
too their a lstnce, cd noian for thefr'eititrtlt. i s~ri~ib
for that still t iallioicrif, l ion haf i'Je ffor ertiftdee'?e es
of every humn heart, shedding" 'i'l~s ed'fifheic~ thtbligh'bit'te
bein 'that ;witbv 'I11t '*uid ili e~btat,a4 Iet.t+lt t'erfbat-.

~tlh iialrclior i ' hli, we alioildflntded d s~lir ' 3(t ' thatd'ice w'll

fii~ with it'sei '~leiethe' tfdaA'tlf t h a ' _ (l.yst

A TRUE 4UEORY OF, TRADE.

come, when mankind, released from these soiling and disgraceful gar.
inents in which it is now swathed and swaddled, shall rise up in the
purity and simplicity of its naked body, and fill all the universe with
anthems of love and joy.
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CHAPTER V

?EE VABSIONA BLE WORLD-ASTOR PLACE OPERA-HOUSE---CRITOS COR*

NE--A LOOK ROUND THE HOUSE-SOME PORTRAITS THAT WILL BE

RECOGNIZED--THE TEETERERS-MORE PORTRAITS-THE VICOMTESSE DE

CLAIRVILLE-A LOVE STORY OF SNOBBERY AND THE STAGE.

LET us now, dear reader, with your permission, look in at the opera;
and take a glance at the fashionable world in its highest state of develop-
ment, and most exuberant bloom. But first let us pay a tribute to our

dear departed old opera-house in Astor Place-the only real home out-

of-doors ever possessed by our New York aristocracy. Let us go back a

couple of years, and describe the opera as it was, and as, we fear, it will
not be again in a hurry. The house itself, as it was in its palmy days,
again is before us. The architect has succeeded in. creating the only
theatre in the United States which deserves the epithet "elegant." He

is a man not only with ears, and of a proper length too, but with eyes
also. While nicely smoothing the projections and rounding off the

corners, to prevent the delicate notes of the nightingales on the stage
from stubbing their toes and breaking their necks, before coming to the

audience, he has artistically composed the fixtures and embellishments
of the house into a picture which fills the eye with graceful forms and

charming contrasts of color, while the gem-like chandelier sheds an

atmosphere of voluptuous lustre over all, like a condensed constellation

or a mile or two of the milky way squeezed into the circumference of a
lady's ring. The lightest lapse of the imagination is'sufficient to recall
the sparkling illusions'of youth, until you deem yourself in a veritable

world of enchantment. Then this pleasant place, filled with beautiful
women, shedding around the indescribable but exquisite fascination of

their presene-the faint and impalpable perfumes that penetrate the
brain, and enervate the senses with a voluptuous intoxication-the low

murmurs that undulate through the air, the mingled flashing of eyes and

diamonds that make the bosoms palpitate on which they rest-all blend

is heir seductive indluences to wrap the aslggigi ely iI .m < Andall this it
heside the ,musior.-for,.t9, tail the truth ao. large: proportion of the
audience, the .entr'ate intervalsgafathe 9n"y; p1pasant parteof -teper
foriance-hsqeaking screeching and drumming-from the stage and
orche stra,:bsing the lougad drearypausesin the excitements of visiting,
quizing, and iirting, puhnitted to with welbred yawns, and half-choked
sighs{of fashionable resignation.

Befee we .desceind te particulars, we will, turn our attention for a
moment; to the topography of the house, 4eine the boundaries, fits
various cantons, and4 indicate ,the characterf its inhabitants. First is
the parquette, with its easy and commodious-chairs filled, with a diversi-
fled and ,medley :mHss, artists, editors, and. critics, with their wives, either
in the extreme of; n4ress, including blankthalad yglyet bonnet, or
else as extremely over-dressed,.which, being; literally ipterpedg, would
signify not dressed nugh, if ny A few of the, better class of strangers

inetown, withi theirfailies, have t ket places in the,parquette, to avoid
observation, *mnd; thehalf dolars extra; and in the,front. seats near the
orchest',,you mAy see the wivea und 'sweethearts of the straw-dowers
an ;catgut-scrapers.in the orchestra, or of, the suhprdinate performers on

t g? In the middle of' the parquette; on eitherr side the aisle, are
always'npore or less of a higher elass of audience, who, from ill health,
deness,,or some other caused o not choose to enter into the contest of
brocade supremacy on the ,#fas, or to exhibit their breasts and shoulders
beneath the gloating gas-light of th ,boxes,.and;who really are fond of
the opera for itself glone-and take this Igeans of gratifying their taste,
and at the sae timeavoiding the crash, and struggle, and ostentation,
of the stratum tie t above. In the ,patquette are to theifound i ny of
the wrest, and sarest friends=of the aoperA. many whose ppinipsa are
sutitied to respect, and form in reality the. only standard of mnsicge riti-
'sno which exists in the metropolis. Have at thiismoent in .my-eye
an old gentleman of flfty-five Or sixty hale ad ,hearty, with a face
-beaning: with;the: fresh and childlike'spirit of:socialityanddkindness, to
which the ran =of the world.at; lastretgres,'ater all theenperienqes and
suspicious-bitternesse and despondenciesofniddle =life.:; The o getle-
mani volunteered to tell ,i,; the other evening; that'he had never missed
a:night; at;the;Italian opern in New York.; He wgs a constant attendant
at theopera when.Malibran appearedgin this coup$r'in ther earlystage
ofa.itoll4a7ation,;bA was, faithful in;his devotions to theMor or
tapupe gheseape cheerfully to the, rescue' when, little -4almn broke: his
back under the burden; of the Chambers;street enterprise. n4 since

THE ASTOR ?PLAQS OPE1M-iiQU5L 8?
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the construction of:the :Astor Plaie opera-house he has never{been' abseni
a single night, rainor'shine, subscription or'extra, Parddi or Patti;Forti
o' 3enventano. Nomattershonorewhat, he'is always 'there; alWays
seated in thesite chafr; immediately nexl tothe 'Orchestra,"*ith his
gentle blueeyes-atd rn4tildfac&'turned in'enthusiasm spon the perfor-
mers, mid his'vhole :tdoul evidently'absorbedlin' themsic's fascinating
spell. Beside him stands, partly leaning 'against the' railing' of the
orchestra, with his face thrited towards the balconies, 'a well-knowri fre.
quenter of the1ope'a,' onhe a, celebrated fast Man- among the young roues
and nobles of England,''w' 'settled downto:'v polite, 'well.:bred' and
polished raan of the=world. He'is in request atthe dinner tables Of'the
fashionable hotels;,welcom'ed at the soirees'of the fashionable and the
literati,; and altogether seems'to le in 'as fair= a way for the enjoyment of
a greenold age'ss'iny one'ooulddesire.

Distributed, as *e have 'aid, 'in'varidute pattsof the parquette,'- a re
those 'mysterious and all powerfMl'beings;,ithelbeitica However,; these
atomic integers of the' grekti hydra-headed phenomenbi the>'Press, to'a
certain extent obey the laws of chemical affinity, and' are crystallized or
cribbed together 'ita kind of' order, -which -may' bet termed the. symnie-

tty of-higgledy-piggledy.'£Across 'the northeast-dorner of:the-parquette
(all sharp and disagreeabl things eomO Fror the northeast)', a' pace,
about the size.of:a Ohicinnati' pigpen, has been det apart, in which a
good proportion of the ntiredro've "of criticsare > pounded,'furnished
with "arm-chairs;'jusetlike;gentleihen, and idoking very .much likeres-
pectable people, thd ay theirdebth and' speculate inWall street."They
appears together { tob omfortable'and *ell-fed' for-editors, critics, 'and
liieryrtash' of' ihit sott; butithei,'so' far as-the'pedodioal press is codn.
cerned,we shave'thagedi ally that sice the'days of Goldsmith,-and. John-
s6n,>and Addisohi 4Otsr editorss' areimostly meit 'of 'means and 'shrewd
business "fabeties;wha know'how make the most of{ theit places
and 'possessions; 's 'Well 'as ever i shopkeepers in' Pearl street. 'Most
of- these iteforJialf a dosendifferent papers, morning, evening; week-

ly, Sunday, monthlyland'othely, while their'spare 'time is occupied in

'eoriespond ig with'country' papers, writing puffs' for Genin,°Jarvis,
Sanrds, acid :(ikraud; aot bringing soite 'creaking and rheumatic, pane
rastaa sr'paralytiepeep-sho' into-popularity, at two shillings a line.' On
the whole'theredre,"they live well, and-are not 'much more-overworked
than'-ii' mnitus'horae;''*lile the'deceskity of -onstantly producing and
scraping stogetir tit' of their brains about o much' every-week'pre-
vents them ever making a serious and sustained ef, c t to see what they

Z) *

Li

gedi do. ."They are generally capital fellowe, frNo from, envy, malioe,
and all uncharitablenss, and jogalong together, thronghlife, without
those childish and ridiculous aquhbles sodisgracefully constantwith
their more Aignified and pretentiolls krethrenr in the political department.
of journalism. Uowever,, w , shal.postppne whatewe have to say in
detailof these gentlemen until we come to our chapter upon: the prese,
it which we will groupthen all together.

And now;for a look:at thehouse. Lets first take ,s peep about the
precincts of the balcony sofas 'and boxes ,of-the two sub-amphitheatre
strata, and we, shall behold the concentrated essence 'of the ostentation,
fashion, wealth, beauty, and snobbery of New York., There, are not so
many pretty women there perhaps, nor handsome men, as among the
audience of the, zingr theatres;, but; they are ,undeniably. better
dressed, rmore stylish, in their appearance, and- diffuse an airyof good
breeding about them. that could not Abe mistaken, Most of them have
received everypossible, advanageof. education, as we are- now. in the
second generation of our pedigree, and: the leading, members of our aris-
tocraoy are the, song of the mechanics, artisans,. laborers, and soap'boil-
ers who established the race.; They, therefore, have been delicately nur-
Aured, an4dseertito (take by ingtinct to the task; of making!the; best use
of the fortunesequeezed together by their vulgar progenitor: Many oz
them have;passed a-considerable time in Europe, where, as, the best to
be had'from America,' they. have been receivedinto unqiestionable cir-
cles of rank! and, fashion; and, quick ofapprehensionprone toiml-
tatiw, andoverilowing withisoejal ambition, as, is every;sof and daugh-
ter of Yankee-doodledon, they could notfail to, acquire,to a certain
extent, the graces and :the, manners of those: with whomethey, were
brought in contact.. It is true, that they are prone to.the most ridiculous
mistakes,;which expose them at.oncefor'whatthey are,,to thorough-bred
people of fashion,;,and, in consequence, our wealthiest and most' snob-
bish families sate nothing:. bat- objdets::of ridicule ?and..contempt to
the; foreigners of real birth and breeding ;with whom ,they are broughti. contact.: 'Howeverallthingsconsidered, they are a ;pretty good spe-
aimen of Yankee aristocrscy and are, perhaps, as,sensible; as honest, as
virtuouse and as chaste, as any other, aristocracy under heaven.,Their
reigning defect and disqualification is insolence and ill-bred vulgarity-i-
our. true aristocrat being ;inherently gentle,: *ad thoroughly despising
everything like violencee to hisi inferiora in station.

The immense: deficiency of the New York fashionable, society is per-
ceptible at'a.glanoe. It is.not in display, not in accomplishment,not in
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magnificence of-appointment and entertainment,'not even in liberality
and' a certain .lavish expenditure, which it generally, 'however, vulgarly
overdone ; but it is in the irremediable want of easy deference to them-
selves and to others, which distinguishes our American society, or at any
rate the more' sumptuous and presumptuous classes of it, on all occa-
sions and under all circumstances.- It is to be hoped, however, that a few
more generations will refine, purify, and enrich the blood of dur aristo

cratic families, and endow 'a millionaire, and his wife and daughters, with
some approach to the good breeding and gentle manners of an intelli'
gent family in 'the middle elass of life. } Not, however, until the
factitious importance at present conceded to mercantile pursuits, and
the business of making fortunes upon the capital of others, is forced
to assume its own' proper dimensions, will anything like-a true social dig
nity, elegance, refinement,- and aristocracy, ever prevail in this democrat'
tis metropolis. The first place in public estimation must be occupied by
others than prosperous shopkeepers and successful speculators, before we
may pride ourselves upon a true and creditable social aristocracy.

Among the most conspicuous and beautiful women in the house
to-night we observe two, evidently sisters, by their resemblance 'in style
and features, and especially in the luxuriance of their shining 'black
ringlets. They are in the box nearest the stage, in the second circle.
These are the daughters of a distinguished lawyer and man of genius in
the capital of the sunny South. One of them is the fashionable and
dashing wife of one of our most desperate financial speculators, whose
ups and downs in the' great gambling drama of Wall street have ruined
thousands and shaken heretofore that vicinity to' its centre. 'Not 'long
since, he met with a series of reverses, which, to use a technical phrase
-of the faro-table, quite as proper in Wall' street, as in Park Place,
"thoroughly cleaned him;out," and the gravest suspicions were even
noised about respecting his non-observance of the conventional and easy
code of honor that prevails in that golden realm. 'At all events, he
manifested the possession of the domestic and :nepotic affections in no

ordinary degree; for however wide or deep aight- have been thesuffer-
ings inflicted upon ,his creditors, his family showed no signs of the
misfortune; and, as was the case with a similar event occurring nolater
than last summer, the ladies are still as conspicuous, 'as gay, and as
magnificently caparisoned as in the palmiestdays of their= husbands' good
luck at the cards. This, by ithe way, i the usual condition' of things
'among all gamblers,iwho, whatever their' reverses, or runs of bad 'luck,
always manage 'to live',at the best, dress, ride, and, dine, in the' most

I
Ul

extravagant and sumptuous manner, and keep their women folks rigged
out like South American queens, in diamonds, feathers, and expensive
gewgaws, worth, at least, fully as much as themselves. Whatever we
may be disposed to say of the :morality or immoralityof blacklegs and
stockgamblers, we must confess that they make the very best husbands
in the world.

The lady we are describing is a ,woman partaking largely of the
matchless talent of the father, and possessing great powers of fascination,
both in manners and conversation. She is deemed by the admirers of
that style of thing, excessively handsome, and is by no means chary of
displaying her charms and accomplishments to the best advantage.
Some little time ago, her dinner-parties were the most piquant affairs of
the season,; and, by her wit and fascinations, she managed to assemble

. around her the cream of all the desirable classes and professions-artists,
actors, men of letters, and brilliant conversationists, together with those
dazzling and yet dangerous women of an uncertain class between the
confines of close society and the open common of gay life. In these
assemblages enjoyment was the one. sole, aim and purpose, and it is
confessed by those who were admitted to those latitudinarian "rites that
they were everything intoxicating, delicious, and seductive. Among the
brilliant and rather startling exhibitions in this circle were the
performances of the elegant hostess herself, who, apparelled in the gay,
picturesque, and scanty costume of a peasant Polonaise, would, after the
feast was over, and the company had sought the drawing-room, bound
like a Bayadere among them, and set their hearts beating, and brain,
whirling, with the dizzy undulations of a dance that would have brought
down the house at Niblo's and crazed all the critics ;of the .morning
papers. Beside her, leans over the railing of the box, her sister, younger,
and extremely piquante--her delicate curls twining.like tendrils round
the half-transparent temples, glowing like pomegranates in the sun. :Her
black eyes stream a light clear across the house ;:and no matter in what
direction you may be looking, you cannot, escape the 'sense of -her
magnificent presence during the entire evening. If shebe but as happy
as she looks, she must indeed be an enviable creature.

The box next to this is filled with over-dressed and genuinp shopkeepes-
iooking women, who require no particular 'mention., They are a
collection of the common type of New York beauty,:overipointed, over
dressed, and over supercilious. Further along, beyond the crinpon-
curtained boxes, we encounter several .of the most fashionable; and
pretenti m)s of our aristocratic families.. Mr. De D-- occupies that
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box next the curtains, with the ladies of a family whose name goes, back

to the time of the Revolution,-and was then honored and trusted; The
ladies are dressed, in unimpeachable taste, and their manner is more
subdued and truly aristocratic.than that of many whose pretensions are
by no means so undisputed to the title of exclusiveness. Further along,
near the middle of the house, is a box furnishedhwith crimson cushions,

got up lat the', occupant's' 6wna expense. :,:The owner is one of the
wealthiest and decidedly the most distinguished-looking man of fashion
in the house, or in the city. His wife is also a very elegant looking
woman, faultlessly costume, and whose coiffure and dresses are regularly
imported from Paris. She is-of a family generally acknowledged to stand
among.the front rank of our aristocracy, although they have not achieved

that position without hard fighting, and except through a storm o,
sneering ridicule from former associates and equals, who have either not
been so talented or so lucky as themselves. The pair are a model of
conjugal devotion and felicity. 'They are never seen asunder, not even
in walks and .rides.' At Saratoga, they parade the gravelled promenade

at Marvin's, lovingly arm-in-arm, or sit in their pleasant parlor over-

looking the green and shady terraces of that enchanting spot, amusing
themselves by both. reading from the same newspaper, or sipping, from

the same sherry-cobbler. Their style is unquestionable, their appearance '

elegant, and their position, so far as we may judge by outward signs, one
of unalloyed happiness. The husband is a man ofd fine taste and liberal

views, a 'generous patron of the arts, and aider of worthy enterprises.
He deserves his good fortune and his charming wife, while she is equally
justifiable in being devoted to him.

Our next conspicuous and fashionable subject in this upper circle is

that tall and supercilious looking woman, very thin and delicate in
person, and with a nose-decidedly retrousse. She also had a terrible

struggle -and a' long fight before the victory was won, and she= was
established as an undisputed member of the haut ton-and we believe

the contest is even now occasionally renewed. She is not decidedly a
handsome woman, yet there is something about her which inevitably
makes you turn and look at her a second time, and ever after causes you
tobe aware, unconsciously, of her presence or absence from the scene.

Seated' deferentially behind her, is an elderly, thin gentleman, with

iron-grey hair, who might very well have been the original of Douglas
Jerrold's'' Man Made of Money." 'Few .persons in the community have
wieled a more powerful influence than he. =In respect to the credit of

firms and individuals in Wall street, his 'word;to a large class is law ;

SOME PORTRAITS TEAT WIH L' BE, RECOGNIZED.

while now and then the whole street.is.made:to palpitate through all its
extremes by his movements, se if his fipgara were:piessing upon the'ery
heart of that anomalous monster, the Stock. Exchange. , All heis, bow-
ever,, tr ever. was, or, ever .can hope, tbe, is by thepower of money.
With the exception of thatifew in any: class are not as well entitled
to distinction ias:he. .Rebaa just;one faculty-j-hat.of making money;
and to its development and exercise his ,wholg life and being have been
faithfully;devoted. Eonomy, abstemiousness, and self-denial-the bases
of all accumulation of wealth--he. possesses in an eminent degree, Never
in all his life has he been known to spend a sizpence for anything but
the bare necessaries of life-that is, for himself.' As to the immense
amounts ,said to be foolishly, and uselesslysquandered by his wife in a
system of ostentation as unbecoming.as it is intrinsically yulger, thatis
neither here nor there. It is said by those who know her best, that she
openly married him for his money,, and that the whole boast of her
virgin life was;the avowed intention ,ofthus disposing of ,heryhgrmsand
fascinations. Born in a humble rank, she possessed aaschepiipg and an
ambitious heart; and having looked out for her bargainsndisposed
of herself to the best advantage and the highest bid4d- plainly and
above board, like a sale of fancy.steeks,"r.. w.," she, hastened to pubbiely
announce the completion: of the transaction, and to give he,busbrand
unequivocal evidences of his position and rights in the pretnises. If they
ind themselves mutually abhorrent to -each pther- they have nobody to
ecase but themselves. But with all:thiawe, have nothihg todo. should

we institute an inyi~sttion into the statistis of, wdddbIs ong our
aristocracy,God knows wherewe might stp,; or ipto 'ha fearful abysses
of misery and crime we might- not punhge, -Therefore, taking it for
granted that our grey-haired financierapd,.his youngwife re as well
off in this respect as many of our neighbpys,,we pass og to the husband
himself.' ':

The:head of this aristocratic and dashing;fa ily followed the common
destiny of his tribe, and commencedlife as an errand, boy, check collec-
tor, :&c., &c., for a broksr's- den in Wall street-;,,and as he kept steadily
on, with his rf fixed upon one point--to become rich-and as endow-
ed with iron perseverance .and great .shrewdness, he ,has long ago suc-
ceeded. But, the principal means by which he and hundreds of our
money'. aristocracy have accomplished this, if things and actions bore
their right names, would be, called;s windling and fraud. In a word, he

is a leading stock gambler ; and his immense gains. have chiefly arisen
from buying and selling fancy stocks, and from other similar operations
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upon an unreal market, kept up 'r depressed, as the needs and objects

of himself and his brother-gamblers required, or as there were pigeons

i' the market to be plucked.
Our readers who have gone with us thus far will not require to be told

that, in our opinion, this species of gambling is far more dishonorable

and 'disgraceful than faro-dealing, or thimble-rigging; and that those

engaged in it are, to all intents and purposes, blacklegs, 'and ho more

entitled to pass for respectable citizens than the fancy.sporting men and

flash covies about town, who embellish the narrow and back-breaking

8eta at Burton's, to have a laugh at religion with Aminidab Sleek, or

garnish 'the orchestra stalls at Wallack's, to ogle Miss Keene, and admire

the plump ankles and other attributes of Annie Lonsdale. And yet, not

only do' our brokers and stock gamblers pass for respectable citizens, but

they and their families assume an 'air of pretentious 'arrogance, elbow

honest men aside, and set up for arbiters and dictators of society !
'Sse yonder haughty and bold-looking woman, scanning -the' audience

with' . defiant sweep of her pearl opera-glass; and dreeting all eyes'upon
herself by 'the queenly magnificence of her costume and jewelry.' Look

well at her, and see if you can, detect in her appearance the Signs *of one

of thosee 'o much'commiserated working girls, wh se 'lamentable condi-

tion draws:such sympathetic floods of tears 'from the ink-stands of our

philanthropic scribbled. 'But k f4'years' ago, that haughty head, now

flaunting proudly under' ite' of Martell's twenty-five dollar' feathers, was

bent industriously over'the miscellandou e ateh-work .that came in her

way'; and those dainty fingers loaded'with 'rdianbnids,' were busy dis-

charging the' iianifold offices of her father's humble household. But

now, not one in all this gaudy and shallowcrowd ' is or feels more

intensely h6 aristoorat than she.' The capacity for luxury is the ruling
instinct of woirtan's nature,'bursting out into full an4l perfect bloom upon
the first patch of prolific soil, or beneath the first ray of congenial sun-

sline. A wiomnan alliys becomes her riches, her 'ne' clothes, her car-

riage, her brilliant'drawing-room, the fashionable assemblage, and the

highest walk 'in Vanity Fair-as soon as she is able to compass them.
Beside, our democratic 'empress knows full well that she is full as good
as the rest-why, therefore, should she.be 'afraid ? By the mere and

absolute force of money and perseverance, she stands' aid 'inbves at this

moment (though, it is true, not without, now and then, a fight for it) in
the van of the 'snobby aristocracy of this snobby metropolis. We could

write a volume of homilies on this one cold-hearf d, trifling lady ;: but

cui bono? She is only one of the 'ephemera whb float for a moment
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across the broad beams of human life, aimless and yalueless, save for. the
lesson she lends to those who have the wit to find it out and the virtue
to. profit by it.

Encroaching upon the crimson-curtained boxes at the other side of the
house, we stumble apologizing past a'couple of boxes filled with- portions
of the indiscriminate crowd, pretty and engaging enough' in their way,
with one of the handsomest and best-dressed members of which the dis-
tinguished "Joe Sykes" is engaged in earnest conversation-lending.for
a moment, by the graces of his sprightlywit and high-bred manner, an
air of distinction to the entire box,. But let us rest our glass a momep;
upon that small and choleric-looking gentleman in the ,brxnearest;tie
stage. His quiet and pretty young daughter, modestlyattired in black
silk, and with a diamond of almost priceless value on her yet undeveloped
bosom, is stilt too young to have made her appearance regularly ticketed
in society, and only 'comes now and then to the Opers by;,pretty stealth.
The father'its one of the most: devoted patrons of the Opera,! tpermainent
subscriber, stockholder, and proprietor of the edifice itself,.iadrt indis-
posed to exercise, on all proper occasions, his opinions and his jptgment
upon questions relating to the progress and conduct of this ariategratis
national amusement. His patent of nobility is of, a. more ancient date
than those of ,many of his neighbors and-compeers; and, nnnffectedly
disdainful and haughty in his manners, he gives'himselflittle concern
about his position, and thereby doubly confirmt it. He is 4nMan of
education and taste, but too- unbending and ungenial in his temper to
obtain from life more than about ten per cent, of the:enjoyment of which
it is: capablee'

Dropping our glass perpendicularly to. the balcony sofa, we chance
upon the face and figure of one of the lady' 'patronesses of art' and-liter4-
ure in her highly-favored seat. Perhaps you think her a'little old. My

dear sir, you are entirely mistaken-she is by no means so old as her
daughter, who sits immediately next her, and who has recently married
one of the youngest and handsomest fashionable young bloods -about
town. Before our lady patroness went to Europe she was, to be sure, a
little passe; but a tour on. the continent,- and a six months' residence
in aris did wonders, and she 'came back as fresh and rosy as a bride.Envious and malicious people assert that, she is too positively white; and
technically read in the dictionary of fashion, very much "assisted'" bIt
what that means we have not the slightest idea. Our glass knows nothing
of it, and we set it down therefore as rank cal may. And, by the way,
it is astonishing how far this spirit of scandal will carry some people.
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We haw even been present wheti .Iadiesof notoriously phalansterian

habit' aidideassha ehinited furiougis'yih'teairi'nglt 'pieces -ome absent

unfortunate, who happened to belong to a larger circle, or Nosessed a
c re'dr $iiiapdispOaitibo thud helrself.i'hdeed,>th general 'result of our

bseratiis'+ i ta'i t ftshaonable 'sodistf" a.d'onin who sins -only
bAlliantly fail benwatlinheeniryarrther; than ethindignationl of her

associates: ' 'f she =o tld=divest ' eislf' of'the , lat;.the 'sin might pass
unnioticed. ' ''

B te ay, we heardthe'other daof an insta'ta of foMinino 'perse.

draed, tact d'managenarit in the gratifeatotiioof a soeinl ambition,
Which=igve llivorth the trouble ottlebording.A ,ly whose husband

dad asirassed' considerable motiieylks the nanufoture2 of boots, 'and who

wae herself possessed of no 6rdidary degree of intelligence and=smartness,

cohleiiedith t at length the tim lad ttrrived for carrying into execution

he'lagheitshed plan-cf effectin -an entranceinto fashionable life;

Foi this ,iirpose ehe-uecuredthe' services of a poorfemale friend, whose

positiong'hbwever, ws unquestionable among the .exblusive families, who
i acosidefstion of 'certain favors and- gratuities, promised 'to> exert her

iil'eneinIntroducing her to the approaching solir4e of Mrs:' Blank, of
Blank'l ee''So far did these conspirators -against the dignity -and

purity;wfitheIffshionableNeer York 'escutcheois carey their designs,'that

thewife 'of' unu friend the: bootmaker;was actually takentin company
withbher fashhidiabl friend,to thebilanktmansion,'and let up the back

stairs into the' rdtiiing'4oon While here,' however, the heart 'of the

patroness failed her; and, fearful of jeopardunxgher own positions instead

of taking her protog6ee by the hand, and f leading ner bolkif' into the

drawing-room, and introducing hei'to''the.lady of the 'ians ion, as she

hadipromised to ,do, she'-slipped downstairs; made her way=uietly into

the parlor, dalleft her poor' friend disconsolate up taire After waiting
fob an unnreasonable, time for her-frie.d; our eromne wens down stairs,
stood painfully tirreselu for anoment under the gyare of the gaslights,

undergoing the Inquisitive glances of the'porters in the'hall; then, refn-
tering her carriage, she found her -way home in furious passion; and
arousing heridocile and contented husband from tasleepthat'aould 'have

dons honor to the:ianocence of Saint Crispin himself,:she swore] with a

terribleltady's'bathr that she would yet 'be at theahead of 'the snobs of

NM'' tork; He)prediction has been fulfilled, and'her}aspirationgrati-
iled."Not thr~ednoths -have 'passed' by since her palace in the:Fifth
&'enueo-4brit 'is indeed a -palaee.-was' thrown'open to-seven hundred

as'ft guestss' whilesas' many more, the biggest of whonmwould ha"

gone on their knees for an invitation, and who were among the front
rank of thosein the cirele.where she had been so cruelly slighted, were
deliberately overlooked., :The.party was the festival of£'the .fashionable
season.,- Those who were there were, somebodies, and. those who were
not, were nobodies.; and you may be. sure; that: among' the, nobodies
figured conspicuously our quondam fashiobablo friend and dte lady.
Blank, of Blank Place. It was a triumph:hardly and: fairly won, and,
oubtless, well repaid her for the pains, and humiliations, and vexations

it must have cost hers She:now may consider herself fairly established
in the world, and may ape on'a smaller scale the soireesof'the charming
Lady Blessington-give levees to the literati, 'getup desperate flirtations
with'the smaller toadies of.obscure greatness, and give literarydinners,
at which a great many more good things go into the ,guests' mouths
thancome out of them. By: perseverance and tact she hs succeeded in
making herself the centre of a circle; ,and we have even heard that one
mtour innumerable great. poets, of whomnobody ever heard, actually'
dedicated a volume of his, works to her. At all. events she really has
brains, and'a style.of beauty piquante and exciting; and, having imbibed
a taste for music! she attends the opera, not only for the purpose of being

be*en, but also really for -the pleasure of hearing. Between the acts she
receives numerous visits, evidently from the distingue appearance of the
visitors, voluntary ones. She. treats: them , all with the same, haughty,
.'upercilious politeness, as' if she were queen, and. they her vassals. The
husband of this lady, whom one would imagine at least Secretary of
State, or something of that kind, -Bever;appears in. public with her
Whether she-will not permit it, or he is not:fond of society, we dot not
know. The probability is that having been all his life confine< to his
shop, he does not care to go out. Ie has not, alike his wife, the power
of keeping up gracefully with hischanged -foytu*te:; and,;although now
a wealthy aristocrat, whose wife flaunts amigb dtn4 sets the
laws of fashionable society, he is Mtill the.humMeg g 4en-
tented shopkeeper in bearing and aspect. .;MThia{ i .'"ribly the
fate of the man-machine who digs and acrapeatogetlare;temoneyupon
which his wife and daughters cut a dash, and hiessons grow up "fast"
members of yoang New York.
SThe history and position of this family furnish a. striking illustracipn

of the democratic abstractions about equality, and point unerringly,,to
the one and only test of 'one man's superiority to another. It is not
blood, nor education. no'virtue. it. imrmerelymoney.' Look, round this
brilliant house upon this fanh'zr.ble bwfhoy 'some y^4, cannot and a soll

le
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tary exception to this rule. Those who occupy the high places, do so
solely because they have money. Take that from them, and they would
slide down unnoticed,. and their footmen and chambermaids-so they
got possession of the money-might take possession also of their seats
and their position without a murmur of disapprobation. True, there are

a few men of real talent here;. but they are mostly journalists, critics,
and such trash and are penned up as we have said in a corner, down
there by the big fiddle, where not an eye glance by any possibility;ever
reaches them. "'We had no money-we were nothing. They have no
money-they are nothing." Such is the insolent yet sagacious logic
which alone passes current among the aristocracy of New York.

Suppose we give you, by way of variety, a specimen of the Opera
House dandy of New York?1 There are as many kinds of dandies asof

crabs, almonds, and Baptists, namely-"-hard-shelled and soft-shelled.
The soft-shelled are the most numerous of the dandy tribe, but they are
so inevitablysoft, and destitute of characteristics, that they are a very
unprofitable theme -for writing about, or in fact for any other purpose,
save filling up the- chinks in a polka or entertaining the old ladies

in a still-life party. They are very contemptible, very happy, and
very harmless--completely wrapped up inJ their nicely-embroidered
self-love and waistcoats, and fortunately insensible to the ridicule'which
they never fail to inspire among sensible men, and especially among sen-
sible women. But the hard-shelled dandy is a different, sort of ani-
mal. He is a rare compound of impudence, vanity, toadyism, and super-
ciliousness, and, besides, he must be possessed of no inconsiderable share
of brains. - We have a fair specimen of this species now under-the focus
of our glass. He is attired not only in the height of the fashion, but
with a certain bizarre recklessness, which, however becoming it might be
In a wild Indian, or Ouffee in the :cotton-field, seems strangely out of'

taste in that symposium of style and taste, the Opera House.- His
trousers are of the decided Boweryish cut, and measure more than the
full lawful, sixty inches round the bottom. His coat is very natty and
short-waisted, and the innumerable small buttons shine ins the gas-light
a$ if he had eyes breaking out all over his body. He wearsia diaphan-
ous French embroidered shirt-bosom, with an iumense pair of collars,
upon which each ear- sits awkwardly astride, like a school-boy on a high
'fence.: His vest is extra long and pointed, and he wields an opera glass
almost as-large as our own. But his cravat, that is the crowning effort
of his genius, the 'characteristic charm -of his appearance. It is as
red as blood; and as he sits leaning'over the white railing of the balco.

MORE PORTRAITS.

ny, poking his glass into every pretty face in the semi-circle, his neck
seems as if it had caught fire, and there is a up9vement among the
b'hoys in the amphitheatre, as if theywere about to run for e ace.
However, they would find tht .our-4gndyis not easily put opt.

Now, certainly to look at this dandy't.le gentleman. and Qpbr e the
as he puts on, anid the mnse satisfaction beams inhis faee, one would
imagine that he was ,t the yery head of the Aseial fnbeio His his-
tory will show of what stuff. thepretensions of our ;aristooracy. are
made. The father of our young Redbreast is a' respectable trades-
man, and has amassed a. nice little sum from the profits of his busi-
ness. His Vn, Tom, was always a scapegrace ; and after, ineffectual
trials to reform and make ,onething of him, the attempt wasybandoned,
and he was left toshift for himself. We believe he ,orPfenced
the world as a clerk in: a jobbing, house, but ofthis )we a rentt
positively certain, The first of our gthentic records finds him keeping
a little cigar store in Broadway,. dispensing the fragrant weed inapar-
tially to, all comers, at five; for a shilling. We next hear of him in a
small dry gpode store, where e works all day like a dog, ard
outs a tiptop swell all night, on two hundred dollars and inder.

- We heard, too, we believe, that he, went into business for
self, but shortly burst up, and was again thrown upon his oar.
The old gentleman's purse, however, is long; and when all other inge-
nious devices fail,to raise the wind, the old governor has, of course, as is
very natural and proper, to bleed. In the face; of this, well-known his-
tory, as to his origin and character, the imperturbable coolnessof young
Redbreast is suchthat he would, in any but a plebeian society PIere
titles are not known, be taken for a duke's son at the, very least. ]e is
the terror of all .the poodles rof his tribe, whom he .never spares,
but slays remorselessly with a word. His wit is not keen, but.depends
for its effect upon a certain bluntness and discrimination of character
quite unusual and unexpected in one of his tribe. Altogether, although
he is a confirmed dandy and coxcomb himselfyet he is held in great
dread by the rest of the species; an4 if h9 would only take the
time and trouble to go about it, we have no doubt he would exterminate
the entire race-including, we devoutly hope, himself,

Do you seethat thin, nervous, sanguine-temperamented man over
yonder on. tle. belony side sofa, sitting beside a fine-looking woman,
who is evidently still the pet of her lord and master. The gentleman is
quite aged, yet the .enthusiasm and self-complacency oh'$ d=po ition
"hde kept his face almost unploughed, and his gestures and£movemtents
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are as sprightly ad' youthful as his eldest'son's would be, if he' had one

Ifhlere ever was a man fond ofnuse- dev'ted heart and soul to the

o era-=it iaI rote o '- x ,otljdoes he attend regularly evegy
public peformandieoair' or shie;andad be ' oi eald or new, suberr-i

bers' night or ff' il 'It,estra night"Mi1eieft,ibut he seldom' or never
misses a day o ght ehesal? 'hefiathat he ;has an' extensive
pictice.chainberihaving long siner4 tif-ediroii the more arduoiis ouft-

door duties ,ofhisi'rofeasxon -andiwe kur thatt he has great many
visits to ,make,and a grat ma iy hlcturest o A'iv-4o that we cannot

8enfor the life of us hew he isuable th keep thid *ith all the niovn-
merts of Maretzek' baton. Tet; go when *fyouiwill,,there he is, seated

In n attinuda 'of filutense and restless tteittion, his little twinkling gray
'ye ixedflinl tupox the performers, end hishindinvoluntarily moving
in conoei-t with that off the conductor.'' 'He knows e*atlyalleithe big
trombone'is to' come-in, andwhen .the fagotto should have taken up a
no ' it has'forgot to.' He is evidently out of his eleument 'in front of the
house, but'would be'perfectly at 'Iome'beliind the' green top' of that

Teisey carry-all,' whepxce the promnpter dictates the words to his'forgetful
aidobstreperous crew.' Yes, if te had nade ?rofeSsoi-' -- a'prime
fSibre; he would have married' a prima d6nia, and of course been an

'enviable man. Eli! Benede~ttt '

Of all the legitimateopera' aistocracy on thes:sofas' (and the illegiti-

eate ones'tod), our professor is' the only' man wecan see who is really
entitled to the distinction." He has intellect 'aid' genius, with 'which he
has cut 'and carved his way'(someiimes, it' is true;, over the 'dead' bodies

of his 'patients and subjects) 'to a welearned' and iderative distinction.
Supercilious as' he is to his inferiors, he 'is idefereitial to his superiors,
well-bred avid entertaining to his equals, and with a delicious lisp ind
velvet voice, which especially qualifes him formaking progress among
that sex with'whom accomplished doctors are so' gteat favorteS.' We
yield him our respect, 'not onacount'of his'pdoition not hi wealth, bit
sply because lihas t sain d an'd" a6ve klis' our' hara to his still elb-

dant and ttracaive danie, And pass * &i ,-
And byhe way, spea.in. of handsome ladies e'would delicately

venture a hint to those luxuriously developedl'cu ig girls' sitting i me-

diately under the balcony side railings." They are ceirtainly neonssious
of the beautiful and extensivepre detnoea bf' theyes"f .the yong

"*uSs .to ias kn wuinber, 1t ',l t ein a -ran, s4e5-
ar n 'te en m rus'ehb 4ia trt.*ds'$ ap F FEkt)5 t

etained the sketch.01

TE TEE'rERE.

gentlemen who lean over the railing talk g to them. 'They are; how-
ever'by'no rmeana singular. All over'tor house and especially in the
front boxes up stain f daaa's ee'grotps'of' yo tgni gathered= behind
some audaciougly-tiidressed'-beadty"*h& ladS badh' iiher'seat; and
turns 'up 'her face, for the purpose' 'of'eonversing at Ther}ease. Weare
determined that 'if everour daughters g6'to the opera; 'they'shall either
have a private box, or wear high-necked dresses.

These "spicily-dressed women" on a front sofa, with a very young
gentleman 'sitting between' them, his head' thatched with"'perfectly
smooth and shining hair-are' they not 'pretty-f iOne'of the ladies has
set off her white neck and beautiful arms with a 'black lace scarf, and on
her throat and down her delicate bust,' 'gleam- rows' and roses of
diamonds, glittering like the chandelier; aden- through the little tend of
oar opera-glass. 'That very young gentleman is''overwhelmed with his
good fortune, and really does not seem to know what to 'do with' himself.
Enviable dog !

And' by the way, as they take 'their -seats (they have just come in),
we observe that they belong to that interesting class'of' femininities desa
cribed by a writer as "teeterers." They, and the class' to' which' they
belong, deserve 'especial-'mention, 'as they are to be seen not only at the
opera house, but in' all other public places-in church;'at concerts', i the
omnibusses, on 'the ferry-boats; in'railroad cars, steamboats ; everywhere
where that pretty animal-young lady=-is indigenous or exotic, there
may be seen the teeterers.' Physiologists and anatomists'have not yet, that
we are-aware of; discovered that the knees and' ankles'of young ladies
are furnished' with'an extra pair of patent spiral spring musles,' which
keeps them when standing or moving about; continually"on the teeter.
Those of our readers not well versed in orthospiaflore may nOt know
what teetering'is. =Nevertheless,'it' is a good old Anglo-Saxon *od, *
the best definition 'we can give of'- it, is to say, that when a wodtah
teeters, she makes motions as 'much' s peosible'like thosesand snIpes, 'or
tip-ups, found=along the,''shores' of our s rivers, and with which ;every
sportsman is 'familiar. Overhaul yur "Frank' Foesotfi' Sportsman's
Manual;"'and when found make a tiote of. "Let us tke':ain nsoewith
our double barrelled glass, and bring down a ebouile of these teeterers--:a
'Class of ornithologies not laid'down in thatmost corupehensive work of the
most 'immortal biographer of birds,'Audubon. There quick I ok in
the centre private box, yonder to the left. Here is a 'bevy 'i grown

'teteersT just'flown in, aad making'thepreparstydOlet 'bfdrOalight-
nug on the Orinaso-oushloed"chairs. The arefiine 'speeid ens = of the
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bird -full-fed, full-breasted, and of magnificent plumage4  As they enter

the box, each,;of the pretty creatures, stands still a moment, surveying
the house,:and drinking ,in the intoxicating magnetic effervescence that

always rises to the:'lips inan, agreeablecrowd.' Then she gives a little
teeter, and moves half a step forward, as if she had' trodden upon a

pebble.. Then the beautiful white silk,9pera-eloak is thrown off, and the
Medicean shoulder, daintily dressed (as' Fren9h .cogks dress shoulders,
only to rake then; more piquant and exciting) in ravishingly thin illu-

sion. Then another little teeter, and a deliciously helpless tumble into
the front seat.apother good long teeter, and she sink at last into the

chair. All the others= follow suit, and the whole partypare finally ranged
in. order, ready t q iiz their acquaintances, criticize their neighbors'
dresses, ogle the beaux, and now and then, perhaps, listen to the music.

,Yo think theteetering process,.then, is pver I You were never more
mistaken in ,ypur life. In fsct it has but just begun. If you will pay
attention, you will see that the vertebrae of these young ladies are

furnished with the patent spiral spring muscles, as well as their knees

and ankles;,and hips too, for ought we know to the contrary. They
scaricely'set still single insitnt. If one of them but flirt her Spanish
sandal w9o4. fan, she, accompanies, the movement: with a teeter. If she

adjust tlhat cloud of illusion clinging dream-likeabout her peck an'd pro-
longing itself into the blushing morning of her boson-he teeters., When
one:;lovely arm wearies of holding the glass, andi she changes it to the
other jeweled hand, the pretty manmuvre is accompanied by a teeter,
which sheno doubt thinks still prettier. In short, as-every excursion of

a leyer terminates it the dwelling .of his, beloved, so every movement pf a
thorough going opera bird pnds in a teeter._

The act is down, and very lady spruces= up the bouquet on heir bosomn
and adjpsts her.ringlets or her neck-gear, for, the expected visitationsof
her forked ra4ishacquaintances. Beautiful necks are stretched over, the
railing to see what acquaintance has left his seat, or modest eyes are cast

demurely down, assisting, the ears to, catch 'thed'first sound of: a visitor's

footteps. 'And now begins, a general teetering. Sofa;after sofa, box

after:box, all seem as if theyhad been suddenly smitten by the spell of

the all potent genii ,of the three.legged stool, and set cantering against
their will. 7

,The game grpws intensely exciting,'and you begin to wonder
where it willallend. In good time, however, the certain rises, and the
teetering sbsides. ,' ' '

It was;for along time possible for us to get at the cluetof this

teetering business, and we were on the point of giving the matter up in

A MERCHANT PRINCE. 53

despair; when, happening one evening at thehouse of a literary lady,
and observing that, all the 'petticoated nobodies in 'the room made
extravagant use ,of the tashionable teeter, while the real celebrities
present on the occasion were- as staid and quiet as ever,--we at length hit
upon- the solution of the mystery. -These teeterers are dying"to be
distinguished in some way fromthe "common people." They have not
brains enough to- do it by talking. It must, therefore, be effected in
some .cheaper way. Teetering is a ridiculous thing--the sensible ones
will never think' of doing anything half so laughable. Teetering will be
all our own--therefore, let us form ourselves into a class and conjugate
the verb to teeter in all its inflections and genuflections,--thus : I teeter,
Thou teeterest, She teeters,-We teeter, You teeter,tEverybody.testers.
So it turns out that those who exhibit the greatest activity ianltheir heels
are the most 'deficient in- their heads-a hoinely'but ino-iatural and
antithetical conclusion, and one that we advise a youngg.erieman'to
think well of before he undertakes to put one of these. opei bids4irihis
game bag.t' 'I

Yonder on the front sofa, -near -the middle of the house, is a real
merchant prince. We -have all' heard 'a great deal abont " merchant
princes;" but those who have conie in 'contact with any of the great
mass of individuals who ' pass under this title must have been supretiely
disgusted at finding their magnificent illusions:so utterly destroyed.' Per
haps there does'not exist in tle. civilized world a' class of persons who,
generally speaking, ,are a more : perfect antithesis to all our ideas -of
" princes" than the snobs of -ew York. Nearly all of them: sprung from
not only humble but low origin; they retain 'all' the'littleness of envy,
the meanness of emulation, and the stinginess- about money which char-
acterize menials-persons whose very position precludes every idea of
honor and chivalry, as a necessary corollary of their profession, and for
the exercise of. which they would' be disgraced. 'For the most part, 'our
parvenu aristocracy,-who live in magnificent houses, and whose families
ride in beautiful carriages, glitter at the Opera and give royal:entertain-
ments, are of the lowest grade' of vulgarity--a vulgarity; too, which is
incurable because it is innate, and which displays itself despite-their
wealth; despite their position, despite their-exclusive and well-sifted asso-
ciations, and' despite their accomplishments, at every moment. The
father always appears sneaking andinsignificant, and would morelikely
be taken for a delinquent footman ths4n'zfor the master of the house. Do
what he will, he cannot forget the time when he ran of errands, delivered
packages, and trembled in his well-worn shoes when his master ,conde-
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scended to frown upon him or; tospeak sto him. He never heam the
door-bell ring without t;uervous, twitching of ;the; fleXors- and extensors,
as, if he were about to run and open it; and 4f a lady, enters,,he receives

her with an air of bumble ;obsequiousness and a profusion of. servile

genuflexions, which seem to >say in. very writhe, 4' What kind of article

will you be pleased to look atito-day, madam I"
j But the distress of the family demonstrates her vulgarity i another,

though no less.unmistakable manner; ;Women have no sense of justice

-at least such women ; and they :forget; their own low origin and shake

off all its humilities and decorous sentiments without a twinge of remorse,

the very- momenttheir means enable them: to do so. Go. about the

fashionable shops f a pleasant morning-visit a fashionable concert, and
endeavor modestly to: get a seat--go anywhere among thewomen. of

whom wez speak-wand what do you. see IU Abundance of rich dresses,

fine equipagesand appointments, truly. But at. the same.time, you see

nothing but fat and coarselymade persons, large and -strong hands and

feet-hoarse and croaking voices, giving utterance to the very lowest

species of common-place and :scandal, in horrible grammar -and, worse

protnciation. Yes, we ourselveshave heard again and again theawful

"you washes," the "I done its,",the "bens," and the "sawrs" of the stable

and the scullery, issuing, in 'vulgar .tones fromlips whose owners were

enveloped in the- costliest brocades, dazzling with diamonds,,and who

really give laws to ''fashionable society." As to the manners of these

lady patronesses of out New York aristocracy, they are ude and insolent

to an.,extent ,that would :be. laughable if it werenot.so pitiable. They
not only are never guiltysof any;of those; graceful concessions:whichc on-

for.auch innocent pleasure upon both giver and receiver, and impart real

interest to even the most casual intercourse of well-bred people, butthey

will go out of their way to insult a person not so welldressed as -them-

selves, or to stare ,a modest woman out of countenance. Their talk is

loud and boisterous, and richly gimped and fringed with slang.rand

laughter,;; and it is a general custom with them, whenever :an.opportu-

nity offers, to jostle and push, aside their inferiors-,-with much the same

feeling, we may suppose, that Irish servant girls and negroes always per-
sist in. taking the wall of ladies and other white folks. We can tell a

tiptop 'fashionable . woman by her :swagger, as far as a sailor can recog-
mire a Dhutch lugger. In one word,iwhile Iitreal well-bred society every

one is solibitouato contribute-everything in hispower to the convenience

andpleasureofevery one ,else,.our aristocracy are constantly on the

watch to detect some, means of annoying others :and making themselves as

disagreeableas insolence, ignorance, and atoDtal insensibility t, ridicule
can accomplish. Such, we. venture tosay, will.not be pronouncedby
those who know, an. overdrawn pictureof the snob-aristocracy of New
York.

But there are exceptions, and distinguished ones,. If you.will look
there on the front balcony seats, just;at: the left-of the principal entrance,
you will see several; members of a family who do not in any, degree
deserve these, censures, but= are really: and unaffectedly what good-
hearted, sensible and fortunate people ought to be.

The old gentleman,. is a. fine, rather distinguished-looking person,
dressed with scrupulous neatness, and with a. strong predisposition to
taste and fashion. In fact, we had better admit at once that he is
evidently conscious of his good looks, and is.-to say all in one word-
something of a dandy. lBis appearance,;however, is strictly decorous
and unostentatious; and he is altogether asplendid specimen of the
" fine old Yankee gentleman."

The eldest son is from thirty-eight to .forty years of age, and is alse
quite gray, and like his three brothers,. is a fair representative of the
paternal, character.. The wife and daughters, daughters-in-law and
brothers-in-law,-are all unexceptionable and worthy; and altogether the
family are a credit to themselves and .an honor to, the community. If
our "aristocracy " were composed of such individuals, we should have
nothing to censure.

Over a quarter of a century ago the head of this family-an intelligent
and comprehensive minded, Yankee from, New Hampsbire--immigrated
to this.city and commenced business in- a humble way., Gradually he
proceeded from success to success, until :he tat .last found himself at the
head of an -immense and; profitable business, and with a numerous and
interesting family of boys and girlsagrowing:up about him, some of them
just preparing to enter into society. At this time- one of those terrible
financial choleras to, which our country is subject swept over New York,
and, the great merchant found himself bankrupt. He immediately
wound up, paying sixty- cen0 on the ;dollar, and getting a release from
his creditors. With the courage and calmness of a true man he went to
work again ; and in a few years made up his losses and paid all his old
creditorsevery cent due them,with interest.,. This gave him an immense
credit and reputation; andrsin, a short time the house had more than
recovered its former wealth and standing, and is now the centerof a
very extensive trade. Some time ago the old gentleman gave up the
business entirely 4o, his sons, and retired in dignified and quiet gnteut,
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ment. His children are kind-hearted, polished and unostentatious

people ; and whenever we see any of them, in public or in private, we

pause to thank them silently fbr the refreshing contrast, they afford to

that mean and groveling world of hatred, envy and despicable vanity

amid which they m6ve.
And now for a pleasant look about the house ; forthe audience is very

brilliant, and Parodi, whom Italy has just begun to appreciate, is filling

the whole arena with a palpitating excitement by 'her gigantic per-

formance of the Lucrezia. Let us commence at the extremity of, the

balcony toward Eighth Street. First, a pair of calm classical faces,

surmounting, one a white opera cloak with a square little dainty French

collar, and the other a bright garnet-colored jacket, so intense as to

amount to a real crimson. They look about very little, and evidently

.3ame to hear the music. Immediately behind them is seating herself a

fair and delicate-colored blonde, with pale blue eyes, plump armsof the

faint hue of summer roses, and head faultlessly set on and matchlessly

set off by a simple pearl-white'head-dress of chenille.

On the third row of the balcony, in front of Commonplace Area, are

two fine-looking creatures, full of life And spirits, always=smiling when

not laughing, and always flirting their fans when there is 'nothing more

agreeable to flirt with. They are regular attendants'at the opera, and

enjoy it evidently to the fall, though not very critically.: Even should

they discover faults, they are far too good-natured to take notice of

them.
In a box half round to the centre of Oblivion Row -sit a very

distinguished-looking party. They are the young;wife of a prosperous

speculator in steamboats and a man of wealth and fashion--surrounded

by her pretty sisters and relatives, with: the handsome and happy

husband, evidently'in the highest state of earthly beatitude.

In the front row of the balcony, rather nearer the'stage, sits a small,

intellectual-looking man, with a high-spirited, tastefully-dressed lady on

either side--his wife, probably, and sister-in-law. The ladies are'evi-

dently made of the finer porcelain of htimanity's clay,'and their faces

are like fair lamps lit with pleasant thoughts.

On either side of the aisle, nearly opposite, are a mother and daugh-

ter, the mother with perpetual smile and the daughter with all that

unconscious gravity, so charming in infancy and' girlhood, and which so

often bursts out into the most buoyant gaiety and wit.

But see that lady'in pink, in the extreme upper corner of'the balcony,

Astor Placeward--how imperially she leans against the little pillar, and

65 THE VICOMTESS DE CLAIRVILLE.

sWieps the horipo with ler, .X iiA
its fellow, r as iv o lant i , s em,.i
bracelet is glvin g mbra e,, jist wh"e td e
the equisitaly wIld ed g.and.' r l rghw,
Lady Buwer'a inni le$ noses seems thl'u1p
n world of, heautiful dregis are readytorecord' i&
twenyyeSr. fro nnow, e we lreacjthe ge !'

Caryingour glass towar4:thp central ais r
of superb forrns, robed intheostexuis Sid
wholeof ebox in O yin-Row. They ae, id
par y,.carefully ai pesi yelygot p, ae ar
They are not regulat44rg es0.of the Opera) and are
out . .Let,,ye enlighten y 1jp h %t "is the .a ni o

de Clairvjlle, wh9 ,are here. a wnar oise o

tocratic famiiis, with whom the nade acquai p
Pari. Ye aydon't hearrof.thlse people att

nor tbelarndan- -arg, beyod heir own mn
few people in .eYqThk emAnythn.

youngdiomtese de iryilie, uch as'we hftew
sweet and pfeet type of s ,real io an o rx
model -to be studied,. a wqnan.to belove a d
bad, taiet .appearane ifRn
vigQro"life in ;rely atio / pinse'rt e
ous, d isty gl an 1 clansy,,and4 utieay reclI
lid: wares: rat4hp rthan pefreshs. Tbe care
donmen# to, rest pf.gf ingylt n fori
berance of , life it tempo9rrilge ectsto dse conve'
only sense of. absolute .repose..

The.form of ,adanp dojirvielemirn welI'be see
both ativi' an rets . yn n( e~a to,

zation 4f the old Greek fablAp i re fri
is too dignified in her calm and s ew ht ish
called p ,et iic and yet s o inffn ile and s raceful i

iesa erd; ,0 49 t rqxht 1owardI her-toclasb her
eather, ir syp y
to f :emptign of grc nl moti4n refrain So
mn¢4 indiscretig ngghpngilguoigtg visi i s 3 rie

Should y-u undertake to mak a
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sse de Clairyille's charms, you would not arrive at any very apparent

rrill sst oft and changeable rosy light spreads all over her

fae d envelopes her in an atmosphere that makes all beautiful. It' is

te an enhralls yo , and yoti never dream of the sacri-

the;.oo anplysing in detail the atures of this youthful pythoneas,

Soats befre- you in a mysterious cloud, prophesying of. joy

d ho andlove. But the glance of her calm, steady, liquid

ey, blu ud fathomable as the ocean, condenses this wavering cloud

ofradiance, an siisou with its resistess'spell. It sends electric
ethro h e {t,illuminating the meinior,, making the harp 6f life

-'brate with"weet and unknown music. The mystery of life and love

in that glaneela tentoall the world-to be revealed, perhaps, in, all

its wild an thriilingearnestness, never'to one on earth.

w t 1thatIhaye at'all succeeded in iniparting a y effective idea

pf this extrQ rdnr be , or einingthe resistless power she exer-

cisover a l whom shechooses toinfluence. She relies on no gorgeous

ses troduce-allis as exquiitely simpleas a Shakspere sonnet.

The tupid ietb cominonplace pass.her by as the Indians so long

celess olden sands of the Pacifle, until knowledge asid

p iatsos sawa d seized them with thirsting avidity. The secret of

power is in that latent grace 1 have attempted to describe-.the

hidden m etc currents in' the loadstone, of the lightinhig

iriiits ciud. c1iS is like some 'magic flower, which openS by

g up ndepands into immortal beauty beneath those eyes
.to take ad understand her. She is the= sapphire-pictiated

let of theuoreOtinlsin which the beholder sees all that his hatt and

soultarecapable of drijnkingin. There is ho standard by which to mea-

sure hercshe rises with the occasion to a supernatural height. Fancy,

imagination, genius--they are her playthings; and if she looks°not

t disdain upon those wio pride themselves upon the possession of

these gifts, s itis because heriature cannot"be for an instant anything

but mag us. mer entail organization approaches prophecy nearer

than enr us Tehais nt "a poeth-ishe is the muse of inspiration

itself'. ° '
This bewldering creature leans lightly against the seat in the further

of the box. A rose-colored dress, cut plain and close, reveals-the

oiu res of br form against the dark maroon velvet of the couch; and

.ps where thlorizon of-the rosy robe mingles with the velvet gloom of

the soa, lies the most piquant foot and anle, encased in a deicately

fashioned. gaiter, rose-colored, and of the same material as the dtes.

CoNTRAsTS.

Bt .we have lingered too-long beneath this delicious spell. Let us
resume our jorney ound the house.

Our, glass is arrested this ;mogent by a;rmost substantil-looking
meneber, of the 9per;aristocracy, who, with hia wife and sif'ssister, has
conp ito enjey the soothing i.nuenceof music--of which heis eatraya-
gantly fond-after, the severe .1abors.9fthe Eay buying uid selling
imaginary eargos pf four ,on 'Change, apd rea zing his shilling per
barrel ,ith no other trouble, than making, a bargain. {However, he isnowrich, and plays;his part among the ristoeracyiyghaskil and gracobecominghiastation. ,Amid all his innu erbig Al responsible avoca-
tions, as a merchant prince, he finds opportunities during the. dayof
being;.pretty constantly engaged in a series of thp nost interesting per-
aonal, and philosophical oxperimepts,. One ofhis., favorite reeteatiois is
to cme up softly behind.an acquaintance,;sick bis forefnger near his
cheeandthensuddggly ,ell out his name., Thespoor fellow of courgturns;ropi quickly, and;ns his nese or cheek, sharply against is
friend's finger--which, you must see is exquisitely funny,. ometims
the wag pins a, handkerchief to the eoat-tail of, one pf his acquaintances,
steals another's pocket-aniircfhiefnd, drops bits of paper on the hat.
brin of4 third.. .pape

These. arduousapd px rousting tasks of course mwake our hero
thoroughly worn out by the time he reaches home, and,admirably pre-
dispose him f r enjoying the; chefs d'euvre of.Donizettiand Rossini.

Thlwife cares nothingabout music, however,: and ony goes to please
the fastidious taste of herhisband. She is a most e lent wornan, and
feels herself peculiarly fqtunate, especially when contrasting her-married
state with that other sister, now happily a widows

The sister made a grand mistake in estimating, the character oh
she consented to call her lord. He was a decided awell-a fast man..-
cut a dash-.-aud fairly dazzled her usually cool and excellent judgmnnt.
Soon after his. marriage, however, his real character became too appa-
rent.. .Re rapidly sunk,; step ly:step, down to the mere;street loafer, and
finally enlisted as a conurnon ,soldier in the }army, and went to Mexico,
wberp he died. On receipt of theintelligence, of his death, the respec-
table brother-in-law, who had been greatly scandalized -at the fellow's
doings, and esteemed as, she deserved phe excellent sisterof his wife, cold
not forbe ex airing: "Well there.some good ,nwsf roM exico at
last I" I, ,

Look, in; the balcoy, just in front of the middle boxes, and you may
see ore of the post brilliant and astonishing results ofquack medioine
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ee yet -rtecorded: The flither of 'fhat= excessively dandified and hr~sto.
chic youth, who holds his head as- i f he " smelt hn; ws ' fe a

y1 (i" gbs .i F 1) drfi: Butt zin a' lu kyi.:'if rha't hIinVd' en he

'Iielti1ll& at i' liirdax Bittrs'',One 6f tleki6 itfakrble
c t es'is befo 39ou The yth nian 'dub hrtae y i e hm

seW p iristhe i ierfthiat t e u~rify~in g effects 'oft e he nith pill 'ai~d
Au om'ia'l ptehl h i i, tiiiis~dh iib&th otallhe is
n bw atiil) aa full b~odd daiistoocht desdeii4 e f fo WiWimai 'tX&Ci

qtibker'uc id Pbhdrftas:." tThe;"iddest ,"and deeidedli~1&a itifut twi i

bhsi & h zA'is Esi'ewl uaidivri and Th4 at " icinit rz

ir "with 'a soft}?yli{U1atI Pfam stii kied

of tiedip'd bifi fie "HSthe br~thercif ii'ditui tie,
a cbiipibu onis pehitieitui;'aiid is eontiiiual16t h g6;, fl~ ' bd to

b6- n firom"S~fdf* sofa j g~~ zY i n in A)iei 4and 6 6iif. reyii

in hot water. If he would only keep- quiet, nobody would ' l 1 h6*

Yn alo4 Ct udeneth l~bj 6 of Hie beuatiftA opera queen,
sits 'our good nt d tt a'red le1rneo hber;who ji&i
rapt ure '°iftli A 'bea. e lie rutas ~~r i'x"' s ~'If he' oni
had suxel; rj ~ a16 irnWit''the' A c®6Iih 6iget for thi good's

he sells at auction ! le has evid1 iill r dlhed"'sik~ptubu land' is "in tha6
pe i iar state' of bheatitddea so wwl de~lrbed l 'th6 h 'se "laying off.'
" ei haps' amoiig tbe' most' cosiuu- etin ''the house-is' that

IfAiiily in fthie box 'yonider, L insisting' of the t 11bthi' "aridtab "of ' h~e
d . ghtenie all of who dii;howevei', balt one;' aenw 'inat ed Thew r1i h

a &not be~tifiil''bi fal d is f1hihed I h liit Iappaai,' M'essed ii

and features, altho ngi the elder onee slho' a d~fe'tnel' oe
por ci teudei ably' the ot etn o uieai ~ d
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Both being ,rien of great :shrewdness, tact, and economy, and worship;

ping mondy as the One only true god, their gainsrapidly' accumulated;

and were e tiriently invested inre1 'estate. -This 'of course :increased

in valUte *ith the- growth of -the 'city, until "i a few years the 'partners

found themselves "millionaires, and their children,: who had intermarried,

and' ford other eligible 'associations, were ready ;to 'assume the'front

rauk as mern'bers of 'the aristoracy- -a'position which they seem deter-

mined to' niake' the most -of; and all 'theFladies say they are very enie

and' worthy people.' '

In 'prdees3of time, Ote of the old gentlemen died,'leaving, as was con-

tended, atwill devolving the great builk of -the estate upon the eldest chit-
due; and battingg off 'the younger' brothers and sisters with' a paltry
aniunity. ' .Acternpts ha & been made 'bf the younger children to break
the will, and divide 'the property equtally amohg all the heirs;' but, after
long, exhausting; 'h d protracted litigatioens, in which the poor plaintiffs

wnre ill prepared to-play their pa'ts;,they still remain 'unsuccessful, and
it 'in br8 than prdbable that the flhalvdeisionof the courts will confirm
-the rs'ree itholders in their possessions, upon which they how flourish so

e tensively at the Opera and elsewhere among the fashionable world-
thnidvirtuilly annulling the provision' in our Constitution against thelaw

'1 rimogeniture,and enfot'cig, in effebt,'the hateful; right of entail.
But,'if the ueky ehiildrend 'f 'this faintlfy"have' suceeded in keeping

p6ssession-of all' the money, the younger branches have' enjoyed a full
share 'of the ro sanc4." One of the youngerl brother' haing 'a 'great
fondness' for inusio and the arts, and being especially devoted to the d'ra-

ma;'became greatly 'smitten at an 'early'age with the charms nd graces
of a' young,'.aetres , 'the daughter of a distinguished family of artists,

and who, born andbred on the stage of the dId Park Theatre, had made

a brilliantt and saccessilM debut in her profession,-and was universally
booked -in public -stimation for an unlimited and splendid success

foWever, the' little god' tipped 'his drrt 'and with a twang 'away
it fle 'into the 'shsceptible heart of 'the' young' actress, whb 'daz-
tled' by the aristocratic 'name an'ddevoted attefotis 'of her' loer,
form ed 'the 'Aietrimirsion of resining abruptly her just' comuienced
and brilliant public career, and "retirirg to the elegiht: privacyr 'o1
'dotaeatic life. When the young gentleman's penOeant was made 'kno*n
ti his aristocratic 'family, they greeted it with a' groan of horror

and a fierce cry f aindigatidn. What!' da 'of they Browns, whose

father ° ended breedhes, to marry an actress, "whose -family only

bawled Shakspeare?' Why, 'twas enormous, 'twas a humiliation, a dis-
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grace degradation, an odium that would ,for ever rest upQn t livery

name of Brownand whibh could only b contemplated with hor-
ror however, findln that the young lover did nie e

sentiments, and that, although ofami d ,and ielding. dis tion, he
adhered stoutly and manfully to tihe dMates' of is earaa the
teachings of his affection, they tried the ,forceof Threat, and denuncia-
tions--swore they would excommunicate hiM from the fEamily,' would

nevyr tolerate nor recogx ize his wife, nor permit im aainto claim com-
pgniopship or protection from them. But it was, all in vn. The id-

tuated young man chose rather the love and devotion of the woman of
genius and the artist who had enthralle hip, than1 1e eartless favo:'
and hollow affection of his selfish andkhard-heartei re natives.

The best part of the joke, however, wasp tha the mother of our adt-
rees, herself also an actress, and a distinguished ornament of the stage
for suany years, took the thing quite as . ardly as I indignant friends,
the browns. Upon being informed of her dauhr's: eng met; she
indignantly refused her consent to any such ignoble aliancefor er gift-

ed and brilliant daughter, exclaimed against the vulgar aspirations of

these shopkeeping aristocracy, and even went s?far as to' cal upon the
mother of our hero in high state and full feather, and arn her by all
the fears of an outraged mother's vengeance, t9 keep her ion at home,
and prevent the consummation of so disgraceful an termingling of 'the

blood of genius and talent with the base-born muddy em'rento ing froi
a tailor's, cabbage patch. It was all in vain. The! lovers sighed
and laughed by turns, and, at length taking advantage of that free-
dom which is secured to every son and daughter of Adai by our glorious
Constitution, fairly gave their indignant manas the slip, aid entered into

the silken noose of Hymen. NTor4 we faithfully heve, hrave the' ever
for one moment repented their determination ; klthugh the step "they
took has alienated them effectually from their friedas,ia out off the' ode
from that social position'to which he was entitled, and stop ed the other
her brilliant and ambitious career, yet are they applrentlf richly cora-
pensateA for all in the continued and unswervimg devotion and, affection
they feel and act toward each otlir: Their lives are a pra tioa and
beautiful abnegation of the old and slandrous .' e-:

one amegoaa o onee! NThe *um.oftreIvwswltf4t"

It is true, I have sometimes, while "ratcbing e reasice'fade
f the lady, thought I cold perceive,i theIpIha ofili sefnity and the
betraction other manner, traces of simotie ed rapifiatItinsal sidr con-
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Iered reerats for the flattering position she had lost skd the glorious isarmhe carries a little ellpane, Vith th
Are r se had ndd ; but upn IookinggaiiI fliad nf i nesU a s'aot i hea rtudmi

uoat tea in my on ina o ,s a re i a. usa g&eis .si o el.o a
ftredC 'y.!i ace tifi Id au 4 ry rmeci abeas o tiPM 1teappears, a smie aof nestynant ci 4 . ug iy

"ahi d r.rcted na yd wt p tof e'passes round the circle. 'Ifowever; sublime se -c pkdn ys a
oveht? tvould cre on one ot )mth 'a rio abundant shield for that and all the other rebt

upon i ife a srat esata t ip ouri erature.rand, beside, he is well received by the ladies, young and old everywhere

til the at season ens icuous among e conspichouk-see ea The old gentleman has money. Q. E. D.
tr yt stnegson agaive a m er Ve y The old gentleman evidently enjoys, to the full capacity of his nature

ira ,indh :1 r. l I{ice *eaawas e r w rno ,the otium cum dignitate of his wealth and position. But a few years
p ons I tf, he ed n ae ofo-ago this liberal, enlightened, and worthy citizen was a small dealer in dead

Cher of our "rst h i ie f ose ehogs, which he used to buy in the carcass, and cut up at his own door,
b ex e rVi i 7 rcterist so p malIin while his prudent helpmate was carrying on a cheap boarding-house up

8h9"# ooluc. e is a ah, lanky, cadaverou- stairs. By prudence, industry and economy, the gains of pork and sau-
09jRnnessantat fso raoe segars tian sages accumulated year after year, until the huckster became the whole-

*R 9wi ms thttr hi.stoma, av sale dealer and adventurous speculator, while the boarding-house expand-10,A b t i i1 1 {ii ,1i i 3 j hPs idQVQ eeayic4 (fitdow iwhis .Q(" msthat turn~id ~stomaeu,t havedelraddvnuospcltrwieh
es gg td igost woe-bigonIe sh dow of fresh ad or- ed into the aristocratic mansion "above Bleecker "--the rolling-pin wasgus yo p no at exchanged for thepiano,and an almost

b e rar tel o iem en it has been made the whole family forget that all their greatness is derived from a
11 id Ioto u,) eF' owz inc 4irt hle lieoell dinJo r h u o nseerefuse gothefr ae long line of illustrious dead hogs.qa a~ te c quence lac-lustre e pressio ofthlissiostal We trust that no one will so far mistake us as to imaginefr a moment

apg a lhe nerveless mout ,tueypiiale to behold- that we mean to cast contempt upon the humble origin of the New
p y !t iue use as e type of aeand dsgusting a York aristocracy. Far from it. None has a more appreciative admira-

class.thCrI es fSwhosewole ves are squandered ere they hae yet tion of the industry by which these individuals have risen from the
sro e e bph aian object rather of commiseration than, rdi obscurity of the bench and the shop-board to the lofty positions they

cul i4 w M cs t o rthenieces o ini'an examplefor the occupy on the sofas of the Opera House, than ourselves. But as 4-is

e t:f we oule himilence.evident that a real aristocracy is about crystallizing, have accepted,
h e4sA .o> onRf e youn. proudu o our sos aristocracy i the absence of a regular Herald's College, the task of collecting and

n i f todtly cat e s ea'os of thewner's preserving, in a durable form, the "antecedents" of the illustrious idi-Bu 1  9 i teark in a ptandingshirtuAollar ,his littWe round head viduals who compose it. In discharging this duty, we are guided
r a gi 04'vie§bw lie th oaop footia ' ecarria e'tas alone by accuracy and impartiality; and should we inadvertently make

p f1Hinat i a pairOp naohns, wose waste n any mistakes or omissions, we shall be very glad to correct them in our
a o~y,.duso'fitO uigar that o re a ergons a ncons rhoe next edition, upon a proper presentation of the facts.

4 ?r1 Id ' t lest , 1the s'o s pli ,f i coat is o f nattiest and The fam ily to w hom w e have been paying our respects stands descry-

sightest London ashemnct a i sliiti ae hands edly high among the members of our Astor-ocracy, and its distinguished
stuffed into them, look hk~e two bunnehes of w e sausages. Buthead is as remarkable for the goodness of his heart as the badness of
form a complete ldO f ' i estumo, yot should isse him in Broadway, his orthoepy. His use of money is as judicious as his use of words is

't'4 sack thehfa sceyes n elow theips unfortunate. To look at the appointments of his house and famil,, youI*tudchi noy.poi had nii would conclude that he was a man of distinguished taste-to hear him

t gy9 ed1 ngp1 al;'like thna ofatai1. Un speak, you would inevitably take him for a fool. The truth, however, is,

..
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that. he isnether pe nor theheher. adhe attended t the, liiif
hhead as that of his pocket, he might have been a

re iesdnathe hderian mem-
seven;p but the }golen texture ,,t ries,utnlilkete'8hidrv m -

brane ar Onecavityaonce

brans is aientr o

}
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CHAPTER VI,

Tae oPa4, ONTIN UE- AN EDITOR AND HIS WIFE-r-A LITTLX SCANDAL
-OATALOGUE :A8O5NEE OF. FA5RO$AnF ,SOCIETY--REFLECTONs.

Do ypu see in that back private box, of the second tier, a hiagniffiently
dressed woman; seated beside a tall, silver gray-headed gentlemn, with
a dignified quiet air, Mid a- veryconspicuous s qi t? A young gentle.
man, el edded in moustache and whisker, is behind them, scanning the
house through his glass, and occasionally saying a word or twe'o the
lady, who replies with a haughty and indifferent air.' These tb people
first mentioned are worth our especial attention.

When a man of mere wit or talent, who has forced his 'way from
obscurity to celebrity, or notoriety-and, in good truth, the teeim are,
now-a#days, synonympus---by the force of what he has said or written,
and not of what he!has bought and sold, he deserves a passingnotice at
our hand, The "antecedents," as well as the present surroundings and
belongings of such a man, cannot fail to be interesting. In this world,
and especially in this city, every pretension to distinction of any kind-is
supposed, of course, to originate from the money-bag, and is strictly
measured by the yard-stick. Beyond the counting-house and the brolkei'a
din there can be nothing enviable, nothing worth exploring. The world
has but one gate, and that is a golden one. Its cards of cereinohy are
drafts and acceptances, its invitations are bank bills. Whoever enters
into this charmed circle, except in the "regular way," must hate had
about the tallest job at climbing that has been recorded since David
Crockett found himself up a girdled tree. Even Lhen, the fight is.by no
means over, but must be prolonged inch by' inch and step bf p IT is
perfectly natural that those i possession should look scowlingfpon
the' elsilestine interlopers, and should watch thelr oppodatity fot
unceremoniously ejecting them.

Tie persons now under the focus of our lenis re tonspibuoiis pedi.
mens of what we have been saying. In the face of the "6iited jeeis and
clamor of snobdom itself. and the curses and'envious denunciations of his
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temporaries, here is an editor who, having set his ambition firmly upon

onlpint, of attaining, through his influence as a journalist, social dis-

tinction for himself and his family, has patiently- persevered, amid such
obstacles as must have dismayed,- crushed, and overwhelmed any but a

man of iron nerve and indomitable perseverance. Yet we must admit

that he has succeeded ; and we say this, not from any love for the sub-

ject of our sketch, but from- a devilish and malicious pleasure we feel in

cramming this bitter truthT clo n' te i kioltt o#the; vain, shallowv, igno-
rant, and insolent upstarts who presume to set themselves up as the

:. " " + " f'th, disp iR>ia Mll' W'% 1 tth ess 'favorS
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tutions, rat-traps and quacl, medicines, kickshaws and theology-that
which. pays -is puf#; that whichdon't pay ,,is thr denounced, or
treated with silence. And: this is. byp .a means, true, ofone paper
alone, bit of ppar y every newspaper: in the city;of New York.: The
princple, the.onfy principlerupon which. journaisg is conducted at the
present moment in New York, from, the "responsible";editor to the
penny-a-line..picker-up of horrible;aecide t$, and the, *,ater-rat of the
police. office, is that of;payfor services rendered. Andthe Great Horned
Devil, who is the patrols saint and tutelary divinity;f editors and tho
press generally, laughs and chuckles, jhisleeqe, when he sees these sly
and cunning artful dodgersquietly picking, thq pockets :o t e commu-

nity, while raising the, hue and cry against ;the rn agnanimous Dick
Turpin of the professions

But we-beg your.paon, handsome and witty madam,; your husband's
affairs have. detained-us too long; and the: certain ;is absolutely rising.
Yes, we accept your pharmiag invitation to that, petite souper; ,nd

meanwhile, Signora mia, baccieo Ia mano, e reverderci,

We are now going, tq in4ulge you, gentle, reader, in a little: genmine
scandal1 at the, expense of our comfortable-looking .friend over yonder,
the Chinese Mandarins We won't be ill-natured, however, and therefore
we gues there will be nobody hurt.,

The gentleman whose w have at this momentunder s spectien, com-

metced life hmbiy--very htsbly-so. much.eo, in faqt, tilat the swnse
refuses to trace the stream of his pedigree to.itssource.; By some, incky
chance, or ather the p pronptipgs of itheinsti9cttof iponeygmaking, at an

earlyspart, of his careerhe ,smbled intp ,the ;chia business, which in a

few years began to turrteverything within its influence to gold, an4the
now,-at full mid age, supports fan, elegantestablishment, and makes all

the necessary motions to pass himself'off as a real first rate nabob.* Iis
domestiohistory isfaicgious one

Some years ago he engaged himself to a young lady of New York.-,
whe; however, upon reconsidering matters,, when the time came round
to fulfill his..contract, he. concluded to.abandon; and,,being a ,mnan- of

strict- business habits and undoubted mercantile honor, he eommenced ,a

formal negotiation for this purpose.: :With the-details of the transaction

we are not 'familiar; but the result of it was such as todo credit:to his

liberality and4 business tact. The young lady with .the broken. heart,

* Rumor g lis that he went to China with tome two hundred thousand doars, made in Bout
America, an'di tcirted *om the C04eettal Enpie with sixtienbandes&thusand dollars in speol.

-niore-noles. .- ' '
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received the handsome sum of $60,000, cash in hand, in lieu of
the hand of her expected bridegroom, and in consideration of which
she relinquished all right and title in and to the said bridegroom.

What became of the deserted fair one with the sixty thousand car-ms,
we do not know--but we presume that, if she still felt herself matrimo-
nially.inclined, she found no difficulty in attracting and fixing 'sores of
devoted admirers from which to choose. ' At any rate, if we were in the
market, and a sixty thousand dollar lure slio;d come gliding dovn the
stream of life, we think we could tell of an old trout who would leap
from his hiding-place, willing to be caught.

Our nabob mandarin, after doing up this little speculation in, fancy
matrimonial securities, immediately cast about for another venture in the
same line, ane at last paid a business visit to'Massachusetts, and made a
" dicker " with one of its wooden nutmeg-making, clock-peddlingfathers,
for the hand and person of the lady who is now his'wife.. Theylive in
the, perfection of parvenu style and fashion--that is, they do every' thing
exactly as the French waiting-maid and the uhoIlsterer prescribe. They
go to the opera, because among the set to which they wish to belong, it
appeared to be fashionable to do so. The lady may have tlhefashionable
amount of musical education ; but as for the gentleman, his judgment of
the various chops of tea is far superior to his opinion of the relative
merit of different operas or artists.

He and his cara sposa appear to live very comfortably as times go.
The lady is a " highfier " in her notions of'matter ind things, and goes
in for cuttingg a big swell is she lashes along. She has plenty of admi-
rers, gives magnificententertainments, arid does fi allrespects exactly as
she pleases-the only paradisal state of existence to a woman. She
knows the price she paid for all these beatitudes, and as it wasn't love,
she don't consider them too dear. 'After alt, if we look closely into the
private histories which go to make 'up the aggregate of society, we shall
see the general truth broadly inculcated, that womanis strictly an article
of merchandise. Who, then, shall blame+her for getting the highest
price she can for her charms and her attractions I

the mystery of it is, to the outsiders, how such people as these conti-
nue to be recognized as the "aristocracy" 'of this refined metropolis, and
to assist in giving tone and character to American society. But to those
who have any just idea of the power of money as the representative of
things, and the utter superfluity of ideas, the explanation is easy enough.
These brainless -clods, these heartless firts, these stingy shopkeepers,
have made money ; and with that they can buy any kind of distinctia,

i
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c11, ' liter r y, oi polit1cal..Tere is a kind of vague, indistinct con-

sciousness among ise people,,tha they are troubled with a ladk of brains,

and could not but appear, ridiculous in the resence of persons with the

slightest pretensions to inte iect. ]ence their studious neglect ofliteiary
men and women, and the pains .tlie] take io surround themselves with
such expensive accessories aid time-consuming ceremonies, as make a

person of moderate earnings feel'uncorfort bly outof place the'mrient
he finds himself among them. A mlerate sized family cannot expect
to go, as it iscalled, " decently' into spdiety in New York short of ten

thousand dollars a year;, and few who riake their money honestly have

anything like that income. The consequence i, that "aristtocratic "

society is principally ma de up of brainless spendthrifts, unprincipled
gamblers, and heartless flirts. This is a hard thing to .say--but the
wort of it is, that it is true.

If you will take the altitude of that rouguish-looking gentleman,
seated between two ver-dressed daughters, we will relate to you, in a

few words, a history that _might answer, with here and there an -altera-

tion, for three-quarters of the shop-keeping " aristocracy " of this beautiful

metropolis. ""

The. gentle a is the.sonofthe skipper of anold Albanyv paket-

schooner-a sor't otessel greatly resembling, in its day and generation,
the "chicken. thieves " that ply up and down "the coast" to'and froth

New Orlear ; but it bari since passed out ofknowfedge. Our hero
not having any partiou ar penchant for the se, niior even toing'n uch

delighted with the, warming scenery of the Hudson, declined thylietedi-

tary schooner, andi commened' life by main fires and running -of

errands for a broker's office. He remained biokering for some years,

and then made a venture to South America, whence he returned with

some money and considerable krnowledge of the world, as exhibited' iin

those distant and enlightened.regions,
After his retu n,'he cast about for ,the uikest ani'safest way of 'tirn-

ing his money, and at last wen't into the flour'business. 1e was,

however, unlucky, and found that tie staff of life would ntafford him

An adequate support. He therefore backed out from thataid n 1833,

in company with another speculator, went into the sto'k-brokeigehbusiness, ere the goldn gddessagai sniledupoi l'ift, niid fdr6a
time e concern went, on swimmingly. After awhile he nd isAftriner

ionand our ero went p n ne, with v ay e suc s,.di o ,h-1 
1unob 'sici5s

ait -sm8 e ofvhie e su taslied p cow e ely,e n d pgae' his iate i'ihsettle-
ment-some ov wic,' by the way,' were' not "paid 'till last"chole-a

summer. Perhaps the cholera acted sympatheticallyscience..y upon me con.
Somewhere about 1842, our friend, struck up .an'acquaintance withthe cashier of the -- Life and 'Trust =Company, whofurnihed himwith funds to go into a. large speculation inSat wofung

53, and in a- short time havinghu, toni State :Stocks--buying at53, nd n a hor tim haingthe gratification to .see them run. up topar. The result of this speculation wasatificario to toe hun-
dred thousand dollars--or fifty thousand for ourdfero, ad t one for
his friend the cashier., The latte0udfr our hero, and the same for- iend inth paship Tgeater thereupon resigned his office, and bothwent into partnership together, and commenced an extensive and profit-

Heretofore our hero had been simply a business man-a'mon
making mah. -o, oeetel n g uies-a-amny

into life Now, however, the latent bd of his ambition, warmeddrge by -tie genial pring of wealth, burst into full. bloom, and ourdruge ecae sddely ransfor~med into, the aristocrat--.came the' bigfigure in- a tip-top residence in a fashioblge storas--cam to
death, set up 'a carriage, with a driver more sthan hisser's faly inbirth, breeding,.heart and intellect, and finally reached thesueqmit ofhis ambition, and a sofa at the Opera Hos a oead the sumeitimof
He knows as much of music as his friend the New York Mandarinorhis neighbor the fat auctioneer; -however, he N oan ari , to
enjoy the scene to the full., The owve, e and his daughter seem toenjo th scne o te fll.Theladies, although, as we have said, some-what over-dressed, are 'decidedly handsome, and sev have saidnsome-and amiable. ,- They are at least imean evidently good-naturedneighbor and aeteast as refined and well-bred as most of theirneighbor; and, altogether show off a verltteigsmlso pecrustitude. yfattering samples of upper

But if the daughters are distinguished for their amiability, the father
is as notorious for the hardness of his character. No rna in the stebears down more heavily upon newbeg a ' . mn the street
struggling on the uesgercomon heg er and men of small means,ptrougging erheaeargertcommon where, once he 'was, than, our purse-proud and clay-hearted aristocrat. Indeed, next to increasing his own
of others disappointed pleasure life is to see the hopes

There, perhaps, is the biggest dandy in the house..at least he thinkshe is, and that amounts to the same thin teo least h ttheir own valuation--unless it is too ' ople pa pretty] much.at

and won't go at all. The history of thigh, and then they re bogusus"
everybody, who is wellreivdad gentleman, who sbeins tai knoweveyboy, ho s' ellreceived and goes everywhere, is ail inteetnand instructive chapter of humeri:nature. ''eryere at ad interesting
not very tender age from the country, and got a place inaas'all retailj
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dry-goods store in Maiden Lane. He was, however, so excessively

awkward and shy in his manners that he became a real nuisance to the

customers; and his .employer, although he found his new ceanhnestor
-md faithful, yet began to feel that he must either mend his manners or

cut his stick. Through the friendly instructions and advice oflanother

clerk, however, our hero gradually shed Wthereexuvil of the clown," as

our friend Patrick Henry-or maybe it was William Wirtisooewhere

so aptly says; and in process of time the rude and boorish country

bumpkin refined his ,common mind to more porcelain consistence, and
acquired, in the end, all the extra polish of fashionable life and good

society.
After our hero had grown to be a bearded man, and had gone success-

fully into business with the fellow-clerk who had formerly taken his part,

and, as it were, licked him into shape, he paid a visit one summer to a

fashionable watering-place, to get a glimpse of good societydg in e,

and make some observations necessary to perfect his knowledge of the

manners and usages of the great world. Here he fell in, accidentally,

with a rich banker and capitalist, from one of the river towns, who had

accompanied an invalid daughter to the springs in the hope of restoring

her to health. Our hero at once paid the most assiduous court to, the

family; and, by the closeness and unremittingness of his attentions, at

length fairly won the heart of both father and daughter. The affair

ended in a proposal of marriage, which, although regarded favorably by

the young lady as well as her father, raised such a clamor from the

friends and relations against the obscurity andpoverty of the wooer, that

the affair was postponed, though not abandoned. Suffice it to say that,

as usual, true love and shrewd calculation got the advantage of all oppos-
ing obstacles, and they were finally married.

The business of our hero and his partner had been uniformly prosper-

ous, and they were gradually increasing their means and laying the

foundation of influence and wealth. During one of the great commercial

crises, however, whih swept over the country a few years ago, the house

fell with the crash, and our hero found every dollar remorselessly swept

away. After things had subsided a little, his father-in-law advanced him

twenty thousand dollars, with which he recommenced business on his

own accountand in a short, time began to make headway again. Gra-

dually the old gentleman gave up, too, the management of his own

affairs into the hands of his active and energetic son-in-law; until, finally,

the young man found himself virtually the head of one of the most popu-

r yu a uthe State,and the controlling spirit of an immense and

widely-ramified business.

THE OLD KNlCKERBOcKERs.5'N

His natural instincts for society now claimed a- hearing, and our hero
soon began to make his appearance in the wealthiest and most' aristect-a-
tic circles of 'metropolitan society. At the Opera, of course; he was
"bound to shine;" 'and you may see him, on any regular etenihig, as
he is now, going about with an air of perfect self-assurance, and appeas-
ing to be on the same comfortable terms with himself as with everybody
else. He is always, however, aldne, and his wife is never seen in society
at all-preferring the domestic quietude of "'private life"'to the gaudy
tinsel of fashion and its attending follies. If she is as happy as the hus-
band evidently is, they may truly be called-a favored household.

But we have exhausted our evening, though by no' means 'our mate-
rial. Yet we shall return .here no more. What we have seen and
described as represented in the faithful daguerreotype of our achromatic
voigtlander lorgnette will serve admirably as an illustration of the entire
classes that have passed over our field of vision ; and from a considera-
tion of what we have here presented, may Be gathered a correct idea of
the most pretentious class of the aristocracy of New York. It is true,
that beyond the walls of the Opera House, and the gaudy circle where
our parvenues and snobs play their ludicrous pranks, there are circles of
society where a true, well-bred, and unpretending aristocracy, possessing
but not boasting the distinction of elegance, refinement, blood and edu-
cation, holds its unpretending reign. But, of the few families who com-
pose these circles, little is ever seen or heard in public. By never
attempting to interfere with the rights of others, nor to monopolize
the distinctions and privileges of society, they have never made them-
selves obnoxious to the strictures of even cynics and philosophers, and
are justly entitled to escape all censorious comments. There are some
of them, the remaining families of the wealthy Knickerbockers, who
first settled in these regions, and whose blood has flowed in a pure and
uninterrupted stream for many generations. Seldom distinguished for
genius, unusual talent, or a vigorous ambition, they are quite free from
all imputations of meanness, avarice, and insolence, and their history
forms a clear, pure, but stagnant, level, like the waters of some seques-tered lake, remote from haunts of bustling men whose virgin waves are
unviolated by the prows of eager travel or grasping trade, and whose
green solitudes are undisturbed by the disenchanting scream of 'scape
valve or steam whistle. They are, in truth, the conservative element of
the condition of society in the New World, and, like everything else con-
servative, are slowly but inevitably disappearing and sinking to an utter
annihilation. In a few generations more, these remnants and relics of
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the past will be entirely absorbed and transmuted, and then we shall rush

onward in the great and magnificent experiment of seeing how society

can et along without any conservative elements whatever. Already are

path nmes of these old families.we have mentioned become like shadows

to our apprehension. Many will hasten to extinction even in the pre-

set gexerla in; while the inevitable and irresistible decay of all the

race is as, palpable as the fading of the Red man from hill and plain.

Although, strictly scanned,, the members of these families would indivi-
dualy .betray a remarkable decrepitude and degeneracy of character,

inseparable rom, the physiological conditions of their existence on this

continent, yet we never see one of .them nor hear the name mentioned

without an involuntary tribute of respect to these crumbling relics of a

decayed and dying social feudalism, the like of which can never agsan

qst on this free earth.

I

POWEn Or T aPRES. n

CHAPTER ..VIII.'

TUE PRESS-ITS DUTIES 'AND RSfl3li BmILTkE

THE Press!- Mighty power 1 Miraculous engine!I Irresistible'im-
pulse-electric thrill, that keeps the' pulse -f theo.world throbbing,'and
beats to the brains remotest convolttidns=--which clarifies the moral
atmosphere,-and keeps-it from petrifaction, and decay.' fHow! shall ,I
approach theel for, although from earliest-boyhood, bred amotng ' thy'
minions, disciples: and devotees, now that, I stand as'it were beyond'
myself, and seek. to scan all the interests of society with la jut hapartlaI,
and remorseless eye, I find myself 'in astrangepredicarment" Evenly
balanced.between the veneration, whichr the ideal ,press inspires, nd th'
knowledge that an experience of the' actual;impart:, Ifear ,v the "one
hand to- do -it .more. than honor, and on the other, less'thanujdstice.
Indeed to one who-has penetrated 'into the profounder depths 'f the
arcana of journalism.to.whomx-all the mnechariismc that +Ives this
gigantic automaton is familiar, and whose fingers=are within reach 6f the
most secret=stopsr and keys ,of'this w9rld-movig 'orgaita.the&nc trast
between what: it might: be,,and should- be,' and What it ispi 4'little -less
than' terrible, oppressing the soul:with. its' tnterial weight= and crushing
the spirations of progress andhthmanity,' that:ate thUs checked 'ii theirinmost-temple ;by the divulging of their'mostseretoracle, Whati the
tripod:of the Pythonessthe omens and oracles of the eer" atestth'
sayers, the inspirations of the prophets- atid the direct irevelations ifom
Heaven wereito 'the earlier' ages-what the two tables of6 dene give to
Moses on-MountHoreb were to the patriarchal epochof theacee..the
press& oughtto, be to the- men of. this generation. ,Whatachiairy and
knighthood were to: the.dark ages the knights of the press:should 'be to
this.:-.the=defendersof the assailedthe protectors of the wea1, the vindi-
catoran:of the. innocent, the terror of 'the oppressor, ;the 'seurgnf the
false, and the righter of the wronged. No institution, nor ro:power en
earth, sacerdotal or secular, ever held so high a trust or ministered from
so lofty an altar as the free press of the -nineteenth century; and when I
look at it as it is, scan one by one the materials of which it is com
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posed, and see how ludicrously inadequate are the means to the mighty
end, I feel a disposition to retract my connection with it, to break off all

intercourse with its oracles, and to denounce it as the giant imposition

of the century-the false priest, and the dishonest monster that should

be chased in disgrace from the temple.
But after all, I know that I am wrplg. Although the press itself is a

far higher and loftier institution than any otter on earth, yet its mem-

bers and ministers are and must be only men, and men too in the general,
at the same points of development as those by whom they are sur-

rounded, and with whom they. live. Therefore, if the littlenesses and

selfishnesses of those who control the press, appear monstrous and exagge-
rated, it ja only because their position and their responsibilities are .so

puch greater than those of other' men that their slightest derileetion

assumes the aspect of a crime. Intrinsically and inherently, therefore, I
do honestly believe that there is an eqpal -amount of honor, integrity,
intelligence and independence in the press, as in any other profession or

calling among men. . And in the comments which I am about to make

on the leading members of this powerful body in-this metropolis of the

New World, I claim to be actuated by a desire to probe the monstrous

corruptions and eyils under which our noble profession suffers, not to

gratify the, remotest shadow of a personal feeling,.or, an envious hatred to

those. who, have reached a higher point than myself in their journey
through life. Among all men who create, either in literature or art, the
present miserable and inverted system of rewards, both pecuniary and
moral, produces an inevitable envy as the general law of ttheir existence.

But knowing thjs full well, and being every day disgusted by some con-

temptible illustration of this truth, I hope I have self-denial enough to
sacrifice whateyer -of latent jeelousy or envy of my cotemporaries may
find lodgment in my heart, and to give expression only-to those impul-
ses of justice and ambition which are based upon the ,profession itself,
and a careful and earnest study of its duties and responsibilities.- Let us

then, in pursuance with our sketchy plan of composition, in which, being
amenable to no law of rhetoric or logic, we have freer scope for the-utter
ance of all that presses upon us, call before us the principal individuals

who, sway those engines of public opinion-the newspapers-and whose
voice can make or mar, save or damn, the greatest enterprises and the
loftiest hopes.

CHAPTER IX.

rME PRESS, CONTINUED-MAJOR NOAH-JOSEPH BARBER-JAMES WAT-
SON WEBB-WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT-PARKE GODWIN.

THE whole of this, and the succeeding chapters, devoted to the Press,
I have been obliged to re-write. They were first composed two years
and a half ago. In that time how many changes have taken place I
Some are dead-some appointed to foreign missions--some gone into
the Custom House-.-some have married-some have taken to trade-.
some to drink-some have got rich-and almost all have changed
places.

I had placed at the head of my catalogue, as being the patri-
arch of the press, the name of Major Noah, whom I had seen the
very morning on which this chapter was written, fresh and buoy-
ant, in all the exuberance of health and good nature, which made him so
great a favorite with all. Now-he is no more. Still, I let his name
stand in the place I originally assigned it. I let stand, too, the censure
as well as the praise with which I remarked upon him. Whatever 1
then said, I honestly thought. and, therefore, I will not erase a syllable.
Of course, had the work not been written until after his death, many
modifications might have taken place ; but now, all must stand. Major
Noah was neither better nor worse than the great majority of mankind,
and had been placed in a position which neither the profoundness of his
ideas nor the brilliancy of his literary acquirements fairly warranted.
But he was a genial, cordial man, in his personal relations, and from his
long connection with the press and public affairs, his death was widely
mourned.

Mordecai Manasseh Noah, formerly styled "King of the Jews," in
years gone by, and at the era of American journalism corresponding te
the infancy of the institution, was considered the smartest and most per
manent and popular of our editors. We remember well when he, after
lying perdu for a certain time, broke out freshly upon the admiration of
the public witl- the "Evening Star," a paper that-in its day enjoyed
an unbounded popularity and a large circulation, and made no small
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degree of noise. Major Noah, in his best days,-and these were his best

days,-was a rather sparkling writer, altogether superficial in his ideas,

but quick in apprehension, ready in words, and keen-sighted to perceive

the weak points of his enemy, and to send his shaft of ridicule or satire,

winged with his grey goose quill, right to its centre. His paragraphs

had a genial tone, and healways adroitly managed to conceal the

malevolence (if malevolence there were) of his attacks beneath an air ot

good-nature and candor, which quite took the hearts of his readers, and

left his adversary altogether at his mercy. He was magnanimous, too,

in his newspaper warfares, in one or another of which he was perpetu-

ally engaged, and not only came off victor, but uniformly received great

praise for his forbearance, and applause for what, he had not. done.. He

had a quick eye for external nature, and especially for the goings on ot

city life ; and-whatever subject he touched, he was sure to render inte-
resting, either by happy local allusions, and witty embellishment, or now

and then, even by some sprinkle of fancy or beam of imagination. Of

these higher elements, however, his possessions were limited, and it is

very seldom that traces of the true poetical temperament can be detected.

Iis writings are an indication of his real character. He was an excel-

lent Companion, an agreeable acquaintance, a good liver, a man always

ready to do you a favor, provided it did not cost him too much, and who

had rather live on good terms with everybody, excepting, of course, pro-

fessionally, than to take the trouble and risk of contention. Sometimes,

in tne earlier part of his life, his heart even got the better of his senses,

and his benevolence led him to do things of which the advantage was

entirely against himself. As a general rule, he kept both eyes upon the

main chance,.and took very few steps and made very few motions with

his thumb and fingers without some special object of self-emolument.

For this, as times go, we have, of course, no right to condemn him.. He

was, at least, no- worse than many others of his profession in this respect,

while he was, doubtless, a good deal better than some of them.

The political career of Major Noah was a fruitful and instructive one.

there are few phases of partisanship he did not test, few systems of policy

he did not both advocate and oppose, and few great questions of national

interest with all sides of which he was not familiar. To one thing in

politics he was ever constant-his own aggrandizement; and with that

rematk*ble faculty of convincing himself of his own incorruptibility,

which is the corner-stone of all political prosperity to the individual, he

managed so to trim, and stretch, and patch, and refashion that old anti-

quated garment ea4led glitical conscience, as to. adapt it exactly to his
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own needs and his own necessities. He' was a warm advocate, ,di
almost the, exclusive organ, of Tyler and Tylerism; and havingben
placed by that memorale pa4riotin a,sigug berth jn the Oustom House,
with no services, and.a.goo4.salary, he.r uage 9retajnit up to the
hour of his death. :Eip.office wa that of a secrt inspector-salary
*1500 a year, prequisites as pmucl more,.and; .pickipgs.-and stealings to
any reasonable extent, . His duty was to'take a walk once'month .p
the East River, and see that the pier-heads; of the wharves were all iu
their proper places, and that the rats had not-run away with the nden.
pinning of the Dry Dock. When his Tyler .organ, the"Union," followed
its prototype into the hades of oblivion, the Major was for some time
unknown to the journalistic world; but he soon-reappeared as editor of
'Noah's Sunday M4essenger;" which, after losing as much aIgegy asthe
Major cared about taking out of his owi ,pockt, was uited. ith the
" Sunday Times," and .still. continues to, be published uuder the latter
appellation... To this sheet, of which thie Major continued the, responsible
editor while he lived, he has. imparted a higherstone.than had before
characterized the Sunday press; and its patronage and.circulation are
now large and among a very intelligent and respectable class of4he com-
munity., His own .personal:labor' on ,the ,paper. wa.light, the editorial
colunlns being filled with spicy paragraphsand racy editorials, by various
praetieed pens, who are always well paid and welL .reatedbythe proprietors,
Messrs. Deans and Howard. Some of these are capitally done, especially
the good-natured burlesques, manyof which are quite, worthyof "Punch"
himself.

Major Noah was also, sub rosa, editor of the "Morning Str,"a penny
paper. of ,large circulation, but without ,any distinctive characteristics,
except those of good-nature and industry, and which, after sinking about
twenty thousand dollars to the proprietors,:is now merged.into a demo.
cratic journal, under the ;ofces of Caspar Childs, the coronerof New
York newspapers.

The "Sunday Times" is now edited by one of the finest and, choicest
writers belonging to the world of Ne York=journalism-Josep Barber,
who, with wit and talent enough for a newElia, is forced,.by the meagre
pay awarded to both these qualities, to expend his time and energies in
the more productive fields of puff-writing and other literary drudgery,
It is pleasant, however, amid all the regrets that such a perversion of goodgifts inspires, to trace him in his better ,moments .through the columns
which he now and then so joyously embellishes. .

But to return to Major Noah1. The old king of Israel must have left



some -distance behind the goal )f those three score years and ten which

the'T'salmnist appointed for theince of netai; yet,'till a short time before

his death, the 61d' man'B eye had lost none of its brightness, nor his cheek

its color, nor his form its buoyant and:dighified'erectness. But the last

time we saw him we were shocked at perceiving that he was almost

blind, and that, led carefully in by the friend w-ith whom he had core

to dine oie-bright Sunday at the Union'Place Hotel, his voice trembled

As he accosted us, and hishand felt dry and scaly in our grasp. A few

days later; we heard'that'he had been attacked by paralysis; and again,
after the lapse of 'a few more days, that he was slowly recovering. His

powerful frame and iron constitution far a time' still withstood thi

assaults of the remorseless enemy; but already had the walls of the castle

began to' reel beneath the blows of the assailant, and soon the citadel

itself rendered itself up to the Conqueror of'the mighty. When he died,

a wide chasm was left in the circle of relatives and friends nearest around

him-for in all the attributes of husband,' father, and citizen, no stain of

reproach rests upon his name. Often have we seen him and his hand-

some young wife seated together at-the theatre or concert-room, their

faces glowing with that enthusiasm for art, and that appreciation of its

lightest efforts, which form the distinguishing' characteristics of their

wondrous race, and their' eyes glistening with that dew of sympathy

which dries up in ordinary hearts ere the hair begins to silver or the

brow to wrinkle. When we miss Major Noah from our frequent casual

encounter in Nassau street, and meet no more, for month after month,

the genial nod and kindly pressure, we feel that a patriarch of our pro-

fession has departed from us, and one who, if he did not fulfill all that

might be exacted of him, at least escaped many of the vices and demor-

alizing corruptions by which he-was surrounded, and successfully resisted

temptations beneath which others might have succumbed. The funeral

of Major Noah was a solemn festival of grief in New York.

Next in point of age, influence and importance, among our city jour.

nalists, is General James Watson Webb, a man who in his day and

generation has exercised probably a more extended influence, for good as

well as evil, upon the public opinion and public affairs of this country

than any other editor attached to the New York press. His personal

and political history he has managed, by the help of his organization,' to

keep they public entirely familiar with. He cannot be a bad man, by

nature, or he would have been more careful to conceal his tergiversations

from the public. He is haughty, self-willed, violent when thwarted, and

reckless of danger to himself or his position, and we fear unscrupulous in
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tis assaults upon his adversaries. Conscious of great intellectual fore
and moral power, he lacks those graces and that nice sense ofthe fitness
of things, which are the only passports to personal: respect and eference
on the part of the public towards) its conspicuous men. This galls and
irritates him ; and in the 'iortification'of losing that for which his vanity
impels him' incessantly'-to- seek, 'he' commits aLd recommits the very.
excesses which absolutely prevent him from ever achieving it. He is too
careless of the feelings'of others 'ever to have histown-respected, and too
remorseless in his pursuit of a foe to receive the commiserations of the
spectators when he himself happens to be worsted., As to political con-
sistency, he has uniformly derided it. Parties and platforms he has set
at naught, and sacrificed without a regret every' public man who would
not minister to:his own purposes. - The excuse for this is doubtless found
by his own conscience, in that wide-spread selfishness,. dishonesty, and
corruption, that pervade political affairs, and from the stigma of which
we know not the public man who has escaped. Indeed,, the whole
scheme of politics, as conducted in this Republic, sets a premium on ras-
cality, and elevates above the heads of honest, modest and worthy men,
the most worthless and unreliable elements of our society. Political suc-
cess demands such an abnegation of all the higher qualities of the human
heart, that none who possess them in an eminent degree will pay the
price or make the sacrifice. The consequence is, that our offies and
places of public trust and honor, are filled by the men least deserving the
confidence and the- respect of their fellow citizens. This is true of all
times and all parties, but never more true than of the present times and
the present parties in the American Republic. In pursuing, therefore,
to their farthest results in the aggrandizement of the individual, the
detestable doctrines that actuate parties and public men at this day,
General Webb has but to lay the salvo to his bleeding conscience--" I
am no worse than my fellows." But he who seeks in tle depravity of
others an excuse for himself, although he may escape the punishment
due to crime, need never hope the respect we pay alone to virtue.

General Webb is a finely-framed martial-looking, man; and now since
his hair has become gray,'-strikingly indicates the doctrine of Lavater
that every man resembles some peculiar tribe of animals. The family to
which General Webb evidently belongs is the wolf species. He. is emi-
nently carnivorous and combative. ' He ha great keenness of intellect,
but is deficient in that discretion and common sense which are the high.
est endowments of the human brain. He has no appreciation of wit or
fancy, and only delights in those growls and biting onsets which his wolf

gg2 NEW YORutNAKED.
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ish characteristics indicate. His journal, the QQurier ud: Enquirer,.
was 'once almost unlimited in its power, but they repeated.indiscreions of
its editorial Conduct (notalways attributablecto.eneral Webb himself),
and' tieferelty with which, its apolitical:course ,basr been eharaetexzed,,
hadg dly l oogened the' foundationsof:itspopularity, untilit finally
opened its eoltinsi to the treasonable andidestructiveispirit of; aholition-

ism and anti-slavery, and' almost at a blow came ene umbling from its,

.ofty position. it Was -for some.inonths no longer, any other than a mere,

sectional and sectatan sheet, devoted to the advocacy of certain narrow

priniles and narrower men1 whose success or prosperity can never be

achieved 'but' at the expense of the country and the Constitution.

Alarmed at the unmistakableFevidences of the lossof, position furnished

by' the rapid. decay' of its:'subscription-list Qud. advertising patronage,
during his absence, General Webb hastened home from Europe,.and has

since endeavored, to retrace its steps and regain the position..it had lost,

This' Work' has been but partially successful---the "Courier and Enqui-
rer " can scarcely hope= to again exertrits old political influence.

Age, genius, and reputation, being the three most valuable, things on

earth, we should not be, excused :foi longer withholding our attentions

from William Cullen. Bryant,' the chief; of American poets, editor of the

" Evening Post," and most popular literary man of the country next to

Irving. -Mr.'Bryant, though he writes slowly and with great labor, and

has a natural-'indisposition.to produce-- whenever he does produce, it is

something worth the reading. Cool, polished, unimpeachable in style
and tone, his, prese is distinguished by a rare moderatlog of sentiment,

perspicuity of expression, .and. gentle feeling, Ie, is remarkably unpre-
tending, both as a writer and aman. Although;naturally courted by
every circle and wooed to grace the assemblies of fashiong4nd aristocracy,
while' his'unblemished personal reptitatioianud,captivating manner. make

him' welcome in every circle, yet be rarelyindulges .his. social instincts,

or gires play to those exquisitequalities of 'genial :wit: and. philosophy at
his command. He has become almost a completeobook-worm; and with

the exceptionof his own immediate and narrow circle,:ana spn occasional

dinner with Mr: Baneroft, and two or three othercelebrities, Mr. Bryant
is rarely found from home. He is. an incessant worker ;. and in the little

office in'Nassau street; up' four flights. of stairs, he may- be found; seated

gingerly on the edge 'of the-chair at ,the pQAper of a large table piled
mountain high. with newspapers,:decuments, letters,. proofs, tickets,
invitations,:and all the paraphernalia of an editorial sanctuxm, with scarce

a space' so large'-as the palm of bis hand left upon which-=he rests that

:I'

portion of the paper immediately under his fingers as he writes- Sitting
thus, bending intensely and with -a.student-like air over his little patch
of table, his intellectuial,pale'face andkeen eyes alive with the.expression
ofthe thought oozing out at -his fingersends--his nervous, slight,:but well.
knitframe held in a disagreedble state-of tension by- the unconscious
excitement of composition,lheis:rhore purely and-definitely a picture of
the newspaper editor than may elsewhere be found in all the city. He
seldom writes poetry now, except for five dollars a line; when our ambi-
tious. and good-natured =friend George R. Graham wants to make a grand
sensation with a.show-numbereof his magazine; and, absorbed in. politics,
and devoted with all the {earnestness and faithfulness of Samuel Rogers,
to the accumulation of money, our American lyric poet .}ets all the world
of philosophy, and aspiration, and hope, and goldendteaiming glide by
him, like a river past the plodding farmer on its banks.; delves on dailyin his garret den, driving .before him theinterestsHof a set of rascally
politicians, unworthy:of his slightest thought, and sacrifices oh the altar
of money themost precious ,offering-ever.made to 'Pluto-.-detested andabhorred god;6. When we sometimes.,turn over the pages of this man's
poetry, and see what a glorious genius washis, how high and pure his
aspirations, how classic and crystalline the medium of his thought andintellect, and think to:what a height-he might have soared, we grow
angry at the man himself; and in behalf of his country, literature, andof mankind' at large, we refuse to forgive him for the, crime against
himself and us he has committed.: But it is:too late, to call upon him toawake. 'The Samson of American Song is shor-n: of his hyacinthine and
strength-imparting looks; and! though in good' earnest: the Philistine
Delilahs :were upon him, he could no longer; mingle in the melodious

# fray; So, glorious Bryant, untimely buried in the ,didactic columns ofthe " Evening Post"-..-forget: thyself and thy destiny, and be content !Assistant editor of the "Evening Post, " and son-in-law to its; princi-
pal editor, Bryant, is Parke Godwin-one of the ;profoundest, nost ori-
ginal, and most remarkable thinkers of the present age. He, alone, ofall the disciples of those gigantic modern reformers, whose shadows
begin to bathe the world in the light of a new morning, combines in hisorganization that tenacity of practical purpose, that comprehension ofrealities, and that self-possession in theadvocqcy of new ideas, utterlyindispensable to their true or healthful progress. Were our Brisbanesand Channings, and others, whose ridiculous antics keep the world-too
busy laughing at them to attend seriously to what they s imbued
even with a tithe of the straightforward, practical earnestness of God*
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win, many beautiful and grand ideas, now stuck fast in the mud, or dis-

appeared entirely below the surface, would rise up in their true propor-

tions, and make excellent progress over the road. of life. Mr. Godwin

has written many of the soundest and ablest articles, upon subjects of

deep and practical social interest, that have appeared in our literature.

His style is manly, massive, pure, and animated. As a speaker and lec-

turer,'he- is logical and instructive, though not decidedly elegant ; and

our literature has been enriched by him with many excellent and

truthful translations from the German and ;other modern languages.
He is a man, with the simple, noble and truthful heart of a child-

firm as steel in his principles, his convictions, :and his friendships,
yet melting as wax to the voice of affection, of suffering, or persuasion.

Devoted to the fine arts, in their serener forms, he ought to rank among
the first of our aesthetic critics. But his temperament partakes too

largely of the lymphatic element for that sparkling vivacity which alone

makes talent acceptable or agreeable to the social world. He is, in a
word, a little too ponderous for contemporary success. Hereafter, when

his beautiful spirit is disembodied of its earthly form, and those steady
eyes and shaggy locks :are transmuted to the spiritual adornments of

a spiritual head, he will look down with a half disdainful smile at the

appreciation which posterity will bestow upon his works, and wonder

why his contemporaries could not understand them as well. He is one

of the few men who, never striving to be ahead of the age, really
deserves to be- so. In his personal relations he is of the best and

wisest. We never heard that he .had an enemy and we know that all

who are permitted to be acquainted with his life and character, love him

with a true and disinterested affection. , And, in:thus summing up ny

estimate of the man, I need not saythat I am not endorsing his opi-
nions. Many, of them, however, are also mine ; but with his political

prejudices and partizan proclivities, .as wel: as those of his father-in-law

I beg to disclaim all:affinity.

HALLOOK AND THr MSSSRS. BROOKS. '81

CHAPTER X.

THE JOURNAL OF COMMERCE--GERARD M. HALLOCK--THE EXPRESS-
JAMES AND ERASTUS BROOKS---FREDERICK HUDSON AND THE HERALD
EDITORS.

THE "Journal of Commerce " is one of the most important commer-
cial papers in New York, and has already, to a great extent taken the
place of some of its older rivals. It has always been distinguished for
consistency and bluntness, in its independent expression of opinion upon
all political subjects, and for the reliability and general fairness of its
statistical and other information, Seldom has it on any occasion been
betrayed into an erroneous statement, and it is in all respects a model
of candid and judicious management. Its principal editor was the late
Mr. Gerard Hallock, an intense old fogy with a spice of fun, sarcasm
and absolute jollity in his composition, quite amusing and refreshing.
Seated on his high stool, his feet at least two feet from the floor, his hat
drawn tightly on his head, and his ears laid back, and shoulders shrugged
up, he scribbled away from morning till noon, little paragraphs of all
sorts, statistical, witty, philosophical, political, everything that turned up.
He had no out-of-door influence, and was very little seen beyond the
precincts of his sanctum. He was a pretty far-seeing writer of his class,
and understood the interests of trade and commerce thoroughly, and
defended them with ability. The Journal is, in the best sense of the
term, a respectable paper, and its influence is yearly growing stronger
It 'is a firm friend of the Constitution and its 'compromises, and has
always done full justice to the South.

The "Express," with its morning and evening, and sixteen after
"edishings," has had a hard fight, and isow but just beginning to reap
the reward of its industry and perseverance. The editors, James and
Erastus Brooks, are men of fine talent and shining qualities. Mr.
James Brooks was for some time a representative in Congress, and on
all occasions acquitted himself in an independent, manly, and straight.

6
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forward manner. No man in Congress was more popular, either in
Washington or among his constituents I and he has on more than one
occasion, proved that his integrity to his party and his country, was not

a purchasable commodity, but sprang indigenously from the soil of his
very heart. Beside the'two Messrs. Brooks, the other principal editor

of the Express, is James F. Otis, formerly a poet of considerable distine-
tion, and now an indefatigable, sprightly paragraphist, reporter and
general critic. He is one of the most popular out-door editors we have

in New York ; is always " about" whenever there is anything going on,
and. for his lively qualities in social life is sought for on all occasions of

good companionship. His incessant occupations on theinnumerable
editions of the journal to which he is attached, renders all serious and

continuous effort of his mind hopeless, and he is one of a thousand

instances' of a fine genius being wasted, frittered, and squandered, for

want of time, opportunity, and compensation,' te justify its higher
exercise.. Like the great body of us poor scribblers, he is obliged to eke
out his salary by contributions of hasty value to all aorta of papers, and
by any kind of temporary; literary labor that turns up.. But he is

4ei*ws in a good humor, and always apparently contented with himself,

the worland everybody around him.
The office whichemploys the greatest number of subordinates is the

Herald. At the head of them, and of Mr. Bennett's editorial assistants,
and in his absence, of the entire establishment up stairs, is Mr. Frederick
Hudson, the most invaluable and indefatigable of journalists, who, to the
experience ofimany years in the higher departments of, his profession,
adds every mental requisite tolthe creation of a finished specimen of the

craft. He has an easy, elegant, and striking style, readily adapting
itself to, every subject; ,and his knowledge is both minute and general in

an unusual and surprising degree. His acquaintance with foreign
affairs, and the current history of Europe, is greater than that of any
other man connected with our press; and, bating that he lacks somewhat
of courage and originality, he is4al that can be looked for in a journalist.
His brother is the conusercial editor of the Herald, and works with
great industry and success!l but as we never read money articles, money
always being very "tight" with us, whatever the commercial reporters

may say about its being "e in the street," we cannot say ,uch in
detail of his labors. We guess he is at least as honest as the times; aid
as the Herald is very richand'thinks more of reputation than money,
we:do mot doubt {that;the commeraiol department of it is qt4te as reliable
and a good deal' more ;extensive than that of any other journal inthe

TusE ATAOB-S OF THE HERALD.

city. Among the subordinates attached to the Herald in the editorial
department, Dr. Walis, of South Carolina, occupies an important
position, and contributes extensively to the political department---assisted
now and then by the Hon. Ex-Senator Westcott, whose witty and bitter
paragraphs always hit exactly where they are aimed. The foreign
editor and translator of modern languages for the Herald, is Mr. Char-
met, an accomplished young Frenchman, who succeeded the unfortu-
nate Michel, whose body was recently found in the East River.
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A BATOH OF EDITORS AS THEY RUN-GEORGE P. MORRIS--N. P. WILLMS-

0. 7. 3RIGG r TU S TEACHE -HIR AM FULLER--C. B. UREHA DT M

THE SUNDAY DISPATCH--MIKE WALSH-THE SUNDAY ATLAS-SOLOMON
8. SOUTHWORTH--TH SACHEMM."

stand on the " Herald " corner this bright summer

morning,and catch the editorial fish as they swim along from up town

to their respective dens and hiding holes for the day. They will be sure,

nearly all of them, to run by'in the course of half an hour or so.

And, by the way, there is one of them poking his nose round the corner

this very moment. What would you take him for now, that spruce,

well-dressed, and natty-looking man, rather under the average stature-

about the height of Bonaparte--a round, jolly face, good-natured mouth,
a twinkling eye, and full black whiskers? He wears his hat with some-
thing of a military jaunt, and his clothes fit him as if they had grown

to him. That is George PMorris, the American song writer, who, not-

withstanding all the puerilities that himself and others have writ-

ten to his disadvantage, has, in one way or another, niched himself
among the national poets of our country. General Morris has been
an industrious and faithful worker' in the great field of American
literature. By his indomitable perseverance and incredible sacrifices was

the old "New York Mirror" established and carried to a point of pros-

perity scarcely since reached by any New York weekly literary journal.

In its pages are recorded the earliest coruscations of some of the bright-

st ornaments of our country's literature. Fay, Willis, Cox, Paulding,

Hoffman, Drake, and many others of our best known names, first got a
foothold on the steep hill-side of fame, under the patronage of Genral
Morris. As to his own claims to the rank of a poet, we shall not dis-

cuss them here. We are determined not to say an ill-natured thing in
this book-in fact, we have made a special contract with our publishes
to fill it with the milk of human kindness and the molasses of

MORRIS AND WILLIS. 91
indiscriminate praise. At all events, General Morris has been success-
ful; and if we cannot agree with the verdict of public opinion, we
had rather a4mit our own want of taste than insinuate that General
Morris and his friends, with whose warmest opinions nhis favor heentirely agrees,,.can possibly be mistaken.

The co-editor, =and,:for many years, the. inseparable companion ot
General Morris, is Mr. N. Parker Willis, whose, name apars at
the head of the ,"Home Journal,"'as a sort f lre to ounr young
ladies of a sentimental and hysterical turn. It has been Mr. Willis'
strange and curious destiny to be most praised for that of.which he had
the least, and, most abused;for that of which he was not, uilt. The
almost sol misfortune of Mr. Willis has been to hiave a jiuserapprecia-
tion of his own real qualities and powers than other men; ad, popular
and petted in turn, by many circles and classes, he has imbibed theunfortunate opinion that the esteem of the world at large is not worththe trouble of striving for, and has acquired a distaste for those healthier
and manlier exhibitions of talent and genius which command the uni-versal admiration and respect of mankind. The lamentable result ofthis has been, not merely that Mr. Willis is an, egotist and a trifer in
literature, but that he is satisfied with the le

.wihte appreciative applauses ofthe small circle in which he moves, and has, at length, convince
even his wamantadratsengtathconyecedeven his warmest admirers, that he does not possess the intellectual powerto carry out the career of whjoh his early efforts gave promise. He

has, unquestionably, written some beautiful poetry, and much pretty andconceited prose-,some of which 'is 'te exquisite. -
. s ,quiteeqmit.But 'it is all frag-mentary,: prophetic, unsatisfactory, except as prognostip of future excel-lence ; while, when. we ,look fqr the consequence of this fertile promise,

we td but a continuation of thesame artificial and superficial trifling,which mocks the hope and tantalizes the heart. We know well that Mr.Willis has pursued this course, and arrived at this determination, througha careful,;steady, and closely pursued policy,,the pohcy of egotism; but,
at the same time, we feel indignant at the conclusion apon which hehas ventured, and wish he had chosen to strive for greatness ratherthan
an unbounded reputation for. aristocracy, at which all who know his realposition profoundly laugh. To be the editor of a ladies' weekly journal,striving to make the un'nitiated think him the pet of a parvenu aristo-
cracy, is an ignoble fate for one whose natural stature was " taller than
,he might walk beneath the stars."

But we have permitted ourselves to become too fmuch absorbed in ourcuirly-headed and -blue-eyed poet, and fear that se ral of the smaller, fish
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havt., run by undetected. Let us see. No-tnere goes Carlos Stuart,

also a poet and editor. 'Formerly he used to stir up the lower stratum

of the populatioiiby his &rrille leaders on the revolution in Cuba, and in

favor of penny postage, in the'"Daily Sun." - Now he makes up statisti-

cal paragraphs for the "National Democrat,.we believe. Just behind

him, turning into the "Sin'" office, Are the Brothers Beach, two indus-

trious men, who through their widely-circulated paper, the "Sun," exert

n influence upon the lower side or under-crust of public opinion almost

incredible. The reason of the unbounded anfd unparalleled success of

the " Sun" is 'simple, but it is a reason too often overlooked by literary

pro'ecto'rs. Its tone is strictly"adapted to the intellect, capacity, and

needs; of the class to whom it is addressed. They all take it, they all

like it, aid all derive advantages from it; and it is to thesegradual imper-

ceptible raisers of the standard of'intelligence among certain classes, who,

by stoop'ng almost to the level of those whom they would elevate, gain

their confidence and win their attention, that the absolute, practical and

rea pogrssof society is indebted. They may not themselves even

know the ultimate height to which the race is tending, but they work

on, still earnestly and efficiently in the present. The pennypress of this

age is worthy of our admiration and careful study, as one of the most

Important and powerful institutions of the times; and the men who con-

duct it no 'matter how unconscious they may be of all. the bright

thoughts and golden dreams that sometimes Seem alone worthy of our

contemplation, are yet doing a far weightier and efficient work than we.

But who is this intellectual, keen-looking man, coming across from

Mercer's ? His eye looks as mild and gentle as that of a child, but his

face has the devil in it. You may be sure he has a shrewd biting pen

f his own, and that there is one particular corner in his ink-stand that

bubbles up a perpetual fountain of the bitterest gall. This however, is

all professionally-personally he is the mildest-mannered mai that ever

ut a literary throat or crucified a professional reputation; and so

entirely unonscious is he of any wrong, that he cannot really see how

people should be annoyed at a mere witticism, as he calls something that

takes the skin off his victim. This is Harry Franco Briggs--a man of

a most original and inventive imagination,- profound critical knowledge

of the philoso phy of art and the belle-lettres,'and as completely the slave

of anti prejudices as Faust was of Mephistophiles. They say e

writes for "Putnam," as well as the "Sunday Courier," and that he was

the author 'of the gigantic "Bourbon'" hoax. Sometimes we see articles

in the "evening Mirror," which must have proceeded from his pen; but

he generally disclaims the authorship or responsibility of its articles,-and
we believe 'that the majority of the rude-'andi malicious flings contained
in that journal, are from' the pen of its chief editor, Hiram Fuller. Mr.
Fuller is a man of undeniable talent and policy, but:he is gangrened with
envy, andoeannot for the life of, him forego an opportunity of saying asevere or bitter thing about even those for whom he possesses the warm-
est friendship.. Mr. Briggs 'stopped but a moment at, the " Mirror"
office, probably tothand in a paragraph which he had concoted at the
expense -of some poor devil'during the morning, and is now 'on his way
to the Custom House, where he'keeps a comfortable berth of some fifteen
hundred dollars a year, besides waifs and strays. In addition to his con-
nection with the "Mirror,".whatever it may be, he is one of the editors
and proprietors of the "Sunday Courier," a paper which has worked its
way up within the last' three or four years to a' large circulation, and-a
high position among the Sunday press. To the judicious managementand careful business knowledge- and experience of Mr. James L.Smith'is
the prosperity of the "Sunday Courier'principally owing.

A little farther up the street a middle-sized; pale-complexioned, and
rather bilious-looking gentleman has just gone up stairs into the former
office of the "Sunday Mercury." He' is a man, of decided talent 'and
cleverness, but is also afflicted with; the: malignant fever, of which he
has been for several years one of the most conspicious and incurable
cases. If Mr. Samuel Nichols would distil into the columns of the
"Sunday Mercury" 'merely his wit and genius, and omit the malice, he
would make it the most popular paper of its class in the city.* His part-
ner, Dow, Jr., in other woids, Mr. Page, of Vermont, has' in times past
occupied aconspicuous position among Sunday journalists, but we believe
his, health;has 'now greatly failed, and that .he :seldom writes.' His
"Short Patent Sermons," published in, the" Sunday Mercury," are really
among the most original specimens of 'quaint and curious literature
extant. They gave the "Sunday Mercury" a large notoriety, from which
it has not yet fairly recovered, although, to say truly, its, efforts in that
directionhave neither been few nor feeble. .. -

Striding down.Ann street yonderg at killing pace-+for itis Saturday
morning, and not a paagraph yet writtet-for to-morrow s paper-..is C.

B. Brirkhardt, one !of, the :ditors-oftie "Sunday Dispatch," especially
devoted to the ;musical and dramatic department; and one of the few
writers among us on those subjects .whose p'rodtictions are not:ridiculous.

* We regret to say that since this article was written the Sunday Presshas been deprived of avaluable member, by thedeath of Mr. 'N., resulting from an accident on one' f our city raltoads.
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He. is a writer in other departments of literature, of some considerable

distinctionranld;as'a .translator, especially from German. His. contribu'

tions.tothe 4,Sunday Dispatch" on musio and the:Opera havegenerally

been characterized by good. sense, good'taste, and: a thorough knowledge

of: hissubjectn :The otheeditors of the "Dispatch"we do; not know.

We think, however, that we nave tracked in its -strobg-built and inde-

pendetit columns the footsteps of Mike Walsh,:who,tWhen'ke is himself,

and is' not misled nor bamboozled by the prejudice and bumbugi of those

around him, is one of the strongest an&;faithfulest writers:upon subjects

of practical and public reforms that we have in' our city.i He is the very
'antipodes of humbug, pretension, and-,hypocrisy; and his hatred of these

evils has become morbid and little short of:anmonomania; which distorts

his otherwise useful public life, and perverts the ,manliness of his, talent

and genius. With a little :practical common sense, Mike Walsh, would

have inevitably been one of. the first men. of hisi day ; forlack ofit,: he
threatens'to. become the' last; .However,, the' :lDispatch"!: is;controlled

entirely by the stringent judgment and discreet experience, of: Mr. Wil-

liaruson, its sole owner sinceethe death of the gifted- and unfortunate

William Burns;' and its columns are remarkable for; the intrepidity, and

yet discretion, with'which they are conducted . .
There are. the Siamese Twins, the Castor and Pollhx ofSunday jour-

nalism-the proprietors of the oldest Sunday paper in the city, and for a

long time the most profitable--the "Sunday Atlas." Deacon Herrick,

of Maine, and Mr. Ropes, of New York, were the original inventors of

that paper ,some fifteen years ago;' and in a few,:weeks after its com-

mencement, being hard pushed for five. dollars to buy a ream of paper,

late on Saturday afternoon, to print their next morning's edition on, they

sold out a third of the establishment to Frederick West. In~ afew years

more, the paper was worth' a profitofifteen or.twenty thousand dollars

a year, and .still continues to divide.,very nearly that sum between its

proprietors---Mr. West having some time since-sold out and retired from

the concern as he expressed it, " out and injured.?TThe'present condi-

tion of the "Atlas" and its pat proeperity:are owing entirely to the care-

fat economy: and untiring industry of its two, proprietors; and as an

illustration of the indomitable perseverance which characterizes them,

we may mentio? that when -they were distmaissed from the Custom House,

and for months since, having occupied lucrative posts there since te
Tler administration, of which they were the organs in this city, they

felt themselves, so poor, in consequence of the loss of their offices, t t
they immediately went to work as compositors on their own papa
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although, we suppose, that neither of them is worth less than thirty or forty
thousand dollars, besides the income of the "Atlas." The other editor
of the "Atlas" is Solomon S. Southworth, more universally known to the
reading public as "John Smith, Jr., of Arkansas ;" under which sobri-
quet he has contributed profusely for the last twenty years to the press,
in various parts of the country. He is one of our best-informed political
writers, and has done good service to many political characters in and
out of station; while.his biograpl4cal and dramatic contributions to the
"Atlas," and other papers, are always pervaded with an air of thorough
acquaintanceship with the subject, with everything, And everybody con
netted with it, with its 'past history and present condition , which make
them extremely interesting. The peculiar point in the literary character
of Mr. Southworth is the enormous development of his organ of ideality.
When he sits down to compose 'a history, or a description of a scene or
incident, heimmediately.cempletes it in his-imaginatun'rin .all its parts-.
not so much in reference to What it is or was, as to.;-what it appears to
thim it might have been, ornshduld have:been.+-and then proceeds to
narrate with the most imperturbable gravity that which.ha has con-
ceived, with all the minuteness and imposing movement of indisputable
fact. -This he sometimes does by way of quisirng, and in fact has addict-
ed himself so much to burlesque that he permits .that, style of narrative
to pervade many of his more serious" e bres, and frequently leads those
who put their trust in him into the most ludicrns and embarrassing
blunders. This curious 'idiosyncracy of intellectIapart, Mr. Southworth
is an agreeable writer, and a popular and good-natred man. He also
was an officer in the Custom House, lNat has for some time been perma-
nently and publicly associated with '.ho.editorial conduct of the "Atlas."

By the way, we 'noticed just now coming round the corner, the Cheva-
1ier Picton, enveloped in the mAt barbarous of beards, .make his way
up-stairs into the "Sachem" office. This paper'ii edited by; himself And
Dr. Batchelder, assisted by H. W. Herbert aa&4 Mr. Fosters The di
nified and patriotic tone of the political department thisp i
a wide popularity, espoeielly among the members of the order of"United
Americans," whose organ it is. The:intelligent, sprightly, and -taways
just criticisms upon music and the drama which appear in the." Seheh,"
and which remind one of the vigorous "Vivian" in the London e' Leader,"
are generally supposed to be from the pen of IMadameaJtdie desMarguw.
rittee. Indeed we know not rho else in this country co I writs them
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CHAPTER XII.

rE WEEKLY PRUSS- TIE LITEARY WORLD---oORNELIUS NATHEWSE--. A.

DUYCKINC--WILLIAM 8. PORTER--T1tE ALBON--IEENRY C. WATSON--

LEW IS GAYLORInCLAR--RUUS W.'GRISWOLD-RICHARD WILLI--WALL

STRET JOURNAL.

Wa are in' tassau street, just in. time to catch the editors of the

"Literary World" on the way to their offeq. Look carefully at that small-

sized, happy-looking man'in spectacle. ~ That is Cornelius Mathews, the

immortal 'Puffer Hopking, who has been so ,much, and so virulently

abused for faults he did not possess and overlooked for good qualities he

did, that he has lost in his own case all sense of the just appreciation of

things, and feeds his vanity at the expense of his reputation, while in

sheer despite of thosa who have told him of his faults, he aggravates

them to an inflammation which has become a sort of moral gout,

converting the whole man into one immense twinging toe, carefully to

be nursed and defended 'against the encroachments of marauding or

unconscious boot heels. He has"literary talent, invention, and imagina-

tion of a high order; and had: he not committed the fatal mistake of

'Betty, who wished to see herself ride by in the coach, he would have

been among the. most honored and popular of our American authors.

But his insatiate ,and suicidal egotism has neutralized half the effects of

his 'talents and naturalgifts, and he is constantly wasting his strength in

fighting for a position infnitely lower than that which would be accorded

him by universal consent, if he would cease to fight at all. We see with

pleasure that he is becoming more and more alive to the truths that we

have hire had the courage to tell him, and we believe the time will come

when he'-will set himself seriously to the fair, and honest utterance ot

'thatwhloh is within him, and will take his rank anong the best and

best e'tiniates of our native writers. His contributions to the "Literary

World" are many of them excellent; and in a word, that paper itself is

conducted with a marked ability, and discretion which has imparted to

it a firm and enviable reputation, The ostensible editor of it is Evert
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A. Duyckinck, one of the finest and most genuine Knickerbocker brains
that has come down to us from the olden time. He is a gentle and
appreciative critic, a warm and devoted friend, and a gentle'nan of
polished address and refined manners. His criticisms betray good-nature,
forbearance, and true knowledge, of his subject, and he is one of the best
read men, and altogether the. most admirable off-hand critic, we have
among us.

We must now step across the Park and pay our respects to some of
the members of the Saturday weekly press who burrow in that region.
Conspicuous among them, and.among all, wherever he may be, either
on the .turf or at the bar, in the bowling-saloon or midnight-revel, is
William T. Porter, the Tall Son of New York, and editor of that world-
renowned repository of wit, humor, slang, flash, and horse-talk, the
"Spirit of the Times." He who knows not Wm. T. Porter deserves not
to be known, and has wasted his life to little purpose.

Next to the office of the "Spirit of the Times," is that of the Albion,
edited by a retired linen-draper from England, whom we have never yet
had the pleasure of seeing. We have broken our shins over three or
four of his high-flying tory leaders, in stumbling about among the ample
pages of the Albion in search of friend Watson's searching musical
criticisms and Professor Howe's more instructive than sparkling articles
upon the drama.. We believe that both these gentlemen have now re-
tired from the Albion, and we thus miss the only inducement that "could
possibly prevail upon us to look into its pages.

There, by the way, goes Harry Watson, one of the best musicalcritics
in the United States.. He was born; and educated in the midst of the
theatrical and musical profession in London,, and has himself thoroughlystudied not only the science of music, but the art .and mystery of com-
position. Having beard and carefully, listened to all the great, artists,
and all the great musical solemnities, of the great British capital for
several years, he has stored a naturally appreciative and acute mind with
all that may be known on the subject of the divinest of arts. We have
carefully watched his criticisms wherever ,they have appeared; and we
believe, with here and there a bias of personal prejudice to which all are
liable, they are most reliable and valuable. . We must confess, however,
that they would possess an additional charm, were they a little more
carefully written; for Watson is emphatically a slovenly writer. "'Tis
true, and, pity 'tis 'tis true ;" and would he only reform himself in this
respect, hisliterary compositions would be invaluable, whatever may be
the fate or merit of those musical ones which= under the name of polkas,



marches and songs, and all sorts of things, are lying upon the counters

of our music stores and the pianos of our misses.
Ho l'hilloa, there Mr. Phonographer I We had like to have forgotten

one of the most charming and delightful members of our great profession,
simply because, showing his face but once a month in the grand rush

and hurry of our scrambling, qitotidien, Broadway existence, his dauger-
reotype was erased from our memory. We can not pardon ourselves

even for the momentary obscuration of our field of vision, which led us to

overlook so genial and good-natured a star as now rises upon the horizon.

That handsome man there,-with his- cane and unavoidable bundle of

magazines and papers, or some such trash, the same we verily believe we

encountered some ten years ago on the sunny side of Broadway and
thirty, is Lewis Gaylord Clark, editor of the monthly "Gossip to Readers

and Correspondents," and haberdasher general of the 'small wares that

fill the other pages of that - literary china-shop, the "Knickerbocker

Magazine." But the "Gossip's has preserved the whole concern from the

otherwise -too perceptible odor of an old fogyism, that would ere now

have buried it full fifty fathoms deep in the Cypress Hills of literature-
while its poor ghost would have been bankrupt of sufficient assets to pay
the mild taxation of the board of directors, for the privilege of screaming
to the' midnight wind its gibbering apostrophes to the trees of that
ghostly region. The genius of Clark is not sporadic and individual, so
much as 'it is general and epidemic. It is a sort of intellectual amber, in
which long and short straws, and other worthless fragments, are preserved

and made precious and beautiful. We look forward every month to his

sparkling "Gossip" with as insatiable an anxiety as for Blackwood him-

self; and long may he preserve that inexhaustible fund of gay spirits

and happy humor, which renders him the favorite of the domestic circle,
the friend and playmate of all good children with whom he. comes in

contact, and the well-beloved brother of all the members of his profes.

sion I
There goes by, Dr. Rufus W. Griswold, whose name is as familiar to

the American reader as that of Dr. Watts-:not so much for what he has
done himself, as for his presentation of the works of others.' It is fortu.

nate to the cause of bibliography that his talents took the peculiar turn

they did-as his laborious and incessant researches into the history of
the literature of this country have made him the American Sismondi,

and have contributed to the archives of American literature niore valua-
tle niaterials'than it othewise possesses altogether.' Still, to the mere

reading public, the, absolute devotion of his life to those pursuits is a
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subject of regret ; for, say what we may of the errors and prejudices of
Rufus W. Griswold, yet there are few men who are possessed of his
natural abilities, or endowed with a more exquisite sensibility and a more
sustaining enthusiasm. Had he early developed his sense of self-reliance
he might have risen upon his own isolated merits to an enviable height
in literature ; while at present he must content himself with being
adjudged its most faithful historian and most appreciative critic.

Another weekly paper, professedly devoted to music and the fine arts,
is the " Musical Times," edited by Richard Willis, brother of N. P. It
is made up 'principally of re-hashed German transcendentalisms, and
puerile .speculations on . abstruse, exploded, -or ridiculous theories.
Richard Willis, in boyhood, was taken up as the pet of a set of literary
old maids, and pronounced to be a great musical genius. They even-
tually persuaded Mr. Jonas Chickering to send him to Europe, to become
a great composer.- He went, and immured himself' for two or three
years in a small town in Germany--never evenvisited either Italy or
France-and came back the weakest dish of milk and water that ever
was skimmed.: As the results of his studies, and the sole- efforts of his
gigantic genius, he -has produced 'four waltzes :and t set of polkas--the
equal of which can be improvised by-any tolerably educated young lady.
Richard-poor Richard-has all the self conceit of his brother, N. P.,
without any of his genius.

The "Wall Street Journal," edited by Mr.'Robinson (not Wm. E. of
sausage notoriety), is a very spirited and useful chronicle of financial
movements, operations in real estate, &c., &c., and often contains piquant
and well considered hints on other topics of current interest.

There are several other weekly publications in New York, but not
possessed of any very marked characteristics. With the religious press
it is not our intention to meddle, at present.

99RUFUS GRISWOLD AND RICHARD WILLIS.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE HERALD AND ITS INFLUENCE-WASHINGTON IRYING--GEORGE HAN-

OROvT--R. H. STODDARD---DR. MAYO-GULIAN 0. VERPLANCK--RIOR-

ARD B. KIMBALL--GRORGE -BUSH--HENRY JAMES-DR. E. U. DIXON--

DR. B. EB. MAROr. -

Fon some years it: was the custom, especially with all unsuccessful

journals and writers,; to sneer at and abuse the " Herald." But gra-
dually, as the fact became more and more apparent that it was entirely
beyond their-reach, we hear nomore of their criticisms and complaints;
and the ' Herald'" is now spoken of as an " established institution,"
with which nobody' can afford to quarrel.

The reputation of the " Herald " is world-wide. Wherever men read

or care for news-wherever civilization has an agency or an outpost, or
wherever the great Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-American-races are known--

the " Herald " is a recognized authority. No other paper in the world,,
with the single exception 'of the " Times" of London, can, in any
degree, compare in. extent -and universality- of reputation with the

=Ne- York Herald." This has been brought about, solely and exclu-

sively, by the unusual talents, foresight, and perseverance of James Gor-

don Bennett-a man who, assailed in every manner and by every device

that envy and malice can contrive, in wreaking themselves upon the

object of their hate, exercises at this moment a more important influence

upon public opinion, and even upon the legislative and congressional dis-

cussions, which result in the laws by which the community is governed,
than all the other newspaper writers of the country. The party press

must be measured by states and sections, if we would compare its influ-

ence with that of the "New York Herald." By its great wealth and

illimitable resources for obtaining every species of information, and

employing, if not the highest order of talent, at least the greatest amount

of enterprize, in every department ; by the completeness of its business

regulations and the untiring energy that, emanating from the central
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brain of the establishment, controls every movement, he has it in his
power= to bring upon any given point, at a moment's notice, an
amount of argument and persuasionsillustrated; as it is, by an impreg-
nable array of facts, which is perfectly overwhelming.. This very-posi-
tion, too, secures the "Herald ", from the common and too frequently.
deserved charge of venality and-corruption, so incessantly hurled against
the press, and more than half neutralizing the good, it should accom-
plish. While other journals, making lofty professions of honesty and
incorruptibility, feigning to look with disdain and- horror upon the.terri.
ble "Herald,")can be bought, body and' soul, boots=and breeches, 'for a
few dollars, the wealthy "Herald" can afford to turn up.its nose in con
tempt at all efforts at bribery,, and is forced, as a mere matter of policy,to be independent. We say what.will be readily recognized as truth by
all acquainted with the operations and movements'of the press in -New
York, when we declare that no paper in the city is so difficult to-influ-
ence or bias; or to be brought-to the advocacy of any certain measure or
interest, as the "New York Herald." Indeed, we cannot well see how
it can afford to be venal. The time may have been when it .was less
unpurchasable. Of that, we know nothing; but we do know that, while
having purchased, over and over again, for a mere pittance, not, in
the most exorbitant instance, exceeding two shillings a line, the editorial
endorsement of several very self-righteous papers, the "Herald " has
steadily refused large sums, and the most flattering inducements, for its
advocacy of that which it would, perhaps; voluntailry have advocated if
left alone. When we say that the opinions of:other papers have been
purchased, we do not mean -it in a very derogatory sense. We do not
mean that they have been bribed to advocate crime, vice, or error, nor
that they have been bought off from attacking men or institutions. We
simply mean that their publishers or editors have been induced, as a mere
professional matter of business, to employ their time and talents, and occu-
py their columns, in advocating the interests or explaining the advantages
of certain matters which otherwise they eitherwould not have noticed at
all,- or else would- have dismissed with brief and common-place edito-
rial suavity. In this *e confess we do not see. anything- heinously
wrong, so that the editor always reserves to himself the right and the
duty of advocating nothing, either in the arts, sciences, literature, or in
polities; with a bad tendency or a dishonest purpose. The greatest evil
experienced from this kind of farming out the editorial opinion to the
highest bidder, is its depreciating effect upon the character. and=estima-
tion of the press itself. Because the puffs and commendations, the
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fulsome eulogies of mediocre artists, writers, actors, and public perfoi.:

mances and exhibitions generally, are powerfully calculated to, depress

the standard of public taste and. retard the progress of a refined ,and

thorough appreciationi of the arts.. In this sense every editor who writes

one word of praiaeof'any man, woman, or thing, not strictly in his naked

judgment just; and well deserved, inflicts,,to=the-bxtent of his power and

influence, an injury upon mankind. But this-is a logic and a morality

too searching and too close to be applied to any =human interest or insti-

tution at present existing on- earth. The lawyer advocates-the cause that

nays 'him.- The physician 'clings with blind zeal and mui'derous fatuity
to the:venerable 'errors that swell his fee;;-and even the ministers .and
servants of God donot blush to adapt their teachings and their dpctrines

to the length of their:parishioners' purses; and if.one of them, comfor-

tably seated among ,his small and :humble congregation in the interior,
who. never dreamed of gilded candlesticks and velveted pews, and -the

Romanesque .paraphernalia of our grand cosmopolite semi-Popish tem-

ples, receives a call to a higher field of labor and a larger salary, his
doctrines and tenets expand.like the flower of a bulbous root into whose

glass- the impassioned spinster pours a. vial of ammonia. Therefore,
although -we must admit that it is strictly right to advocate nothing for

pay which 'an editor would not naturally advocate without it, we must at

the same time confess that while human nature and society are con-

ducted upon their present systems, which compel every man to depend
upon the.pecuniary results.of his own individual efforts for the adequate

support of himself and family, so long will money secure the favor, the

advocacy, and the endorsement, of the various. organs and oracles of

public opinion:
Weahave now rapidly,.yet faithfully, sketched the principal personages

connected with journalism in New; York. We have estimated their

varioustalentsand genius as nearly as we could as if we had no personal

acquaintance whatever with any one of them; and if we have at all been

influenced by bur o*n feelings in rdspectto any, it has been by making
an over allowance;in, our. own mind for the possibility of being influenced

by personal dislike or indignation. . As a picture, hastily sketched it is

true, of the state- and:condition of the Nev York Press at the present

time this chapter possesses an intrinsic value, belonging by no means

either to the author, or tozany skill he 'may have exerted in producing it.
We cannot:more appropriately bring this portion of our work to a close

than by a' brief mention of other distinguished }characters, both male and

female, who belongsto the world of- letters and are yet not actually con-
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nected with the public press. Of these is, and for a long time has been,
Washington Irving, who, although now verging close upon the Scripture
span of life, still bears in his lineatnents those pleasant and refreshing
traits of innocence and real benevolence, illuminated by genius and ima-
gipation, which shine so:gloriously through all his works, He has still
despite his years, one:of the. handsomest and most engaging faces you
will meet with in the city. His smile is still full of sunshine, andthe
grasp of his hsnd as cordial and warm as in early youth. At least, so
they, say who know him. We have only seen him from a distance, and
admire him as we admire the steadyshining star that looks each night
into Suridow with its cheerfl andpleasant ray, ". Mr.rving is ashy
and retired;ngn, and in general societyinto which, however, he very
rarely goes, says little, andablrinks from those attentius that all are. ever
so apxioua tppay the brightest and worthiest ornament of American
literature. ,We once, some years-ago, secreted ourselves -in the office of
the Union Plac l otel, to get an innocent glimpse of Geoffrey Crayon
as he passe+alsngthe hall onis way to the studio of Charles Martin,
who has had the honor of creating ,for posterity the: one portrait of the
historians of his nativeestate, by which: he will be.-known to after ages.
Irving still walks firm and briskly, and letrays few or none of those pain-
ful premonitories that speak the disenchanting approach of age. Long
may the sunshine from his: honest heart andglorigus brain illuminate
that noble. and benevolentcountenance ,: He is. the patriarch of Ameri-
can literature; and when, he departs for the spiritual world, his tribe, his
race, and mankin4, will have lost one of ;their most valuable ornament,

Another visiter to, the rooms of the artist we have named, whp has
become the acknowledged painter, of distinguished men ~and.lovely
women, is the Hon. George Bancroft, ,slim and in everyday con-
monplace'looking man, whom ,you would as soon, suspect of spinning
ribbons. out of his, mouth, as histories and grand siterychiefesng

g iter my achi8eements
out of his-brain. He livesin the vicinity of Union Square, in a state of
elegant retirement; and ,say what they will of the ingratitude of the
world towards men of letters, he is a conspicuous. instance of the high
value of' respectable mediocrity in, literature, when attended by shrewd-
ness i business, and industry in private diplomacy.

I met yesterday in the Park a former crony of Bayard Taylor, a
juvenile iron-founder, or something of that sort, by the name of R. H.
Stoddard, who has an imagination as glorious as the big ladlesfull of
melted pig metal that they pour into those moulds in the manufacture of
cooking-stoyes, and whose fancy is a great deal more delicate and exube.
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rant 'toan those beautiful devices which appear on 'the front plates of the

stoves aforesaid. He has in reality moulded isbme of the neatest and

sweetest verses in the language ; and we think.he wotild be doing us ail

a great service by foraking the ladl'and clingiej to the gen, and by

exchanging the streams of melted metal for strains of inelting sentiment.

Now, Stoddard, don't ydu dare to get into a white' heat i'er this cast

that I am taking of you,; and let the rosy current of'indignation overflow

the melting-pot of your heart, and rise to your checks,-or emit 'sparks
from- your eyes. You know you are'tls ei Be.venuto Cellini"ofoun-

ders, without his brass,-and the sooner "yu'Dave off founding cooking-

stoves, and commence founding your owheptatioti, the'sdoiet you wil

begin to convert your pot-metal into gold tand' silver.' Give up your iron

founding and 'your Custom House, and become famous.'

Yonder goes' Dr. 'Mayo, the 'author of "Kalbolah," and some other

equally delightful books. "Kaloolah " is' the romaudie' of a dreiat, a

poet, a student, and a man of the world-lackingine*hat'id that pro-

bability of incident'and vraisemblance of characterization that imparts

life to Cooper and Scott, and which makes us swallow down without

gulping all Herman Melville's'-delicious lies. "Kaloolah" is, however, a

work of exquisite taste, skill and, fine genius. Mayo is a lazy man, and

loves his ease, or he would be a preemitnent one.

That short rubicund gentleman ydusee yonder, tturnimag into Broadway,

is a'legitiinate descendant of the old Knickerbocker race. His fathers

were contemporaries, friends and counsollot of'Peter Stuyvesant and

his illustrious successors, and lhe"himself fully 'partakes the . genial

characteristics of those people aid those times. If 'you follow him up

Broadway you'will: find- him turning down some side street somewhere

near the Hospital and entering his capaiouis library,'stuffed full of books

of all descriptions, and with just room enough on hiscentre table for his

portable desk to lie yawning at both mouths, with bundles ,'of half

swallowed 'papers and memorandums. Here he lives and sees the days

and years glide by as peacefully, and almost as thoroughly abstracted.

from all the real apd everyday interests that go tramtping and bustling

around' him, as the stone St. Paul in the niche opposite the Museum.

Mr. Verplanck is one of our most elegant and accomplished scholars and

critics ; has written many valuable contributions to our literature, and

is principally known to the outside world by his acute and appreciative

criticisms "pon 'Shakapeare. He is not an ambitious man, in the broad

sense of the term, and is satisfied with that unquestioned position, and

unreluctant esteem afforded by -the contacts and contingencies -C

;4

domestic and social life. It is a fault in him that his ambition is not
equal to that of many less worthy to entertain so noble a guest.

But we must step across the street to pay our respects to Mr. Richard
0. Kimball, author of the "St. Leger Papers "--one of the most remark-
able philosophical fictions produced since the Faust and Wilhelm Meister
of Goethe. It is profound, startling, enchanting; sometimes brilliant,
often fervid and impassioned, and in poiat of execution is a'model of that
style of composition. We regard it as a real misfortune to literature.
that Mr. Kimball is a devoted lawyer and man of business, and only
finds time to write when the reactive necessities of hia richly endowed
intellect absolutely require that sort of exercise by way of repose and
relaxation. Mr. Kimball is not hereafter to be a stranger in the field of
authorship, but may be numbered, if not with its professional, yet among
its most successful, harvesters. Mr. Kimball is- still a very young man,
and we have every right and reason-now that through the blessings of
homeopathy and Dr. Marcy his health in restored-to predict for him a
long and brilliant career.

Do you see that tall, white-haired, intellectual-looking gentleman, slim
and somewhat stoop-shouldered, closely wrapped in a not very new nor
particularly well-brushed black Spanish cloak?$ He stops, you see, at
Sweeney's eating-house. It is about dinner-time at that aristocratic esta-
blishment, and this old gentleman is a regular customer there, where,
to his unsophisticated taste, the plain sixpenny steak and mashed turnips
and potatoes, with three cents worth of extra bread and pickles, is as
deliciously and completely satisfying to his appetite as if lie were eating
at the Rocher Caneale, or the Clarendon Hotel, with every delicacy ever
conceived by Soyer within reach or call. Little recka that glorious old
man what he eats, or where he eats it, or what he wears, or how it is
put on. But his face is humorous with the spiritual intelligence within,
that gleams through his serene eyes and lights up every.-lineament with
the electric flashings from the spiritual world, whom his own purity and
genius have attracted close about him. That is George Bush, the great
expounder of the doctrines of Swedenborg, and head of the new Jerusa-
lem Church in this country. He was for many years one of, the most
eminent Protestant clergymen and Oriental scholars in the land; and
his distinguished and unapproached merits in both these departments
are willingly conceded from one end of the country to the other. Every
college and university in the Union echoed with the sound of his name
and the splendor of his scholastic achievements; while the purity, the
fervor,-and he moral grandeur of his private- life surrounded. him with
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the halo through which the darts of calumny could not penetrate. Led

by his love of learning, or, we would feign believe, by some divine

instinct, specially communicated to him for the purpose, he at length

encountered the giant, Swedenborg ; being, perhaps, in all the ranks of

our scholars, and' philosophers, and divines, 'the 'only living man capable

of standing up face to face before. that seer and prophet of a new dispen-

ation, and of understanding and feeling the full force and magnitude of

the truths contained in his immortal works, or of imparting them intel-

ligibly and faithfully to the common apprehension of his fellow-men.

Accordingly, with the simplicity and faith of a child-appalled at no

amount of labor entailed by the undertaking, and discouraged by no

doubt as to the clearness, and purity, and truthfulness of his own concep-

tions, the labor was begun and faithfully continued. Herculean as it is

in an intellectual point of view, 'yet has Professor Bush found it but a

labor of love ; and his translations now extant of the writings of Sweden-

borg will live for ever as one of the most gigantic monuments of human

devotion, perseverance, and scholarship. Whatever people 'may think,

or affect to think of the peculiar doctrines contained in the writings of

Swedenborg, none now deny the surpassing greatness of that man's intel-

lect. And the philosophical world has recently found itself compelled to

award him as elevated a station in the world of science and natural phi-
losophy as theologians and divines had already conceded him in that of

morals and religion . very Sabbath, Prodf;Bush faithfully and eloquently

expounds some portion of the Scriptures by the lamp of Swedenborg's
inspirations, to' a select, enlightened, and slowly-increasing congre-

gation, the germs of an entirely new, more real, more practical dispensa-

tion of the religion of Jesus Christ-the forerunner of that millennial

reformation 'in the Church of God upon earth, which corresponds spiritu-

ally to the physical and moral reforms now in progress toward their ful-

fillment, and both of which must as infallibly and surely come as 'the

sun continues to give light and heat, and the power of germination and

progress to the, physical universe, or as the great Central Sun Himself

streams'forth His undying love through the remotest bounds' of infinite

space, Considered in any light'we will, George Bush is unquestionably

one of the most remarkable men that this or any other age has produced.

Henry James, the lecturer and writer, well deserves his place here,

however, as one of the most original and vigorous thinkers of the age.

He does not confine himself"exclusively'to the doctrine of any sect nor

individual; his is a nature too orginal 'and 'creative for that;-.yet with

'uch variations ii detail aria'scientific form as 'depend upon his peculiar
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organization, he adds his magnificent strength to propel forward those
grand and -fundanental ideas of the harmony, -prosperity, andhappiness
of the unitary race of men, which now swell in the-heast and inspire the
hopes and labors of' all true'spirits. Hislectures, sonie of which have
already been 'collected' and' printed, are among:,the most.startling, pro.
found, and original' productions' ever siibniitted to he public. And
although Mr. James does tiot possess'a;fascinating' way of' expressing his
ideas and' seducing the 'read'er"itto' good humor with what he is about
to encounter, yet few appreciative' minds' can come 'in contact with the
bold, burning, and triumphant logic of this intuitive reasoner and irresist-
ible thinker, without'undergoing a'greater o less change or perturbation
from his usual routine of contemplation. Those wh"are ripe enough to
receive the seed of 'his beautiful thoughts,-instantly become converts to
the glorious'ideas he promulgates'; while upon the less mature he never
fails to 'produce an impression -*hich, sooner or later, must bring them
to the samne point of view with himself.

Another of this'new order of literary and- philosophical spirits, by
which the present age is characterized,-over all that have preceded it,
is Dr. Hempel, a Homeopathic physician of'eminenee' and also -a volun-
mous 'and eloquent= philosophical writer. ' He is an inipersonation 'of
the highest 'grade, of the German miid; and pr-obably very few
brains were ever created so full of beautiful theories and syinmetrisal, phi-
losophical creations as his.: At the'same' time heis strongly grounded
in all the great fundamental principles of the'reforns, now;=sweeping
humanity onward in its'career,'andChas' produced, 'at least, one work
which will not die. This is his' book' showing the: absolute dorrespon-
dence and' identity of the doctrines tatight by"Fourier 'and"by>Sweden-
borg, and proving that those of the former ard the 'inevitable; material
and physical ultimates of the later--.-that Associatidn, as'taught by
Fourier, is the scientific resolution' of the g eat problem of the spiritual life
of man as propounded by Swedenborg, from his own direct experiences
in the spiritual world. This book is an admirabl'and invaluable study
to all who would inform'themselves, without too great an expenditure of
time and trouble, of the leading features 'of those ideas which are the
origin of "those mysterious and 'startling influences every where bursting
out all' about 'us. The 'medical works of Dr. Heinpelae extensive and
extremely valuable; consisting as they do' not only ofFhis own.original
contributions; to the science of homeopathv, but of the most careful and
laborious translations of those intricate and' dficult works bf Hahnemann
which there is scarcely another writer living who 'could have fairly and
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faithfully rendered into English. Dr. Hempel is still quite a young man,

and we have a right to expect much-and much that is valuable, still

from his powerful and prolific pen.
Another medico-literary man of altogether a different genius, but suffi-

ciently eccentric and sparkling in his way, to detain us for an agreeable

minute and a half, is Dr. :E. H. Dixon, the trenchant editor of the

Scalpel, whose terrible gashes upon the bloated and corrupt body of the

old school of medical practice has letout more fetor and corruption than

the whole profession, from Hippocrates to Mott, have ever cured. Dr.

Dixon's.Scalpel-beside being one of the most amusing, piquant and,

lively periodicals that has made its appearance in the world since Black-

wood and Kit North--must be regarded as an indispensable seton

established in the medical world, for the purpose of keeping the poor

patients' body politic in some tolerable:state of health and purification.

If by some sudden edict all the periodicals in America were to be anni-

hilated, with one exception, and the choice of that exception were left to

us, we certainly think vie should be compelled to choose the Scalpel.

The Doctor himself, personally, is as odd a genius as his periodical.

Tall, wiry, and., with a powerful bilious and muscular organization, he

rushes alongthp street like an embodied destiny, or the Dutchman with

the steam ,erk leg that would. not stop. His small gray eyes twinkle

with fun and .humor upon the slightet provocation ; and there is an

unctuousness in his very tone of voice, that speaks of latent jokes and

witticisms held in solution in his subdued and almost cynical tempera-

ment, as somne subtle and ;destructive chemical agent is concealed is

those perfectly harmless bedbug exterminators upon which our friend'

Lyon makes,so .muh money and such excellent poetry in the advertis-

ing columns of the Herald..,
We must leave the still unexhausted list of our medical writers, with a

brief mention of Pr. E. E. Marcy, author of the most popular hook yet

written in explanation of the theory and practice of. Homeopathy, and

editor of the able Homeopathic Quarterly Review, established by ou!

friend Radde. Dr. Marcy emigrated but a few years since to New York

from Connecticut ; but by the skillfulness of his treatment of disease, and

the unswerving integrity of his personal character, he has already acquired

a commanding position in the field of medicine, while his literary produc-

tions have conferred upcn. him a distinguished rank among the medical

authors of ourcountry. He is still among the youngest, both of prac-

titioners and authors ; and, deeply imbued with the importance of the

cause, he has sacrificed all minor considerations, all love for beautiful but
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unprofitable theorizing, to its interests, and devotes himself with a single;
ness of purpose and indomitable perseverance, to a career which truth
has marked out for him to pursue, that must terminate 'in placing him
among the'conspicuous benefactors of his race.

CHAPTER XIV.

U. T. TUCKERMAN-.J. T# HEADLEY--D. . MITOHELL--MRS. . Q.NRES SMITh
-- MRS. cuILD-Mns KIRKLAND.

ONE of the most dreamy and .voluptuous faces one encounters under a
hat, in his walks in Broadway, is that of Henry T. Tuckerman, a Yankee
by birth. and blood, but a pure, Italian of the most delicious dole far
niente organization in sentiment, character, and imagination. He lived
some years in Italy, his soul, like a crystal chalice,' drinking in the balmy
air, and sunny life, and delicious clime, until his whole nature became
imbued with its subtle incense ; td now, at scarcely forty-five, returned
to the busy haunts of his money-making countrymen, he still lives the
serene and tranquil life of the student and the poet, deaf to all the crash-
ing turmoil that whirls around, and feeding his .heart upon those splendid"
dreams that rise and expand their glittering wings only from out'tlhe
clear and undisturbed fountains of the heart. 'As he goes by, wrapped
in his Spanish cloak, and with his speculative eye fixed steadily upon the
walk, I envy him, not only for all he is, but .till more for all he is not.
Tuckerman writes only when he has the will When the inspiration
comes, the sibyl speaks ; otherwise he is silent and muses bappyand
contented till the fit again sweeps over him. He has a genial fancy, a
tender and musical style, and if he would whip and;spur his muse, as
we, poor insane devils, are obliged to do, would be the first in the race.But he has fortunately had the courage to accept and abide by a hap-
pier lot, and his days pass serenely in peace, his eye undimmed and his
face unwrinkled by care and commonplace anxiety. He is still in the
very prime of life, and we hope to hear 'glorious things of him ere his
first half century is over.

On the opposite side of the street,,threading his way carefully, yet
swiftly and fearlessly, among the omnibuses, and vehicles, is a man of
directly the opposite temperament. Full of enthusiasm, of fire, of deter-
mination, ambition, will, genius even, he is ever restless, ever haid at
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work at omethifg, a.. generally to. a most excnilent.purpose. Say
whati we:will pfthe carelessaess, an4 slovenliness,: and even the common-

pl enes 4ff iehtlat J.T eadiey has written yet we .must confess

that there are few of our.Ijitoe yb m vroayr epe, o.chieve tge
popularity he has already gained, before the brightness of his youth has

past. When his imagination becomes mellowed by the ripening and
strengthening influences of time,"when his prejudices are soothed and

allayed, the bitterness and indiscretion of his impulses subdued, and the

lights and shades of his.16tellect hfrminoiied'to'their proper proportions,
Mr. Headley must produce works of a high and lasting merit. Much

that' t 'ak already"written, interwoven as it is with our national history,
and the history of events that beaten themselves above the sea of time,
must be immortal. But hehas as yet by no means done his best; and
we, as well as all.the Qrld, expect much froxnrshim.

Within' theilast two o'r'three 'years, a'young man of the more aristo

crate class of our population, possessing family position, wealth, and

unblemished reputation, 'Ma 'made his "appearance' in polite circles, and
has achieve' a veredecided sensation. Drig the past winter'he has

really been quite a lion in 'good' society, and the pet of all"the ladies who
either are, or affect to be fashionale. "He has not borne his honors very
meekly, bit has splurged consideably upon the strength of his new-

fledged wings'-altliouhhwenever-ieard that he was either impertinent

or li-natured-and tlat is more, we guess,'than he ill say ofme when
lie reads'this paragraph. ) I'he works upy oihich he chisily depends for

his present reputation are, the Lorgnette, and the R1everies of a

achelor." They are elegantly .written, and betray an intimate know-
ledge: of the conventionalities .andsuperficialities of society';' but, either
from an inability ofr'disinclinati6n on the part of the author, they do not
sound the depths of human nature,'nor cbntribute much to t1ie stock of
original ideas afloat. The' author of these works is Mr. D. K. Mitchell,
otherwise called "'Ik Marvel," who has been so over-puffed 'by his friends,
and so neglected by the rest of the'gublic, that he is greatly puzzled to
know exactly where he stands--a 'dilemma, however, from which his

good opinion of himself threatens t't rescue 'him i the most agreeable
manner. He is quite a young man,'a little of a coxcomb, wears straw-
colored"kids,' and niustachios, and uses a tortoise-shell eye-glass -

We have thus rapidly cast our eyes over the broad field' of current
literature' in New York,and'furnished, our readers with daguerreotype

sketobe of the principal'laborers therein. A'few havee probably omit-
ted; bt if'so, iisfromigno'rance orfoversight. Those who Wdthem-

. .-' - r : .
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selves in this 'category will have the kindness to forgive us for our
apparent slight, and console themselves for not being noticed in a very
little book like mine, by getting themselves inerted in'; the next edition
of the very big book of my friend Dr. Griswold, who will do them up in
the most elegant manner and at short notice, if they will only send that
prince of literary diagnosticians a lock of -their hair, or a paring of their.
thumb-nail.

But there still remains a small and perfumed corner of this somewhat
sterile field wherebloom the :roses and the tulips, the pinks'and pansies,
the daisies andbuttercups of literature ; and to this sacred precinct, this
seraglio of Apollo, where thegrand Sultan of poetry and art choicely
keeps his choicest beauties, do we now direct our steps.

There, ring the bell. Titivate your hair and cravat. Throw open the
door, and boldly enter the realm of blue-stockingdom. here, seated on
chintz-covered sofas, or lounging in groups about the handsome
apartments, may be seen-or at any rate might have been seen before
the fair hostess became a lionne at Washington, and made .Congress put
her in the appropriation bill-the leading feminine celebrities in the
world of literature. But the fact is, that this petticoat Republic of Let-
ters has. been, since the visit of Miss Bremer to this country, partially
disbanded and broken up, and each of its members has established a
petty sovereignty on her own book. This is a great pity; for he charm-
ing reunions of distinguished men and women that used-every week, in
the winter time, to take place at the house of our philosophical and con-
templative friend were a nucleus and a germ, from which we shave anti-
cipated a beautiful and kindly growth of intellectual anfl social influences.
The extremes, or outer edges of the two sorts of society-the intellectual
and the money circles-were gradually approximating through the
influence of these assemblages, and had, in fact, in several instances
positively interlaced and become fairly united ; but we know not whether
it was from rivalry and personal misunderstandings, or from the fact that
literary people and artists, thus left to themselves and. thrown entirely
upon each other for their conversational resources, unavoidably found
themselves ennuyed ; yet so it is, that these parties have become heads of
the ton, and the elements of which they were composed are scattered far
and wide. The philosophy of feminine literature in New York, however,
is well worth the studying. ' It shows that.female habor in this, as. well
as in all other departments of industry and production, is but slightly
rewarded in comparison to.that of the other sex, both in pay and reputa-tion. The days of butterfly magazmnery seem to be approximating
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rapidly to their close ; and the b'atterflies who created and embellished

this institution are disappearing with it. It may be, however, that we

do injustice to these agreeable and interesting beings, and that we only

miss them from the literary world because we are no more among then

and of them.
Conspicuous among the living literary women of this country is Mrs.

E. Oakes Smith, whose graceful minor poems are well known, and whose

higher and more sustained efforts have manifested the possession of ima-

gination and genius. We think her forte is in dramatic writing, and we

cannot doubt that were she to seriously busy herself in that direction,

she would meet with success. Mrs. Smith is' among the boldest and

freest of her sex's thinkers ; and some of her articles and lectures upon
marriage, female labor, and the general relations and condition of women

in society at the present day, have excited considerable attention.'

A noble and beautiful illustration of female goodness is quietly letting
go by her useful and lovely life in complete and voluntary seclusion

from all society, save that of a circle of the most intimate and loving
friends. She preserves, in the full experience and knowledge of mid-life,
all the freshness and purity, and unconscious vivacity of childhood; and

that she so sedulously retires from ali common associations is a great and;

positive loss to society, for no woman we have ever known is better cal-

culated, nbr more fully qualified to embellish the best society, and impart
value and meaning to the conventionalisms of 'life, than Lydia Maria

Child. Anchorite as she is, sometimes an extraordinary occasion brings

her fromher seclusion ; and those who are permitted to come within the

magnetic influence of her glorious spirit never forget the day that was so

bountiful to them. Mrs. Child has written much, but always carefully
and well, and always with a steady, firm and apparent meaning. Her

philosophy is a transparent one, as clear as crystal, and as beautiful. It

is the philosophy of love. She believes that. God created all things from

love, and sustains them by love, and that they should help and sustain

each other by love alone. Her books are the most beautiful of sermons,

and her whole life and character an illustration of the loftiest and most

refined religion. Her influence upon her contemporaries has been perhaps,
wider and greater than that of any other living woman, for her pleasant

yet unpretending, her logical yet utterly unstrained, arrangement of

subject and beauty of illustration, are as precious as they are rare. The

works of Mrs. Child are the most priceless gems in the great mine of

female literature ; and although others may have written more preten-

tiously, and exhibited more apparent fire, and more superfice of enthu-
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siasm, yet nowhere can there be found an equal development of the truly
beautiful, the truly wise, and the. truly good. We feel a thrill of pride
and pleasure in.thus recording an honest and faithful opinion of the lite-
rary merits of Mrs. Child. We love to, see her works lying on the
centre-table wherever we go-,-for it is a proof to us that good hearts and
pleasant intellects are about us. She has not an enemy in the world,
and could not possibly have one. When she dies her lovely spirit will
pass, by a transition sonatural and so easy, into its new and higher rela-
tions, that we doubt indeed whether she; will herself at first be conscious
of the change. Mrs. Child is no partisan, no argufier, no. declaimer
against abuses, nor suggested of new and startling theories; but her
whole heart overflows into her works with an unbounded love for God
and nature, and all true and beautiful things-,--and so evidently sincere
and thorough is the abandonment of her devotion, that it imparts a tone
to her least pretentious writings which fill the eyes with tears, and the
heart with glowing happiness.

Conspicuous among the female writers of this country is Mrs. Kirkland,
whose works, written when she resided, at the West, burst upon the pub-
.ic several years ago with the promise of an extremely brilliant career for
their gifted author. Since her removal to New York, she has either lost
much of her inspiration, or occupied herself in other pursuits than those
of literature; for, although we occasionally see her name, and read her
effusions, yet the inimitable freshness, and spirit, and raciness, of those
glorious prairie sketches in " A New Home--Who'll Follow I" seems to
have faded from her brain and heart in the stifling atmosphere of the
metropolis, as completely as the immaculate flavor of Knickerbocker's
history disappeared from Irving's inkstand the moment he removed him-
self from the weird precincts of Sleepy Hollow. Mrs. Kirkland's
characteristics, as indicated by her recent writings that we have seen, are
a shrewd power of observation and description, and an inexhaustible
common sense. Had she, however, fulfilled the promise of her 'earlier
works, she would have risen to a height of popularity which it would
have been difficult to measure.

We might extend and prolong the catalogue of our female writers.
but not.greatly nor profitably. In fact, although we have been as great-
ly favored as any other time or country in this respect, yet it must be
confessed that female literature compares but poorly with the creative
efforts of the other sex.,. Whether this is owing to the errors andfalsi-
ties in our social institutions, or to an inherent inequality in the intelleo.
usual endowments of the two sexes, I shall not be bold enough to discuss.

L. MARIA CHILD--CAROLINEU . KIRKLAND.. 118
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My: own 'private opinion rof the matter, however, is, that women,.being
such exquisite poetry and works of 'art themselves, cannot.be expected to

reproducethemselves by theiordinary process'of pen and ink, and other

implements, by which the human .brain.'nanagesato get 'rid of itself in
the various departments sand interests: of'ereativereffort- We should as

soon expect a rosebush to {turn gardener,:or as gold-Onch ornithologist, as
for- those pretty flowersand sweet/singing birds,,the ladies, to 'do any-
thingbut be musicaland beautiful. ' iWethink,,in :fact, that -a woman

transcends her ,manifest destihy'-in enteiingthe' iubbish-strewn. arena of

literature, and .art ;"and could we organize society strictly' according to
our own views, tbe':sole.employment. of, all womankind, throughout the

universe, should be, to admire, their: pretty selves, and be adored by the
men. Until this new and magnificent phasd of society domes round, we

devotedly raise our hati and bid'them adieu.

OHAyTE'R XV.

A NEW FEL'D-A WORD ABOtrTHS EE' PAINTERS--NATIVAND- ROREIGN

IAtJPERS-'FR NEGItoES-DESTINY OF TiE lLAOK RACE-CREATION

Or NEW RACES-FINAL DESTINY OF TUE !GLOn' -AND' ITS INHABI-

TANTS.

Native Aechanes a nd Laborers--.Efects of Fore&gnCompetition-of ..'.res.n
Changes in the Current gf Trade-.The Commercial Inquistion-

Mechanics-----he Contract ,system---Disappearance' of dertamn Trades

from the City--.Female Labor-Emigrant 1Population-Duty of
Society to its Helpless. Members-The, Faremen of New York-

No. 14 in Broadway---A Frenchman's Descrtion of theire-

men-+The Quarrels and Amusements of F'remen--good .Wove-
Native Rowdies and Foreipn Rumsellers-A hard's Trial-

Firemen 11ilitia-Duty of Society to youthful Fag&aos-o-Stop

Work--Remedy-Amusements of the Middle Million-lowery-

.iational--Franklin Museum-Burton's-Brougham'--Rib's

.1roadway--Christy's Minstrels---Balls and Danciny-7ae 3'hoy
on Sunday----On the Ayenue-. Refection.

WE now take a bold pltuge< front the weathy.and Professional classes

of sobiety into another World and another oreatidin.almost among another

raO'iof beings; 'for' tle undeveloped, uneducated,'unrefined, and, nes'
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sarily, partly brutalized victim of labor is, in deed andain truth, ,a differ-
ent being from the man of taste,:refinempnt, and grptifie4 aspirations.
We bad intgde,, hefore ;bidding adieu. to thy;upptr osrtaof.society,
o m e som ;alluyson:;o the: other lasss o professipnl. ife than the
literary, but en second bought,' we ab pried this i4ea-as, well on
accoust,ofthe reader as paralYea,,_lerymanand wpnen ip the com-
munity:is inertedre syvery.litsrary mon, and woman, while each'iadi-
vidual and each family selects its, own lawyer, its own doctor, and its own
minister, ad cares comparatively little about those.of other people. It
is true, the owprl , o.art hQuid.presenta gmewgafIfruitful and profita-
ble field f inyestigation ibut arLists areass a class,.so imch' re irrita-
tle than even scribbled, that we shall fain Imake the best of it by dis-
niissing them wth, a,word of approbation in the lump, avoiding ajl invea-
tigation orcriticjsierpon-their individual merits. Xn fae , thp condition
of the $me arts in thiscountry, at the presenA time,.isso eminentlywithout
.ationalityi without originality, without ant*le4nts, and without well-
defined features, that if Itwere to say only}that which I think.and feel
about America art and .American artists, Ishould make muany unneces-
sary enemies, saymany unnecessary cruel things, and incurably wound
many susceptibilities; and, as 1Ihave no intention qf saying anything in
this hok that.Ldo no$ believe, I will .evq let the stdios repose in their
quiet, and half mysterious- solitude. Painters, besides, are a tribe of
beings who seai scarcely to. belong to society. A few of them, now
and then,. make. their appearance i n certain .favored circles, but, gener.
ally, they live within .emselves,.and their social solaces are of a descrip-
tion too bizarre, and;doubtful to be recognized in any regular. disquisition
upon society. .Jet,;us, then, pay. the. hasty tribute, of an: exceptional
word insfavor of.Durand, MonA, and ;lliott, leave these narrow precincts,
and direct our steps. toward. the broad and fruitful, fieM. of observation
opened before us by the condition and destiny of the great, ddle work-
ing class.

From this point the lhaqter of our material will rapidly degene:rte.
The elegant ,Millsik to. the eommon-place, the common-place to thedestitute, and, squalid, and misery- ani. ignorance speedily and, their
inevitable :ultraates--j: licentiousness and crime. In this division of
our work; it: is our intention to. probe boldly and with honest hands the
absolute and positive evils and.tabeir,,comnequenoes, which: oppress this
immense latss of our pepulatio.a..-to show.truly those which aro imposed
upon them by other, AsweJl as those whiok proceed from within them-
selves. Before reahaye finished this task it will have led -asfrom the
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palates and saloons of our wealthy and accomplished aristocracy, to the

dens and garrets of want and degradation.

In treating' of 'the working classes in the metropolis, we must com-

mence by making an immediate distinction, generally in disquisitions

of this kind overlooked, as well as'lost sight of in those statistics of crime

and pauperistm and charity which from official sources are given to the

public: 'This distinction is one of birthplace, and recalls in all its depth

and intensity the old Native American question; which by the ignorance,'

dishonesty, imbecility'and selfishness of its mauagets'was perverted from

its high and holy mission 'and made the laughing-stock of the public.

Yet the philosophy of that,'question contained the great idea necessary

to explain, 16 understand, and to remedy the monstrous evils'of society

in the New World.° Without keepingin view this' great distinction, it is

incredible to' the large thinking mind that ' a government so free and

little expensive to the labor of the country as ourae-that a soil so prolific

and a system of labor, competition, combination and reward so utterly

unrestricted-should- produce such wide-spread destitution and despair

as we are about to lay bare ini the heart' of the capital 'of' the western

world. 'And it is strictly true that an inconceivably small portion of this

misery is shared by the native born children of the American soil. In

this iinmense'city with its seventy thousand paupers and two millions

and a half annually disbursed in public charity, I do not honestly be-

lieve there are fifty native' born Americans who are indebted to public

charity for their food or shelter. ' The moment we approach the darker

and more revolting aspects of life in thisinetropolis, it is but a reproduc-

tion, line f6r'line and feature for feature, In many cases, in all with but

slight modifications, of the same 'phases'ot existence 'in London and other

portions of the old world. Iought, J6*ever, 'to except from these

remarks the free negro population ofouri city, which in, everything
wretched, hopeless and abominable, is infinitely worse than Jerrold, or

Mayhew, or Dickens, or Sue, could possibly conceive ; for, added to the

disabilities' of association and lack of education, the free'negro, removed

from the sole protection that has ever succeeded in rescuing him from

starvation,,'sinks hopeless 'beneath that inferiority of ,blood and raoe

implanted in hisriature by God himself. Yes, there can be no doubt in

the 'mind of any reasoning and rightly'olserving man, that in no part of

thl earth, tinder no institutions, however tyrannical or oppressive, under

no system 'of inadequate"reward or enormous taxation of labor that ever

existed, has" whitee human nature fallen bymany, many degrees so low

as the cond Lion of the free blacks ix. New York;-rhiladelphia and

I
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Boston ; while at the same time it is true that there never yet has been
a peasantry and a laboring population of any race or color, who as a
general thing enjoyed so comfortable a degree.of existence, and were so
free from destitution, vice and disorders, as the slave population; of the
South. These two grand facts I state here-not for the purpose of draw-
ing:from then inferences prejudicial to;this or that :political interest, nor
to add one futile effort more to the thousands that have been made or
that will ever be made with equal futility, to settle this point in political
economy. The destiny of the black race in contact-with the whites is a
problem which can only work itself out to a satisfactory conclusion. As
to my own belief--if there be any who possess a curiosity to know it-it
is that the African race, although bf its greater flexibility and power of
adaptation to circumstances, it -will for a, long time remain in some
species of contact with the whites, yet must eventually be absorbed or
annihilated, as the red man has already almost been. I believe fully, as
the result of the most careful and. deeply interested studies, investigations
and reflections upon the laws: of the physiology of races, that not only
will the African and the Indian tribes be eventually extirpated in the
progress of humanity-not only will their fate be imitated by the yellow
men and the Malays, ands all other races at present known and recognized
as inferior, to the Caucasian, but that there are to appear on earth races
of men as far superior to the present highest development of the Cauca-
sian and Anglo-Saxon races, as they are to the other and meaner inhabi-
tants of the earths.. I look abroad upon this globe and find progress
stamped as the character of its animal and vegetable productions. The
condition of its geological, vegetable, animal and scientific developments
and the physical and intellectual 'state of the races iof mankind who
inhabit it, all bear a continual and marvellous harmony, one with the
other. Reasoning from the past, I look to the future history of our
planet, and I see the earth disencumbered of its miasmatic marshes, its
inaccessible mountains levelled to the grasp of the cultivator of the soil,
its barren deserts blooming as the rose, and every noxious and poisonous
weed, ore and exhalation departed for ever. When that time comes, the
meteoric phenomena of the atmosphere and .of the seasons, will have
corresponded 'to this. great and beneficent change. Death-dealing
tempests and convulsions will no more sweep over the land and ocean ;
pestilential winds will no more scatter death and -horror among te
millions of every clime and nation ; and the whole physical condition of
those who fill this ;beautiful green globe, which God has given to man
for his final and glorious habitation and inheritance, will utter but one

j



sweet and thrilling harmony with the divine goodness and glory of the

Creator. At that time too will the human race have undergone a corres-

ponding 'transfiguration. Murder -and robbery; and oppression, aid
treachery, and ingratitude, and all the horrible train of evils that march
wailing 'like furies in the train of a perverted love, will have disappeared
from among mankind. Want,'.parent of every species of crime and out-

rage, that man has. ever suffered at the hand of man, the cause too of
those horrible evils -to which woman has been so long compelled to
submit, will nolonger- thenexist, Land with;it will disappear those mean,
contemptible and miserable-motives' now miscalled passions, that hurry
a desperate, reckless and despairing world into 'very horrible excess.

In these days, too, the'physical and intellectual stature of' mankind will
have aggrandized ! itself to its' original- and celestial proportions, when
God created man in his own image, and when he was but a little lower
than the angels..

But, to-leave 'these speculations, which will- of course be dismissed
among the idle dreams and fancies of the imagination-let us cast a look

at the' great problem of labor in the nineteenth century, as we find it
actually'existing in New York. As to a great majorityof our American
mechanics and laboring men, 'they are for the most.part in what may be
called comfortable position, though now and then they feel the hand of

distress weigh heavily upon theni- - chiefly, however, through the severe
competition created by the immense. number of emigrants,' who stand
ready at every corner' to undertake every specieslof mechanical, or other
labor, whether they understand it or not,=and who of course 'will work
for a mere pittance in comparison to any fair remuneration, as understood
in our American scale of prices. Accustomed' in their own country to
live like pigs, they can stow themselves away into-all sorts 'of holes and
corners, and live on refuse, at a rate of wages upon which any decent
white man would very surely, and very speedily starve. Thus they over-
run every department of mechanical industry especially, like armies of
locusts, and literally take the bread out of the months of native-born
laborers. We do not say they are to blame for this. We only state the
fact ; and for proof that-it is fact,.we appeal to every man:and woman in

this city who depends upon the labor 'of the hands for subsistence.
An important change in the retail and smaller mercantile operations

of the state is now gradually'but visibly being effected. It is the con-
centration of capital' and trade in each department into the hands of a
rew large-dealers br contractors.. This, like almost every other tendency
of the present civilization, is the inverted aspect of & process of trite
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melioration. Coheen ,ration and combination are the secrets of the mag.
nificent improvements which are to come upcu the face of society ; but
as at present directed and controlled, they are but the signs'of oppression,
and the great and rapidly-becoming insurmountable obstacle to success to
all who start and struggle in life unaided by hereditary wealth or factitious
circumstances. Formerly it was possible and common for young traders
with four or five thousand dollars capital, to commence business in any
department they preferred;and with ordinary caution, prudence and eco-
nomy, to almost invariably succeed. But- now we find the amount of
capital necessary to procure even a remote chance of success rapidly
enlarging; and in a short time it will be impossible to found a mercan-
tile establishment short of a fortune to invest as preliminary capital.
The few large houses in every branch of trade are rapidly swallowing up
and absorbing the smaller and younger ones, around them, and it is
already almost an utter impossibility for a. young man without vast
resources, and unlimited credit 'and acquaintance, to even obtain a show
of success in the great and cruel game of mercantile competition. We
are rapidly creating in our very midst, and unconsciously to all, even to
themselves perhaps, a class of commercial barons, into whose hands will
inevitably pass the entire control of 'the business and credit, and the very
mercantile 'existence, of the whole trading community.. In fact, to an
incredible extent already is this so ; and hundreds of ambitious young
men of small means; to whom the country and villages and smaller cities
are still a free and practicable arena, annually hasten here to sink their
capital, involve themselves, and crush hope out of their hearts, in the
futile struggle for a foothold in the metropolis.: Not contented. with the
gradual and natural formation of these gigantic monopolies, the leading
houses in metropolitan trade, have in their employment an .organized
system of espionage, which, centered in New York, extends its ramifica-
tions to every city, village, and school district, in the Union. Spies are
regulafly employed by this institution to travel throughout the country,
and secretly obtain precise information of the property, the associations,
the business,'the family, and the personal habits ot every man engaged
in trade. These data are transmitted to the office of the central inquisi-
tion in New York, and carefully recorded in secret ledgers, and books of
reference-so that the innocent country-merchant who enters our palatial
establishments of wholesale trade, is scanned by the reference partner
through a hole in his private counting-room, and the reference books
examined'to the minutest detail of his credit, as he passes the counters
loaded with; the gorgeous products of skill and industry he has come to
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examine. This system can scarcely be called other than infamous; and

were it put in practice by any other than the selfish and insolent class

who in reality govern and rule this age, and especially this country-

the merchants-it would bring disgrace and incurable odium upon those

who indulged in it. But now it is only regarded as evidence of the

shrewdness and thoroughness of the commercial community, and no poe.

sible means of escaping it exist.

Something of a similar kind to the monopolizing tendency we have

recorded above exists also in respect to the mechanical interests of the

city-springing from an undue expansion and application of the contract

system, by which the speculating contractor interposes between the

mechanic and the real employer, and besides appropriating a heavy per

centage upon the poor proceeds, nullifies the advantages of the lien-law,

and leaves the poor workman utterly at the mercy of the heartless con-

tractor, who, compelled by competition, to engage work for less than

fair prices, must in turn oppress his workman to starvation point. This

evil has long been desperately felt among the entire class of mechanics
and workmen engaged in building; and instances of the most unmiti.-
gated scoundrelism on the part of these cold-blooded.speculators on the

bone, and muscle, and the sweat of the laborers' brow, every now and

then transpire.. But there is no remedy.for these.evils, save a total reno-

vation and revolution in the system upon which work is done--and that

of course is only the result of time. it will come as soon as it cannot

help it; not before. ,

Another change in the mechanical labor of the city is in the gradual

driving out, by want and starvation, of the smaller and handier,kinds of

mechanical labor, such .as shoe-making, hat-making, &c., from the city

into the adjacent country and villages. I have, in times past, had occa-

sion to become familiar with the condition of these classes of mechanics,

and I was astonished to learn the rapid change in the respect I have

mentioned that was being effected among them. Large numbers of the

more respectable and high-minded portion of the mechanics engaged in,

these occupations have been forced to quit the city and find home and

employment in the large establishments founded in other places; while

the great proportion of the work of this kind still done in the city is in

the hands of foreign journeymen or botches, who work very badly for

worse pay, and are grateful for any occupation that will save them and

their families from absolute starvation. Of course, under these circum-

stances, all broad ideas of the practical reformation and elevation of the

mechanical laboring classes must be out. of -the question. A transfusion
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of material and element is constantly going on of an expensive and dete-
riorating character; and- every year-sees the great body of the journey
men mechanics of the city of New York considerably lowertban its
twelvemonth' predecessor.. :This 'is La melancholy truth,:but-it:is one
which I know from practical:observation, and one that cannot be success-
fully disputed. The last two years have added another element :to this
drain upon the vitality and vigor of our.population, by withdrawing
several thousands of our 'young men to California; leaving'their families
to become destitute and demoralized, and their places to be filled with an
infinitely less valuable material than themselves.

The condition and state of development -of the, female portion of our
working population is even less encouraging than that of the other sex.
Those 'of them who are wives and 'mothers are continually tempted, by
the insane spirit of social rivalry that pervades all classes, to go beyond
their means in' their manner of dress and living, and to neglect those
strict lessons of prudence and economy. in :the rearing of their families,
which are alone fitted to their condition and the struggle in life for which
they are destined.-- In respect to education, also,. there are wide and
lamentable deficiencies. Although our Free School system has :done
great good, and prevented. incalculable ignorance and misery, yet there
is that which it cannot do. It cannot infuse into;the hearts and' minds
of fathers and mothers, in the lower walks of life, a proper sense of the
necessity for education; ;and there is a constant -struggle going on
between the tendency of the rising generation to seek the light and the
influence of a degraded and besotted parentage to corrupt and depress
it, whose results are visible in the wide-spread 'deterioration in public
morals, and an increasing. catalogue of petty:offence. against the laws,
These things, too, are confined almost exclusively to the foreign classes of
our population. To an American family the' ambition to possess know-
ledge, comfort, and respectability is inherent, while' to:'the, degraded
thousands whom Europe annually throws upon our -shores, the first and
last thought is the groggery, the hospital, and the almshouse.- -,It is a
terrible food for any nation to digest, such an immense: mass of'imoral
and physical filth and putrefaction; yet the stomach of our body politic
is so strong and healthy, and so young and fresh are -all the sources of
our public opinion and public morality, that the constant process of defile-
ment going on in New York has little power' to taint the other portions
of the system ; and it is even to be hoped that 'it will eventually purify
itself, and so keep the nationfrom the onseuineices of the polluting con-
tact to which it is subjected. In very truth, the emigrant population, of
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New York is one of the most terrible nuisances with which any people
or any city were ever:infested. Ignorant of the principles of our social

and. political institutions, unconscious of the dignity and responsibility
that belong to the position of a free human, agent, and unable to per-

form the slightest action, save from the impulse of a narrow and blind

selfishness,;they destroy and pervert all the blessings that naturally flow

from our form of Government and transform them into curses, notonly
upon themselves but upon .the community that is forced to cherish.and

sustain them. Miserable, miserable, indeed,.is the condition of the

foreign population of this great city!l To go ,through the streets and

along the wharves on- either side of the Island, knee deep in. filth and

suffocating with poisonous odors, to examine the damp and gloomy cel-
lars where}so-many hundreds of them are huddled together, writhing

like loathsome reptiles, in a pestilential and noxious atmosphere, to wit-

ness the drunken revels and midnight orgies with which these unhappy
wretches solace themselves.,for the starvation and shivering despair of

their daily existence,-is to make one's self familiar, with -a gigantic

moral phenomenon whose.proportions strike terror to the soul, and whose

shadow blots the sunshine of hope from the heart. Yes, in this glorious
metrdpolis of the New World, so wealthy, so. ambitious, so ostentatious,
and so gay, nearly aihundred thousand htiman.beings, steeped to the lips

i' every species of moral and physical degradation, live on from day to
day and frdm year to year an ever satire upon our-lofty pretensions 'of

superiority to-the rest of the world, and a. terrible rebuke to the indiffer-
ence and the errors of society that thus remorselessly refuses to recognize
so, many and such helpless of its members.

It is not our purpose in. this place to go over again the details and
the, revolting :particulars of the condition of this class of our population,
nor to arrow up the sensibilities of our readers by pictures drawn from
life, and observation of the state 'in which they pass their lives. All this
has been done again and again ; and yet the community seems as insen-

sible I as, ever to the truth, and, as incapable of entertaining any ideas

pointing to a radical-and thorough reform in the basis and principle of
social -existence-.the only method from which, any alleviation of these
horrors is ever' to be hoped for. Year after year our moralists and minis-

tots' preach against those terrible vices of theft,;and robbery, and prosti-

tution,:which spring directly from want; and yet no one has the courageto stand up; and proclaim the truth, that society:itself has committed the
first:erime, and 'that it is theaimperative duty of thecommunity itself to
provide fpr ; the comfort 'of' every one of its rnend-ers; and then to hold
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them responsible for the faithful performance of their- duties in the
respect due 'to the rights and property of others. Thousands of men,
woden and children live' ini daily danger of starvation and perishing;
and it is my positive belief that a great proportion of the petty crimes
and of the immoralities of the lower class of society 'proceed directly
from the dire urgency of cold and hunger. I have seen enough'to con-
vince ie of this.. I have witnessed scene after scene, of destitute and
despairing virtue, pushed by starvation to the verge of crime, so oft
repeated, that it leaves no doubt in my mind that if society would per-
form its first and fundamental' duty to all its members, the crimes and
the evils which most press upon us would almost wholly disappear.
Intemperance is the grand medium and condition in which the bulk 'ot
crimes are Committed. But intemperance is only the unnatural solace
of' these desperate and reckless individuals; for in it they forget for a
time their sufferings and their sorrows. And licentiousness, too, is
another direct offspring of this want of the common necessaries of life,
which it is the hounden duty of the community to supply to every indi-
vidual. 'I do not believe there are at this moment ten women of the ten
thousand publicly frail ones of New York, who, had they been secured
an honorable and a decent existence, would have abandoned themselves
to the life of infamy and shame they now pursue. Nor do I believe that
the multitude of 'offences against property 'that stain our criminal calen-
ders' would exist were it not' for the pinching want inflicted by hunger,
and the discomfort and physical suffering of the families of criminals.
parental love is the 'strongestof human passions; and it is even stronger
iu the lower cladses, whohave'so few things to love, and so few to love
then, than 'in the-higher. It is not difficult to believe' that ignorant and
halt-starved men, 'goaded on by' the sufferings and destitution of their
families, should commit acts of reprisal against that society which has
treated them and theirs with such palpable and unjust severity.

,But let us'refrain for'still a moment from this extreme view of life, in
its lower phases, and refresh ourselves with a draught of air from this
open window, and a gleam 'of sunshine from the beautiful sky. Look
how gay and lively is the street, how busy and eager the thousands who
hurry by in swift procession l And'see!t there is a body of stalwart and
sinewy men clad in leather caps and red shirts,'with pantaloons rolled
up, or tucked into the tops of their cowhide boots, and all pulling lustily
at an 'obstinate-looking vehicle, with strange and uncouth machinery
and enginery all about it, and setting down low Ic the ground, with stout
and thickribbed 'heels' that rattle' and crack loudly as they nll over
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the pavement. The machine is dragged by long ropes, to which are

attached twenty or thirty men, and which is followed by twice as many
boys of all sizes, sorts, nd- complexions. This is that wonder of civilize.

tion, a Fire Company;; not such fire companies as exist in, any other

country: on the face of the earth--uniformed,.disciplined, under strict

control, and drilled to well-understood regulatipns-but a volunteer fire

company-in short, an American Fire Company. Its members all belong
to some respectable business, and-turn out entirely, con amore, and from

the :sheer love of excitement and that irrepressible flow of animal spirits,
which is the uniform characteristic of the-American.- With no compen-

sation whatever, and- no expectation of reward, except the mere fun of

the thing, and the glory of doing a good action, without"a selfish motive,
these braveand hardy men expose themselves to dangers and perils ten

times as great as those that accompany the fiercest battle. Day or night,
at a moment's warning, no matter what' may be their engagements, or
what claims may be .asserting themselves upon theirtime and attention,
they leave their occupations, their beds, the cradle of their sick child--
anything, anybody--and at the, sound of the alarm-bell, rush into the
streets, clothing themselves in their uniform as they-go along, and ready
to- work one hour, or fifty hours, as the case may be, in mud and water,

under tumble-down walls, amid blazing rafters and crashing timbers, to
save, the propertyy, perhaps the.lives of people whom they know not, and
never heard of, and who care and know nothing of them. Talk of the
chivalry of the middle, ages, and its sickly and sentimental whine !
Why, it was nothing whatever to be compared to the 'chivalry of the

American fireman, who, almost unconscious that he is doing an'unusual
thing, holds his whole life and existence at the order; and service of those
in' whom he has, no interest whatever, and from whom he. expects no
reward., . . .

The firemen of New York are a social ,phenomenon well worth the

studying ; and if we mistake not, the most important, and encouraging
lessons are to be drawn from their life and example., Their efficient and
practical existence, and that it is efficient and practical, no one we fancy
will be disposed to deny, is a veritable and triumphant reply to those
cavillers at the great social religion of Fourier, who. contend that even
could the distribution and organization of labor he provides for -be
effected, the motives would be wanting that would impel to action those
groups devoted, to the performance'-of dangerous and revolting ;duties.

War, and a sacrifice of soldiers to a cause they know nothing of andcare
nothing for, is accounted for by these cavillers as the effect of discipline
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and the fear of punishment. It may be that to.some extent this is the
case; although there can be no serious doubt that the latent sense of
chivalry existing in every human heart, is at the= bottom of the courage
and devotion: of soldiers.. But in the ease of the firemen the question is
at once disincumbered of all these difficulties, and presents itself naked
to our view. No inconvenience aor.disability is incurred by the fireman
who neglects his 'duties. No force operates upon him to induce him to
engage in that dangerous occupation, and no hope of:reward nor com-
pensation continues him in the performance of its functions. If any
human act can be clearly traced for its motives to the inherent love of
glory and a chivalric'devotion to the interests of others, which lie at the
basis of all the :noble qualities of humanity, it is the service performed
for their fellowmen by,'the volunteer firemen-411-requited and unacknow-
ledged as are their countless acts of devotion and exposure. . 1 ,1-

We.do.not know that we could do a more interesting thing than to
give in this :place the estimateof our New York firemen,.formed by an
intelligent foreigner,,one of. the editors of the "Republican ":who under
the;title of 4"Esquisses a la Plume," has given a series' of'graphic and
entertaining pictures of life and character in New York; exhibiting great
piyer of observation as well as lively fancy and an agreeable style. One
ai? these sketches is under the title of " Types duBowery--le Pompier."

".The American fireman, says our-Paris philosopher, "differs essentially
from his French namesake. They have but a single point of correspon-
dence,:the common object of their. mission. -As:to the organization of
their bodies and their, individual physiology,'There is; radical-difference.
In France the-fireman is. recognized by his. martial gait; byshis uniform,
and;his helmet of polished brass. In New York, except when in actual
service, the fireman, wears a black dress; sometimes even a drab overcoat,
and:au umbrell--when it rains. The first is 'a:soldier subject to a com-
pletesmilitary discipline,,and. officered by. men who belong to the ranks
of the:army. The second: is' a simple citizen, without, moustachios,
exercising voluntarily his benevolent. functions upon the sounding of the
toesin > that calls him to the field ; free. the remainder of the time, and
owing service, nor obedience but to the chiefs of his company, who
obtain their honors by election, and upon the strrugth of long services or
of brilliant acts of courage;and devotion. Here, one is a fireman when
he de not wish to perform military nor juryiduty. The American
fireman.inhabits,;then, no particular barrack. He:dwells everywhere, in
eves street,:in. every house, in 'every hotel. .Ax clerk, a pastry cook, a
poet, are all equally eligible as firemen,.and man the pump merely as a
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matter of taste and for the love of rendering service to humamty. What
sacrifices and dangers- are' imposed upon-them sometimes in the accom-
plishment of 'their service,:and' how shall we describe' the risks and dan-
gers they run, and the vexations and annoyances to which' -they are
subjected !i i ... :

"Thus, a young man is at the ball, in 'the midst of a fete resplendent
with light and beautiful 'ladies.- At'the inoimient when he is about rais-
ing his foot with{the lady ofa his love to mingle in the first measures of
the polka, rich in prospective pressures of the hand and glances of love,
behold,' he is 'arrested all 'of a sudden; and with neck, outstretched,
listening lto' a mysterious' noise, at which he reconducts his partner to her
place, and hastens out of the saloon-.-but not without throwing a piteous
regret' upon the pleasures of the night. This young man perhaps had a
boot that pinched his corns, or, perhaps, he found himself taken with a
sudden indispositionI No-reissure yourself. It is a fireman, who has
just heard, rising above the harnionious waves of sound from the orches.
tra, the alarm bell of there City Hall. He hurries to:his domicile, if it is
not too 'far off, dons his red flannel-shirt, his patent-leather cap; and
behold him, a few .minutes afterwards, working at the pump, or galloping
in the traces, neither more nor less than an omnibus ,horse. The fire
extinguished, he dresses himself'anew, then goes to resume the thread of
his night's amusement, and the peroration of a love speech of which he
had not time to come'to the conclusion.

"It must not be supposed that fires- here are less quickly extinguished
than under a different system. There =is noteperhaps in the world a
more energetic, more prompt, more active organized fire department.

"For the rest, the title of fireman, honorable as it is, does : not suffice
to constitute here a regular position. It brings in nothing, pecuniarily
speaking, and ,no one enjoys a rank in the community entitling him to
write -on his visiting card, 'Mr. Pillicoddy, fireman.' In France the fire-
man forms part of 'a corps d'dlite. He is' prized by the Government,
which accords to- him a high salary, and surrounds him with evidences
of distinction. To conclude by a last trait, which relates to moral obar-
aeter--if the French fireman ,has known how to establish- a universal
reputation for gallantry-the oyster-women are there to bear witness of
it,-.the American fireman might pass for being almost a savage.

"The firemen recruit themselves, as we have said, from all ranks of
society. They are found not only in 'all the quarters of New York, but
disseminated over the entire surface of the United-Statee,'with'such inhe.
rent variations of physiognomy as are incident to the locality.- Nowhere,
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how aver, is the type more strongly defined, nor more distinctly colored,
than in 'the Bowery. "Let us then continue our studies in this quarter.

It would be difficult at the first glance' to recognize'atything-but'a.citizen
in a fireman, because he carries no visible badgesof his=profession'; but
in the Bowery there exist, however, certain peculiarities, endistinguish-
able to a person not accustomed to see them, which reveal infallibly a
member of this vast corporation. There are in 'this region a class of

people who have "in reality no other avowed profession. What name
shall 'we give these ? The w cord fireman is scarcely sufficient.' It -is
necessary to add to it that of sportsman, in order to properly character

ize them. The sporting fireman is in a certain -circle a man -of conside-

ration. 'He plays an important part sometimes in the elections, and is

both throne and oracle in the public-houses. -He is. a species. of fterd-,
bras, -whose power'is established by his mental and moral, peculiarities

on one side, and his brute force on the 'other. His feudal dominion

extends over 'all those who are attached, directly or indirectly, to the

fancy, and to the various kinds of sport. We must remark in passing
the signification which is given to this word in New York. .In :France,
and especially England, the sportsman 'is almost always a gentleman,
who, for the employment of his fortune and leisure, occupies himself with

horses, with the chase, like the gentleman of the middle ages. Here,
save that there may be 'a few rich men who follow the European tradi-

tions, sport is for the most part a business-the business of those who

have no business-and a means of speculation. One bets on a boxer, on
a horse, on a card, or on a bull-dug.- One gains or loses. This is play

elevated to the rank of a profession; and this profession, like all others,
has its degrees, its hierarchy-from the fashionable gamester, who scat-

ters his gold with a hand elegantlygloved in white'kid, and frequents

the clubs of good society, to the vagabond ' who rattles the dice or

shuffles the greasy cards in'-a lov tavern; from the elegant horse-jockey
who, figures on the Centreville-course, to the buffoon who traffics in

stolen dogs. But the mass of sportsmen are the hundreds of individuals

of whom one recognizes figures that no language names, and who gather

round certain haunts in the Bowery, and elsewhere-the bar-rooms, and
other places of public reunion. Of these one sees they are sportsmen,

and it is well understood without further commentary, as when one says
of another class, 'they are doctors.'
-"The sporting fireman naturally finds himself in -all places where

sporting affairs are carried on; at the Centreville-course, at the gymna-
siums, in the boxing-saloons, and, above alls in the sporting coffee-houses,
where wagers are arranged, and matches made up.
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" The physique of the sporting fireman is peculiar to. himself, and we

find, in him even a certain brutal poetry which is his seal and stamp.

He isirarely handsome, or, to speak more correctly, almost always he is

literally, ugly,. is stature and carriage are striking, and his gait solid,

yet elastic, .1p has. great strength, and a spirit of grace. in his amove-
ment. On hishead (the hair of. which is;smoothed with soap .in puffs
below the ears;.and in large ringlets around them, that which has given

birth, we presume, to' the word 'soaplock' as solely applied to this elass)

he wears a hat with a.straight brim, and of the shape and fashion of a

chimney-pot..;-The hat inclined over the eyes, leaves open to view the

immense posterior of. the occiput.. Around the neck the hair is cut

short, and resembles the mane;of a certain. animal, who is scraped before

'eing transformed,, to brushes, sausages and hams. Around. his neck

Sngs,;with a.sort-of. eequettish negligence, a cravat, of some color, red,

yellow, or blue, the:endsof which are arranged.in flourishing.spirals, and
float like : pennants onthe wind. The collar opened, when collar there

is, permits to. be,,;seen a. muscular chest,. where sun and .whisky have

traced ; their blushing imprint. A red flannel-shirt, fastened on the

breast with large.;buttons, black or white, and pantaloons, secured around

the waist. with a: band of leather;. boots of strong leatherworn over the

pantaloons: -subh in in general ,the..costume of the sporting .fireman.

Add to this-.bizarre costume the. historical and necessary complement,

the, tobacco liquid illuminating,.with fancy designs the margin of his

mouth, and the.picture is complete...

" The oecupatio,.avowed and public, of these men, .is firemen. As

to gaming, -.whieh furnishes them with their real means of existence,

they consider it;'merely .as -n accessory,.an agreeable accomplishment,

but an accomplishment.by which they live. .
"This class of individuals is more numerous .than one would naturally

suppose. There are in New York an entire class who have no other life.

However unfavorable to morals may be such an existence, it is not neces-

sary, therefore,to;imagine that. it excludes all good sentiments.. The

fireman is-brave, adventurous, and inthe ensemble of his character,. not-

withstanding the tendency towards .vicious, habits and debased instincts,

possesses a certain elevation of soul,, which makes itself visible some-

thies, and, of which:,many examples might be cited. The gambling-

house, the house of prostitution, the groggery, are the habitual sphere

where he-expends this active life;' and it is; not wonderful that such an

existence should go far' to extinguish all his noble:faculties. But in the

midst'of this dissipation:and demoralization, there are moments in which

burns a pure generosity acid a disinterested morality. It is only in part
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it is true, .,A brutality, carried sometimes alostto the point of cruelty,
seems to:be, the. foundation of his nature, although he is susceptible of
devoted attachment and profound friendship.;., One circumstance goes
far to .eu tralie .the value of, these generous iustinet --Rmand this is, that
they are exercised too oftenon{those who VeanworIy of them, an4;are
manifested almost always by acts of a puerility so exaggerated that the-
fact makes,.us forget the cause, and the action, disqualifies us from appre.
ciating the motive,

"Adjacent to the sphere of the sportingfireman we find another class
of individuals, happily less numerous, to whom it would be .difficult to
give a .decorous name if the_ American writers themselves. had not
resolved the, difficulty by styling them "fancy firemen." These leave
far behind, them the firsts who, although of questionable morality, are
not directly nuisances to society, The fancy;firemen have not. even the
speculations of play for a means of subsistence. - They live"one knows
not how, sleeping one. knows .notwhere-and yet they live',and sleep.
When night descends: upon the cityth.fancy fremen set themselves at

work, and you may see them circulating, seeking adventures,-inundating
the bar-roonis, insulting women,,.quarrelling.aniqag. then elves, fighting,
and making false alarmsof fire, for the express purpose, in the language
oftheir oratory, of getting up a. muss--that is to say, a tumultuous
scramble, in which they and their friends. always find means to play a
conspicuous part. With these; men nothing:is entitled to respect but
the' baton of the policeman. They are the froth that gathers and fer-
ments in the popular quarters, the scourge of honest laborers, the nur
sery whencefare recruited thepensioners of the-Tombs,-the philosopher's
stone to the Chief of Police. ;The fancy men have anunknown origin.
Like rivers whose sources have not yet been discovered we only, know
whence they run--to the penitentiary. .The family for tliera is a myth,
and they seem to have been created, like pestiferous insects, from the
miasma of the streets and gutters.: Social mushrooms, they grow up,
live, anddie Pn the..dynghill. They form, in the languagepof our friend,
G.-G_Foster, ,a.regular cordon of rascality.'

"It is impossible o give , a, complete description, of this. tribe of
equivocal firemen, for there is nothing definite cogncerning them butthe
vagabondage _of their existence.. In all the great.cities-they exist,,and
escape the eye of the observer. for the very logical reason that they are
seldom seen. in ,the daytime. Nothing short.of a, general perturbationrings themto the surface. A political ocneute, fo; exampleor. a fire;,
for in either of these cases they are enabled to inherit without discover
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some'of the spoils and property of others. here, fires being frequent,

the fancy men have n oncupation 'in some sort permanent, and for this

reason doubtless it is that-'they are-called "the men hti run with the

engine." ' This sympathy manifested by the fancy mn 'f6r e

engine, sometith'es - lasses them in theranks of firemen; -but it would be

treating them'with far too much honor to suppose for an instant that

they belong to that occupation. ItIis in fact the first to down them

It possesses far too correct a sense of its own dignity and respect for

honesty, not to reule' these miserable excrescences who endeavor to

attach themselves 'to it. The sportsman himself doe not tolerate the

fancy man, except on conditions that he cbnfines himself within legal

limits. In despite of these parasitical hornets, for which they ought not'

to be considered responsible, 'the body of the firemen are unquestionably

worthy, of great consideration ; for they are composed, in an immense

majority, of honest and laborious workmen,' of clerks belonging to'respec-

table establishments, often even of masters and proprietors of shops and

stores. The sporting fireman himself, 'viewed only in his devotion to the

public welfare, ought not to be excluded from this majority; for it'is

possible to gamble and yet to be a good citizen. However venturesome

this assertion may seem,'it is however, in the United States'no less than

elsewhere, a national trait, and frequently this daring and venturous

spirit of speculation rises to the confines of sublimity.

" The firemen form an institution highly useful,'highly moral, highly

philanthropic, and those who 'belong to it are always ready at the first

sound of the bell to expose their lives for the good of the community,

employing in their voluntary niissionza constant energy and a 'devotion

often heroic, meriting the sympathies of all honest men and a fair place

in public opiniop."'
These views of the firemen of -New York, and of their excrescences

and fungi, are in the main remarkably correct, and betray great intelli-

gence and carefulness of observation. ' If the tone and spirit of this

writer were emulated by the generality 'of foreigners who employ their

pens upon the manners, customs, institutions 'and inhabitants of the

United 'States, we should be much better known and' nuch'better res-

pected abroad than we have at present any chance 'of -being.. There is

no doubt that the great body of the New York firemen are, as stated by

our, French contemporary, honest, useful amid' educated men..- Sine the

decy of our militia sstem, which has beendtegularly laughed out- of

existene s a"x'idicilous and useless humbug, the warlike and'- chivalrous

spirit of the middle ages has concentrated itself in our fire companies;

while as to this spirit among the more pretont'ous and aristocratic circles

1

of our population, it is enough to say that it does not exist. One of thedistinguishing characteristics' of the firemen is their great attachmentand- devotion' to each other ; and 'although theyfre t i in
ights and quarrels, and even establish 'hereditary hostilities that;continuefrom year to year, yet their contests, even including brickbats a bloody

noses, should'beregarded strictly inthe illustrations.oftheir amusements,
Their habits- ofexposure and reckless disregard of danger
a kind of savage necessity for rough play; and we have fte iminthed

that the dainty little lap-dogs that run about on sunny afternoonsin
Union 'Square, must look upon the occasional 'encounters 'of the New
Foundlanders and bull-dogs occurring on the'outside of thevery much the same sort of shuddering as our 'effeminatedrai th

dandies regard the bear's-play 'exercise of the firemen 'and the anb'Indeed, the soul of the flee department is emulation, and to the free playof this passion we are indebted for the - unparalleled' and incredibleefficiency and promptness, the unshrinking exposure and labor that
characterize its proceedings in so remarkable a manner. It is of course
natural that sometimes this spirit of emulation should lead to excesses;
but the spirit of rowdyism has never in New York been permitted to
obtain a permanent influence upon our fire department. And althoughit is now and then disgraced by the deeds of the fancy men and ruffianswho endeavor on all occasions to link themselves with it and clothe thevil deeds with the sanction of its name, yet as a general thing, the re
pectability and honesty of the department cannot be questioned.

The firemen of Williamsburg some two years ago made a movement
under the authority and patronage of the city government, 'whichdemands our particular notice, and is 'entirely in accordance with the
views entertained and 'advocated in this work. They started the projectof building a large and handsome edifice to be, entitled the "Fireman'sHall," to be furnished with rooms for lecturing, for scientific experiments
for meeting of the various companies,'drill-roomsand reading roms,
dancing hall and Concert rooms, and in short, every means fooms, a
improvement and amusement of the liremen; at present accessible onlypartially and under disadvantageous eireumstane, and so not used a
all. Nothing can be more important than thismovement, if we look at
it not merely for itself, but as an indication iof whatis-toome; It 'is amovement 'which ought to be and must be sooner or later extended toevery other craft and profession. Nothing is so much'needed at thpresent moment as the developing and. elevating of theminds of the
members of our vario'is mechanical professions, and the establishing of arefined and noble ambition for excelling, not .only in the material and
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physical labors of their occupation, but in the intelligence, morality and

intellectual: usefulness of the members. We would hold up both our

hands to see: the creation of an institution which should be. the intellec-

tual counterpartof the glass palace of theLondon World's r,

It is thesone great and m as discouraging.fact of the present age, that in
the insane rush for physical, material and mechanical development tha

mental and spiritual emulation 'which can, alone ripen the heart, llu mi-

nate the soul, and purify society of its monstrous horrors, has been almost

wholly neglected. To, this is owing the' existence of. auch large and

unmanageable masses of low and ignorant ruffianism, of' whichour

Parisian friend:has' just been-speaking.. 'The number and character of

the rowdy and vagabond population Qf.Nbew York, to those who only go

easily tbrough:lifeio and east their eyes but, upon the surface of things

around'-them, isl quite incredible. Hundreds and even thousands of them

go nightly prowling About the city, or gathering in the vilest and most

loathsome dens of gambling, theft, and prostitution in wretched quarters

of the town, congregating 'in low groggeries and continually engaged

in contrivingschemes and adventures of;depredation upon the property
or the securityof society. The two conspicuousintitheses of this phase
in New York life are the fancy men of whom we have been speaking,

and the foreigners, chiefly Dutch and Irish, who keep.small groceries and

low grdg.sh-ps in'the squalid :precincts ,of the city. The fancy men, to

our disgrace be it spoken.--and. we will as.honestly tell. te 'truth about

our own citizens as of-, foreigners-mare.' almost exclusively native-born

Americans. Reared in complete idleness=and utter; ignorance, they .are

not a-whit moreelevated in character. and motive' than' the savages of

the wilderness:. They. are continually in want, because they have no

idea of earning anything by work; and when;they; make..a lucky haul

by stealingat: a firelot-swindling some:greenhorn or drunken stranger,

they :hasten to' expend the productsto.thelast cent inthe lpatoh groggery

or the negro, brothel, and .the next ,morning- are as destitute as ever.

Then they;go prowling about among the haunts ;wherethey spent their

moneywhilea vague sense of savage justice leadsthem tothink it no
more than right that those who havereceived,all their money for rotten

whisky and': =poisoned .brandy,'now .that !it. is. gone,.should continue to
furnish them, with those- delightful commodities for nothing. But the

Dutchman is-like a:sensitive plant-the moment he feels the approach

of a oustotnern without money, he instinctively closes 'his till, stops up his

bottles sendshuugshia barrels. lis hypocritical politeness,: jt which
he dealt out the poison.so long as the.b'hoy. had .money,-has vanished,

and with a cold and sourkraut look, he tells him to go about his busi

13
bess. This is touching the b'hoy bina tender point. He would notmind being refused- credit; but _to be "sassed ",'by"the - - Duth

son of a -- ismore than he can bear! All the b'hoy and all thereal native American is at once roused in his whole being.y Me edi-tates seriously how he may gratify his thirst-for revenge and rot-gut;
and gathering his :chums :together, all :of whom have at various timesand in various:places suffered the same indignity, a plan is.set on foot to
redeem the honor-of the native American name, and revenge themsel

unon the whole -race:of< bloody foreigners; This--leads to the nightlyenactment of scenes of violence and rowdyism, terminated bythe inter-
vention of the police, but more frequently permittedbby the proverbial

supineness of those guardians of the public tranquillity, to proceed to riot,battery and bloodshed and our criminal -records ari not wanting in

evidences that this foul conspiracy a bainst public order, promoted by thenatural antagonism of these despicable foreign rumseller, and atrocious
native blackguards, leads frequently to homicide and murder. Lawshave been found -utterly inefficient to check" this rampant evil, andaanillustration of the details of all' that we have been indicating in thesegeneral terms is, afforded by (the trial of Pritchard, who murdereda Dutchman.in cold blood because he would- not trust him formerJudge Edmonds, with!that:frank sincerityand candor which has rum.

to characterize our bench since the election of judges by the pegun
exerted himself to the utmost to have the law carried out in its manifestand just meaning, but in vain.: 8 precious is.-regarded human life bythe enlightened -sense of the nineteenth'century, that even the breath ofa criminal must not be stopt by:a 'jury, save under circumstances of somepeculiaratrocity.; and the observation of Judge Edmonds, that he wasforced to rank himself among the opponents ofcapital punishment, if forno other reason than because it was impossible to induce' juries to inflictthe pain:of death, is a striking and irresistible' argument for the abolitionof the gallows, and the totaland radical revolution in our whole system'of criminal jurisprudence.

We forgot to mention in the proper place an, important function .per-formed by our corps of regular firemen, that of a volunteer militia. Ifit were possible to imagine a series of events which would again bringninto request the arms of our citizens, for defense against the aggressionof a foreign invader, it would not be posible more thoroughly, promptly
and efficiently, to meet the exigencies of such a case than by the out-pouring of,'our brave and hardy fire companies, every oneof which isalso a military company, and under a regular and thorough 'system ofmilitary drill and tactics. A continuous alarm of the fire-bell of the City
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Hall would in thirty minutes gather an army of dauntless and herculean

citizen soldiers, who Would defend our coast against all the armed hosts

that could be thrown:upon'it by all the powers of Europe--but this con-

sideration is of little worth to us, for we do not believe in the remote

Possibility of any such event. It would greatly please and delight us if

we could see this gallant spirit of daring and emulation'in submission to

general toil and hardship, when not required in the extinguishment of

fires, diverted to some of the:innumerable grand and ennobling purposes

of physical improvement of which the, age is so greatly in need.

We must not dismiss the-subject of the .firemen without alluding to
the youths and boys, five hundred of whom are at this moment rushing

tumultuously along behind the fire procession, and whose faces, habili-

ments and general carriage, denote them tootruly the inevitable followers

and emulators of the older vagabonds we have been trying to character-

ize. There cannot be on. the earth another sadder nor more melancholy
sight than that of these multitudes of prematurely barbarized and brutal-

ized youths, growing up, in ,idleness, depravity and vagabondage,
throughout the city. Not only they themselves: are objects of our

keenest commiseration, but the inevitable, influence of such masses of

young, fermenting and active depravity, yearly growing up to manhood,

and thrown into the great arena of metropolitanlife, is a phenomenon

that inspires the moralist and the philanthropist with despair. Oh!

when will society: grasp this mighty evil, and extinguish it? When ,will

it see how feeble and futile are all its miserable expedients, its; alms-

houses, its pauper institutions of emigrant .out-door charity, its Black-

well's Island,.its farm schools, its asylums and its penitentiaries?$ When

will .the scales fall from the eyes of those who blindly lead a blind civili-

zation staggering to its death? When will it be seen that these poor
beings,. the corrupt, leaven that ferments the whole body politic with

disease and crime, are composed of noble and holy souls, and spirits like

unto other men, and that, from whatever cause they have grown thus

helpless amid the living death that surrounds them, they are entitled to

claim of the great human:family, of which they are the most unfcrtunato

members, that protection. from themselves, that escape from want and

ignorance and a horrible and hopeless existence, which is the birthright
of every. son and daughter .of humanity? When will the community
learn that :it is the community itself who commits the first crime, and
that the vile deeds and terrible destinies of these wretched beings are but

the inevitable retribution for its own awful neglect of its fundamental

duties I how miserably inadequate to the good to be accompliEhed are

all the means by which society feebly attempts to reconcile itself with its
aspirations, and harmonize its attributes with. its destiny I

Let us imagine for a moment a sm of money equal to that annually
consumed by either of those worse than useless institutions, the army and
navy of the United States, and let this sum be appropriated to the estab-
hshment of schools, farms and workshops united, affording . adequate
means of instruction, employment and, amusement suited .to every taste,
every condition and every capacity of the young, Let the law of this
institution be that every species of instruction in every department shall
be at all times. going on, and that there shall be no restraint whatever
upon the inmates as to the hoursof their coming and going,.or of the occu-
pations, studies, pursuits and employments, in which they wish to engage
themselves.. Let there be no caprice nor inclination except indecorum,
which cannot be unrestrictedly and at the moment indulged, and let the
only punishment for even indecorum or disorder, be exclusion. The edu-
cational department.of this institution should include the languages and
the common branches, and the thorough and complete study and
practice, of all the fine arts, music, architecture, painting, sculpture, the

.science of chemistry in all its infinite and beautiful ramifications, natural
history, with practical illustrations .and examples, book-keeping, composi-
tion, eloquence. Every inmate should be entirely at liberty to go from
any one of :these employments to any other of them at any hour he
liked, and to change as often as the. inclination seized him; or to leave
altogether, the school-rooms, and to visit the shops of the mechanics,
where every species of, mechanical labor, of invention, of machinery, is
taught and perfected. After wearying himself here, let the eager pupil
either resort to the playground, the gymnasium or the riding-school,'for
a new excitement, or to the garden andthe, fields for the study and prac-
tice of practicalagriculture and botany, or the gratification of some
peculiar taste in the cultivation of a particular. flower or fruit, or the
adornment of a favorite field. When mind arnd body were thus harmo-
niously cultivated, strengthened and deyelopede by. a roun<4 of occu-
pations,. and employments, ,,each spontaneous, and all strengthening
and delightful, .let there be opportunities for these young pupils of
humanity to indulge in. unrestricted social -intercourse, or- resort to the
diviner pleasures of music or the drama heard in their perfection, or the
more silent teachings of the gallery of statuary and painting, where the
great lessons of the immortal beautiful, saying rom the warm-oolored
painting,.or ;the life-like statuary, imprint themselves in. the color of
happiness;for ever, in the heart and the understanding. Let usimaginea
life like this;for these deformed and miserable young wretches, who
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haunt the lanes and by-ways, and courts and cellars of the metropolis,

living upon filth, and imbibing vice, disease and morality, from the

cradle to the grave; and what would be the resultI Think you that

under regulations like these, our Tombs, our Blackwell's Island, our hos-

pitals and our penitentiaries would not speedily become diverted to more

satisfactory, and more beautiful purposes?$ Nay, our very City Hall

itself, the home of courts and lawyers, would become illuminated with a

new spirit, and its spacious- halls and chambers resound to the refining

language of art, literature and science, while it would exhale around it

an atmosphere of moral purity and refinement, that would extend like

circles in the water to the remotest bounds of public sentiment.

Under such a state of existence as this, can we imagine that any would

grow up willful, vicious, ignorant, and polluted ? No; most truly we

cannot imagine such a thing; if there be those acrid, envious, and embit-

tered souls-who can, it is not for them we hope- and' write. It is not for

them that these prophecies-of what will be are recorded.

The one great objection among rational minds to a scheme like this,

is the unfounded charge of inherent idleness brought against humanity.

Well, let those who choose be idle; br let them do nothing but play.

They would soon find that play was the most irksome of all employments.

While all round them were emulous of useful occupations and of distin-

uishing themselves in profitable pursuits, how long would it be before

their ambition' to mingle in the exciting strife, everywhere going on

around, would, in turn, become excitedI Emulation is one of -the eter-

nal laws of human existence. The other law, equally universal and

equally eternal, is that of physical activity. Every human being feels a

constant impulse to surpass somebody; and to be-'employed. The cause

of idleness, and of the irksomeness of profitable labor is, that now-a-days,

by our present system, the great majority of those who labor are con-

fined perpetually to one kind of work, which becomes' tiresome and

monotonQus to an inexpressible degree ; and in addition to this, they are

so overworked, until the natural spring and elasticity of their bodies are

over-tasked and over-wrought, that all kinds of exertion become abhor

rent and repulsive. This it is that has brought upon mankind the cruel

and most unjust charge of idleness. It is impossible for human beings

to be idle; and it is because so many thousands are compelled to do that

which they dislike, or are prevented from doing that which they would,

that such horrible disturbance between recreation and labor, between

activity' and repose, is continually sending its moral thunder storms into

the atmosphere of' life. If every one had the privilege and the means of

laboring at what he liked, and changing his occupations 'when he would.

t2

1

there would be more than enough work performed to provide in abun-
dant luxury every species of product required by all, and that, too, at a
rate and proportion of active labor trifling in comparison to the terrible
taxations at present imposed upon the working and professional classes,and which, in fact, in a healthy condition of life and society such as this,
would produce nothing but the mere and necessary spontaneous exertion
of the frame.

One of the first necessities for lifting the laboring class from their pre-
sent degraded and degrading position is provision for their innocent and
profitable recreation. As a means of this, the Williamsburg movement,
although small and comparatively insignificant of itself, is clearly in the
right direction ; and we fervently hope that it will be not only speedily
carried out, but emulated and surpassed in our own, city. The dedica-
tion of such an institution would be to us an imposing, solemn, ye
encouraging and hopeful occasion.

Meanwhile, and during the period necessary for any new and goon.
idea to take root in the soil of this society, which so spontaneously pro.
duces every worthless and bitter weed, we will point the attention of all
Christian employers to one of the sorest and closest evils under which
thousands of our poor journeyman mechanics are now laboring,--we
allude to that accursed system of slop-work, so thoroughly exposed in the
recent investigations of Mr. Mayhew, in the " Morning Chronicle," and
whish, amidst certain kinds of occupations, prevail proportionally to as
great an extent in this city as in London. By this nefarious traffic in the
labor of those.who, at Mest, can earn but the barest subsistence by the
most continuous and exhausting toil, whole= classes of heartless specula
tors, or, as they are called among the tailors, "sweaters," are enabled to
realize large sums weekly.---absolutely plucked from the miserable earn-
ings of the workmen themselves ! It is only ant extension and ramifica-
tion of the detestable contract-system, by which a sharper undertakes to
perform a certain amount of work for a trifle lower than the usual rates,
and then farms it out to the most needy, miserable, and spiritless work-
men he can find, carrying competition to its lowest and most wretched
extent, and thus enabling himself to pocket from the contract a large
slice of the entire sum. Thus not only are the workmen and workwomen
prevented from approaching directly the consumers of what they pro-
duce, but they are not even permitted to deal directly with the proprietor
or master workman who employs them.' Sometimes even the sweater
himself employs under-sweaters, who, in turn, must make their profits
from the job; and so, in the- end,,the at first inadequate payment given
for the work is taxed, first by the master-workman for his profits and the
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support of his splendid shop and his elegant and fashionable family up

town ; next, for the greedy profit of the remorseless shaver and sharper;

and then again, for one or two, and sometimes three, of his underlings

In such a state of things as this-an absolutely dishonest and fraudulent

appropriation of the earnings of the workmen-it is incredible that the

workman himself can live at all ; and when we reflect that this abomin-

able system, this monstrous outrage upon every decent principle and

teaching of humanity, pervades the whole classes of labor and feeds upon

entire trades and crafts, we can no longer wonder at the wretchedness,

the dishonesty, the intemperance, and ,the, depravity in which the lower

classes of our working population. are grovelling. Here, again, in our

own city, interposes the shapeless horror of foreign immigration. It is

to the ignorant and poor-spirited foreign population that the sweater of

every kind, takes his labor to be performed. With the assurance of

ignorance and despair, they eagerly undertake to do any kind of work

for any price ; so that gradually, although customers complain, and the

public's half-made garments are falling from their backs, the work is

taken from the hands of the educated and thoroughly-trained journey-

men--whose honorable spirit leads them rather to starve than todisgrace

their trade and their humanity-and given to thesewretched helots and

paupers, who not only burden beyond endurance the public charity of

the country, but snatch the work and fair recompense pf toil, i the gift

of the community, from the hands and mouths of the honest and

deserving.
But this is by no means a solitary evil in ours present system of work

and reward; it is but one fact in a whole history of injustice and wrong

--- a single phenomenon of a world of ill. The whole idea of the proper

distribution of rewards for different kinds of labor is completely inverted;

and .those kinds of labor and occupation, pleasant, delightful, and

instructive in themselves, and which impart a positive pleasure to their

doers, are rewarded with the highest and almost limitless compensa-

tions; while, those suffering and humble individuals who perform the

arduous, the exhausting, the injurious, and the repulsive tasks of society--

and which, be it remembered, must be performed if society would hold

itself together--are deprived o4 all respect and honor for their heroic

labors, and fobbed off with a measure of reward and compensation so

mean and contemptible, as scarcely to furnish them with the most com-

mon necessaries of a miserable life. Is it not a self-evident, natural law

of labor and compensation, that those kinds-of service which require the

greatest expenditure of strength, the greatest.sacrifice;of feeling, of com-

fort, or of health, should receive the highest reward i-while those ,whc

LOW ESTIMATE OF- FEMALE LABOR. X19

labor oilvinagy andstibilitne-lelds sarru ded with .aromatic ffgwes,
and cheered hby h eve -rent n ubshine p should' be contentt with the
delightsf'itlieir ekistence their mmtinityfrom:severe .compulsory toil
and he'nire- effect developmentof 'their 'bodiesrand spirits,.wholly
unattainableicy;:the orders:.of wdrkrnen, i'pon whoeillyrequited erer-
tioha they lime and prosper F:Ought not, in strict'justice heywho drains
our niatshes, leknseethe'eloie 'of great cities,'builds- ou railroads. and
our 'Caal;,-performns the menial;effleea of ourbhouseholds and prisons-

'oughtthe' not really-to-deserveja higher !reward than he 'who busies him-
self with' some' graceful occupation that :but agreeablyemploys his time,
and 'f.urnishes him only the ,natural'exercise of body and ,mind 'required
by tlie'cornmon law of' his:existence i' Surely, ,surely this .is: but plain
truth' and common sens;) yetuso' perverted have> become tall the ideas
respecting the rights' and justiceHof.labor, thatit will, doubtless, by a
majority of the' intelligent'and' respectable> persons :who peruse these
pages,: be . pished 'and pshawed at .as.a ridiculous and, impracticable
innovatidn. . . .
''But in ano'departmet of human labor has. the doctrine of a fale'and

unnatural distribution of ;its'rewards :been:carried so far. as in'respect .to
the labor of women.- .On any fair, manly, and decent scale: of estimate,
the relative 'value of'services p'erformdd,,the .labot of. womai,;and ,the

servicesaihe gives us in :every condition,:every rank, and every circum-
stance of lifd are at all:times and on all occasions:entitled 'to the=highest
honors and' rewards that'society has to:bestow.' Not more directly is the
embryo in .the mother's womb indebted ;to: the .cares andsufferings of
-wo'n' forith entranceintdi'the world, than'is the' whole., llfepof man, from
the tradle-to the coffin; wholly dependentt upon the :cares amkd sufferings
of ,these same beings. And';yet in every department of' labor,,in;every
situation,'of life,:the work of woman ist treated as. a miserable 'joke, and
mocked with the merest;'tithe- of a just reward. If we lookbeyond the
ten'dererand:noreiindispensable offices of the motheror the;wife,-the

nurse, an'd the' instructor of infancy, to 'those labors performed. by; the
thostatids 'of women inthe community, compelled= to, maintain 'themselves
by the wovk of their'fingers,:we shall find the, same principlee. prevailing.
'The manwho;'carries 'bricks 'upon-his shoulder,: or. assistsin.any other
of-the lowest occupations- of life,,receives four or fiye' time thepay
awarded to the woman who fashions our garments, orkeepsin order our

dwellings; 'or performs any of those important and indispepsabcle services
of which' alone: her sex; is capable. This is, a wrong, and injusticeso

flagrant and soipalpable, that it seems impossible to c ctenphto # Oper-
inhent existence without imputing=to the-heart of man -n inherent love
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of oppression,. and a corrupt and dishonest aelflshnesa. J.y w'iat right,

save, the barbarian right of brutal strength, has the community to impose

such 'terms of recompense upon the labor of woman', that; deprived of the

assistance a d :protection of husband or male protector, let, her do what

she will she can but be a pauper and, a beggar, andhas but-one means

left to provide her with a few -years' exemption from the cruel law of this

Christian world-the sale, of, her chastity, and the defilementof her

beautiful and immortal spirit'? Jt would seem that no legislator could

look at these facts, and reflect upon their bearings and consequences for

a single moment, without taking a.solemn resolution to exert:hinself

instantly and perseveringly for the remedy;of so great, so cruel, so out-

rageous a wrong; and.yet,. year after-year, *and cycleafter .cycle, the

dread system moves on, crushing thousands of joyous, tender, and loving

creatures, made to adorn, and. perfume, and glorify this dreary and

gloomy society, and confirming in the hearts of mankind, that frightful

indifference to.the rights of women, and that gloating anticipation of the

shames to which they are driven, which, it would seem, could belong

only to a malignant demon. There is a frightful reality, under these cir-

circumstances, in the suspicion that man, by the common and devilish

instinct, which he dares not own to himself, keepswoman the debased

and helpless -slave t sheis, -that: he may the more easily prey upon her

virtue, and revel in the debauchery to which starvation and absolute

want so continually impel here Looked at from this point of' views the

whole question of prostitution, and the means.of its prevention, assumes

a new and startling aspect, and one which it'is the .sacred, duty of= every
good, man and every good 'woman to examine boldly and discuss pro-

foundly. At the bottom of all these monstrous evils some great and

apparent duty must, in the agitations of the.present epoch in the moral

world, soon become patent; and unless the race of mankind is inherently
and irrevocably bad,' and unless the Devil, and not God, bears sway

throughout this universe, society will, ere long, begin to put itself in an

attitude to see that its duty is faithfully and honorably fulfilled,

As to the immediate redress for the, most pressing evils under which

the laboring and producing classes are suffering, all' mEMurer looking in
that direction must, asa first and primary necessity, be extremely gradual

in their operation ; for although the class of those who think and reason

only from what ihey wish, and seek to transport, the world from wrong

to right, from'nmisery -to happiness, by a single effort of their imagina-

tions, is slowly on the increase, especiallyyin this country; yet they are
still far too-insignifliant a portion of the mass andimouentum of public

opinion to have a right to expect wide and important revolutions to be
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effected in the wei.-settled evilsand abuses of living;and practical inter-
ests, save by small and low progress.: Without expending too much
time and care,.therefore, in the discussion of broad principles or collateral
issues,-that which the :real well :wishers of society have to do ate the
present :moment 'is. to. advocate- a moderate:and-amicable expression of
interests between 'the producers And the 'capitalists; to endeavor toestablish a.spirit of union and combination aniong-the members of each
trade-or craft, which, without being oppressive, insolent or over-exacting
toward honorable employers, shall at the' sime 'time fort an efficient
protection against the encroachments and the frauds, the :tyranny and
the oppressions 'of 'dishonest -and heartless speculators.. Progress, even
in this small way, must. unavoidably be slow,-and, this is owing :quite
as much to the narrowness, the jealousy and the selfishness of' the work-
ing ranks themselves, as to the injustice and indifferencetof 'employers.
Indeed, I am not' certain.that the reform does'not -work fastest among
employers and capitalists themselves; for at the rate things:are; going on
they must see that a few years must inevitably deteriorate the working
interests so as to drag the 'whole 'world of industry on this side of the
water down to the same level it occupies in Europe. . .. <

'Among the workmen themselves, however, there has: been, during the
last few years, a marked and encouraging. improvement in their:tone of
thought and mode of action. In several trades effcient movements have
already been commenced, and are in some eases in practical operation,
by which the journeymen .have associated themselves and their little
capital. together-and established a shop through which they put them-selves 'in direct 'connection with the consumers., This. is, after all, the
only certain,'the=only advisable method by which' the working men can
safely improve their condition, and still retain the advantages they at
present possess.. This is a movement'which cannot justly' call: out
opposition nor hostility from any quarter; and all that is required is
industry, moderation, temperance and' promptness in their dealings with
the public, to enable associations of this nature in any branch of imecha-
nical; business whatever to..successfully compete with the very best
establishments conducted by capitalists 'in the old way. : By an intelli-
gens perseverance in this course eventually to drive theseestablishments
completely from 'the market. If the fundamental qualities 'which every-
where create success, industry, temperance, intelligence' and economy,
could at one moment descend, into the heart 'of every journeyman in
New York,, that would be the moment of theregeneration of the whole
class. Workshops and stores, supplied and-conducted by-the journey-
men themselves, could afford to turn out better work' and at cheaper
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prices bthan;:uryoonopoly ,establishments, whatever,;;conducted by

capitalistaiand nanagedionu thi slop-shop~or aweitongisystem. This is a

truth.he>imprtanderoffwhtshiis-lietrufflieietif eensideredbythework
ing classes themselves;, Itis' but iranotherillirtatidt ofthe etenal law

of success aud happinessiwhioh {bdihas establisheathroughoutthis entire

universe.:- -It is' updithe inherent character and the intrinsic deeds of

the: being ,himself thathisdestinyImmediately and' always'depends ;

andithevery, moment, that;the!intlligeOie of'the .working.classes has

been:raised to-thatupointithat theypetm ikee this simple; plain,1practical

questioninits fulltimportandes -andallits Fbearings, they may begin at

once, to create their-own:destinies and escape peaceably and without the

power -of= any man;to obstruct, or= opposethem, from all thedisabilities,

from'all the} injustice, front all' thea offering, ll4the misery which have

heretofore been'inflicted upon them. Study it -wellexamine pit in, every

light,:considei all;its°collateral:branches, its, ramifications through the

greatinterests of society, and you can come but to'thi&;one conclusion-

that the moment the working classes' have the resolution, the-stability

and the character to put thenselves-inidirect connection:withtthose who

consume and pay for the products of their toil,:thatmomentetheySare

in fact and deed' regenerated and disenthralled, .After, that, if they go

astray- dr' sink:againbeneath the temptations .of capital 'or the-illusions

of idleness '"and- intemperance, upon their own heads and the heads of

their posterity'for:ever, will-be the curse of sot unnatural-'a"crime i

Weahate how to castia hasty 'but instructive glance:upon a branch of

-our subjectrnet less interesting than any wve have yetconsidered. We

mean the amusements of the' laboring classes. it is.in:this respect that

the widest -difference' is recognized' between:the laborers,both'male and

femalei of"'this country and Erope: There,' theatricals,:concerts and

other' reputablel and 'decent public amusements;, are almost inaccessible

to the great body of the working classes. 1'The 'pricesof admission to

placesof public 'entertainment;> although not apparently very. greatly

higher than'with 'us,-are:yet, 'on abbount of-the' scarcity of-money' among

the lower classes, and'sthaeimmehse disparities-'of thda wages. ofa labor,

siffiient:toiplace° these resoi-ta beyond ithe' reAch ofMi- save the:few for-

tunate otes.who live upon their incomes. Day and week 'labor in Lon-

don'canrarely' furnish-the:opportunity to -the:laborer :to visit, either

alone:lor with'his-family;'aplace of public amusement.- Perhapsonce or

taice ayearv-by way of'a greateholiday, he -may manage tovisit some

wretched ininortheatre4tor- peep-show; but as=aigenerali'thing they are

wholly' 4depred of the' 'refining influence of decent public: hnioements

an;.fortll:their -recreatioris,t'all their 'pastimes, 'all their:solaee' from

hunger, pain, despair and gloomy discontent, there exists but one terrible
resort-the gin shop. The consequence of this is a physical and mental
deterioration too frightful to contemplate, and which, as we may too well
see from the wretched and rickety specimens' of humanity daily being
vomited upon our shores, leads the populations of Europe rapidly toward
a cretinism, involving the destruction and decay of entire races.

Here, however, the case is entirely different. So numerous, and for
the most part, well conducted are our places of' public amusement, our
concert-rooms, our dancing-saloons, and general miscellaneous resorts,
that however poor may be the condition of an American family, or how-
ever inadequate the reward its members receive for their labor, they
manage, to be regular visitants two or three times every week to some
place of public amusement, where they can innocently forget their cares
and troubles, and gaily laugh over the mirthful productions of the comic
muse in some one or other of her grotesque makings. A careful obser-
vation and study of the different places of amusement of this kind, would
be of itself an interesting and' instructive volume ; for here at various
times you might catch types well defined and perfectly developed, of
every class of men, women and children in the vast lower stratum of our
population. But we can here only glance for a moment at these estab-
lishments, and indicate by a few hasty touches the leading characteris-
tics of each.

The largest and most permanently popular place of public amusement
in the city has been, time out of mind, the. Bowery Theatre; and
although we are accustomed to connect with the name of this establish-
ment, peanuts, red woollen-shirts, tobacco chewing, and rowdyism, with
its trowsers tucked into its boots, yet, in point of fact, the Bowery stage
would compare favorably as to the strength and talent of its performers
with any other theatrical establishment in the country. It is true that
the actors and actresses there are apt to acquire a style a little broader
and stronger marked than might be acceptable to the laws of a fastidious
criticism ; but they are never dull, never wanting in a certain strength
and naturalness of execution and conception very grateful to the habitue
of the popular humdrumities of more fashionable concerns. The Bowery
is now the only theatre in the city about which cluster any portion of
those hereditary glories and associations that -rendered it dearer to the
amateur and lover of the drama. Here, Malibran made first a name and
reputation, which afterwards overspread and enthralled the whole world
with its power and magnificence. Here, Kean, and Cook, and Hamblin,
and Forrest, won their laurels. Here Scott and Adams narrowly escaped
becoming the greatest among their riv s; and here the popular heart
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has often thrilled and palpitated beneath the magnetic and electric con-

ceptions of Mrs. Shaw, the Siddons of the stage, without compeer or'

competitor. As to melo-drama and spectacle, they have been carried to

a point at this theatre never approached by any other establishment in

America; and even now, if we would enjoy a real old-fashioned evening
at the theatre, there is no house to which we would sooner wend our

way than the old Bowery.
But the audience-ahl there's a picture! I think I see them now,

as they loomed upon my delighted vision last Christmas evening. The

house was crammed like a sausage in gallery and lobby, in pit and

punch-room, there was not room to poke your nose, or even had you sue-

ceeded in inserting it, the perfume there was not as agreeable as that

you would not have willingly withdrawn it again, especially, dear reader,

if you should happen to be afflicted with a nose at all sensitive. For

our part we always feel on these occasions in the same happy humor as

the fox at the lion's levee-we have a cold, and cannot smell. The pit

is on fire with red flannel, and the incessant and enormous consumption

of peanuts is no bad imitation of the crackling of the flames. The
strong points of the actor are brought out and applauded like the happy

hits in a political speech. Every time our friend Scott strides across the

stage, and strikes one of those terrific attitudes, such as Praxiteles nor the

sculptor of the Laocoon never conceived in his wildest fancies, a shout of

approbation rises from the joyous pit. " Hi, hi ! Go it my Scott !"

"That's the' ticket !'' "Ain't he some !" accompanied by yelling,

whistling, hootings of indescribable and inconceivable descriptions,

resound on all sides-'--

" And galleries answer from their tipsy crowd,

Back to the joyous pit, that calls to them akud."'

Struggling our way through the lobby, we overhear the following dia-

logue, which is characteristic enough to give a truthful idea of the tone

and atmosphere of the entire house in front of the foot-lights: "Hellos

Bill, your eyes, how are you I" says one of the b'hoys to his friend, whom

he encounters in the crowd, at the same time raising his herculean hand

above the other's head, and crushing his hat down over his eyes and

ears. The other:sputters, and chokes, and struggles, and at last gets his

head out of9his hat; and, hitting his friend a tunk in the ribs without

being at all discomposed or out of humor, says, "pretty well, --

you! how are you? Is Lize along 9" "Yes. Your gal here I" says

the other. "Yes, in course, she ain't nothin shorter," replies the first.

" Well. then spose we go and saloon our women"
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The dress circle is occupied by the more quiet
an cilre o te as ed f h mreque and respectable familiesaind clidrenof the east-end of the city, and with the exception of the

flaming Conspicuousess of the dress and accoutrements of the ladies, theprevalence of children all sorts and sie.s, aid the circulation of lemon.
thea, cnyound wor d other refreshments,.around the circle betweenthe acts, yeou would not know butou were in ever so fashionable an
etisnt. The fer wtiers'nd galleries are a bad and dreadful
region.tThey are filled with rowdies fancy men, working girls of doubt-
accomputaand ast " l, the lower species of public prostitutes,accompanied by their " lovyers," 'or -suc ivctims sh
to pickup. he central point ofttru v s as they have' been able

a continual flood pisonedbandy,r th punchroo, where
poisonedFbrand,' u ~~wiky, ,s poured down

the reeking throats of these desAerate w.t h uiti,
the poper poirt, they take thir departureOneb one, to the haunts of
crime, debauchei y acd rolet hrt e y issed at nigtfaul ke
broodsiof dark ill-o en nedbi'h .yisse, at ghtfall likebrods f drk ll-nleed. birds, , This is a picture, that can never be
adequately described, and nthe conaiaerntion ofwhnichiniallfits revngb
realities must work a thoro an eectual cure to every tendency to
Licentiousness and drunkenes n' ever r t veya edecytHad we a son w f rmn s susceptible rand decent nature.

we suldwmora chaer e eared or doubted,
wlinessothngbetd to confirm him in habits' of' decencycenlinessndtemperance, than a few visit to these indescribably disgusting
haunts of human wretchedness.

What we have said of the fBowery, will do, with very li
tions, or te National Theatre, which is conducted on a smaller scalebut with great industry and tact. Its frequenters are very nearly thesame class with those at the Bowery, with the exception that °theinmates of the dress circle are a majority of them Jews and Jewesses,
You may see here a greater display of the feculiar4ineaments of "Jewish
female beauty than at any other place in the city.

Between theBowery and the National is an establishment now knownas the Franklin Museum, to which we are sorry to say hundreds of people
in that quarter of the city, and indeed a few obscene old lechers from
other portions and ranks of society, are. nightly visitahts. It is here that
these disgusting exhibitions known as "model artists" may be seen in all
their. uncovered pruriency, and shocking indecency. It is incredible
that anything short of goats and satyrs should find such obscene exhibi-
tions of bandy-legged, flabby-breastea and lank deformity enticing; yet
t is certainly true that hundreds of men who wear decent clothes, and

have all the external appearance of' respectabilitj, go rightly to gloat
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ATARtGET EXCURSION.

oer these disgustih' exhibition. For sah, we should imagine, there

was lie !hope. ;
Anotherfavoriteand very crowded resort of the 'beter portion of the

middle r kif iurtons eatre, wherethperformances are usually

of a high grad, and' sa diversiied and iitespersed with popular

novelties s never t all upon'the restless "taste ofthe visitors, but

always to present something piuant, freshad en tg. urton's is

also a'great'resort for nt1angers, and a: ay amioe anag the critics.

Another establiish'ment, vey 'similar n character, is Brougham'as
Ly"cm' aitohfrom its ocatioa&nd the pecliar character of its

coming' and rrfo 4nce it includes irk 't visitor a somewhat more

4 a yre : sde o P e s e in the dress circle and

pii r ze thi eAf'ndlinds that , our most fashionable

ladie'; dwle the obhyr ar4 i tI cu ie> the upper crust

fai' ,who pay a dollar a'piece,'endthinkit ehdap!for the privilege

of anearerook at'1ra. ]3roughens maicn nt, 4aryTaylor's

handsome legs,ind tise Gould's'saue eyes.

Niboand the' oaay are filled with a mere indiscriminate 'com-

pan The e the' foiper are the fAihes of up town

resident; and during th recent engageents of the Rousset giris we

noticed'that their well disciplined performances and the trulyexquisite

iacing ot' Caioline, drew constantly fashionable and brilliant' audiences,

equalling, in the character and the position.of the iebrs, the most

favorite and aristocratic audiences at the Opera. The Broadway is the

ret resort for foreigners, critics and legitimate theatre goers, who' can-

not exist without at least anightly looking in u on ,he performances at

the leading theatre. Generally these perfoi-mances are of a character to

justify this devotion to them, although occasionally it happenshat the

nefarious starring system to which all our'large theatres are unhappily

subjected, bores the pullie with a series of performances expensive to the

manager and unsatisfactory to the audience, while he 'might nake 'money

and delight his visitors by the well considered representations of his

excellent stock. .

But the grand pnt of attraction for our respected miela,

the inimitable and inevitable Christy's Minstrels. It is here that the

mere desie for fun'and enjoyment without the trouble of being critical

or refined, which is the verstriking characteristid f nieeiaths 6f all

ouropulation,' finds full scope ; and in the comialItie of these eally

thorougli artists in their. lne, they 'find complete occpation for their

love of amusement. We-know of no place in the 'city where 'we would

sooner go for an amusing and suggestive lesson in human nature than to

Christy's Minstrels.

I Thenin'winter we have our innumerable balls of every grade, character tandstyle.' 'he devotion- ofthe New- York: public to dancing'isproverbial; and extends ftbrough,allclasses, who' purs eelt vithi equal
pleasure 'and pertinacityr '.Fromr the: rgeous: saloons inr the FifthAvenue-to Magera.-in'Elizabeth -streetf'every body,-dances., Probablythere are' not -less than half -a 'dozen public fballs'every night during the
winter 'dancing season; and in summer, our innumerable steamboatexcursions' 1otilla balls and fourth -of July and ;other stampedes
supply an, almost equal:round of saltatory festivities. These amusements
however,'.have been thoroughly described in -detail, from frstrto 'last, in"New York by Gas-Light ;" and, as it is one of the principal objects ofauthors now-a-days'to-make their last work contibute to the sale of its
illustrious- predecessors, -T have to recommend-'to my readers who , may

ish to know moreabout--the dancing business-in 'New York,. to perusethat -graphio and: popularwork, thepropriety and correctness;of whichare sufficiently established 'by the-abuse it has received in the New York
Tribune another highly moral sheets.

'The out-door amusements of our middle class is a'ubjedt worthy ofour attention, and form one of our national. characteristics. Foremost
among them are the turn-outs of the firemen and the b'hoys in uniform-..-
that is; if red shirts and muskets constitute 'that desirable :atate- -to
camnpment or target excursions, and otherwise.' One of-the big sights ofNew 'York,'acd one that 'must strongly impress an observant stranger, is
a niitary'ire company out on 'parade, or 'on its way to a target excur-sion at the Red House or some other favorite vicinity. The'erect- and
stalwart me1 :marching 'with'-a gait-:more: solid and -substantial;than
elegant: odr military, -preceded by a; loud screaming band of- military
nusio;' and the rear brought up by the fattest -and shiningest of negroes,
aolding the-target upright in -his arms, and-grinning with the delight
and notoriety of his position., -Behind them come a motley and tumult.sons stream"'of loafers"-and ragged urohine, with straws and feathers
stuck in their hats, and clubs carried' at their shoulders 'in:imitation oftheir fulligrown prototypes. 'These amateur military parades- are perfect-ly at home 'in 'Broadway, and pursue their' winding way arbid the omni-buses and drays in entire good:nature and equanimity, carefully-leaping
tile mud holes and' its to save their: pantaloons, if it' is fair-weather.
But if it happens to be a rainy 'spell; and- such:happensare by no meansrare in New=York; 'then the- broad bottomed trowsers are- rolled up from
theboots, and; they go it straight through from' themark,,mud-and, mudpuddles being no obstacles. The' character of the entertainment,-the
toasts, the-sentiments, the good shots both with musket and tongue, thecorks and charges that are drawn, the casks and noses that are tapped
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the amiable knock-downs and drag-ous, the rough bear's play of these

primitive muscular and good-natured children of a larger growth, would

figure handsomely here, had wesome faithful photographer to bring us

a due report; nor do we doubt that they would-;be quite as instructive

as the gas and gammon, the .blarney and twaddle,'which, column after

column, like slime.in the wake of a tortoise, embellish the columns of

our daily papers aft"r some great man has made his passage through the

.ity. Indeed, in these targetexcursiotns a degree of general good feeling

and sincere enjoymiieut prevails which would ,put to-shame the formal

and convention A gatherings , of so :called statesmen, patriots and politi-

cians. <<'

Sunday, however, is the great day forthe bh'oy. Then, whatever he

may be subjected to during the week; whether he may have hadnioney

during the six days to buy rumand tobacco; whether his gal has given

him the mitten, or whether he has had the "delicious triangles," or been

expiating a spree in the Tombs---Sunday he must have, his turn-out. In

the warm spring and summer seasons it is to Hoboken, to Harlem, to

Staten Island of Coney Island that he steers with his red checked and

red ribbon gal, blooming like a garden; of poppies,:aundowers and daffy-

down-dillies, hanging lovingly upon his arm, and his own brilliant soap-

locks fresh plastered and burnished for the occasion. At these times the

b'hoy. is truly an interesting animal, perfectly docile except when

irritated; but you had better. be careful not tostread upon his corns and

not to encroach in any possible mailner upon his comfort, or his dignity.

Incidents thatlhe might;during week days be disposed to pass over ,with

a g'rnnt and a growl, now that Lize is:by his side would he instantan-

eously resented upon the spot. . Andthis spirit of ambition and pride in

the presenceeof the other sex,:Which characterizes allcreation, from the

knighterrant of the tournament doing his devdr' in the presence of his

lady love, to the spoltron barnyard chicken fighting for the.favor of his

sultana; sometimes leads to the .most .tragical consequences. Not

unfrequently are;theseSunday excursions embellished with masses" of

a serious character; and the green grass and golden flowers of ]{9boken

and Staten Island have often beeft dyed by the blood of rival chieftains

among'these half savage tribes of the Manhattanese,.

. On the Avenue' s another favorite resort of "Mose" and "Sykesy'

The b'hoy has a natural affection for the horse, ge looks up to him, with

an intuitive instinct, as the.superior animal, and lavishes upon him an

amount of affection and a. degree of tendernessthat it would e extreme

lv difficult,:if not impossible, for any of his human relatives or -associates

to elicit from him. The horse, however, that Mose condescends to love

ust "one ofmu' no be afraid to go, nor to let oat All iiknowte ntt'"the 'shortest notice,. and ' on the slightestrooiin.Afr
horse and a"igh a aetigi te gdt provocation. 3"_A.farhors and high ealare thetwo gra earthly beatitudes of the NewYork b'h'oy ; ad -we 'verily believe that if he 'ever entertains an dfiit
idea of God, he pictures him as something a gaerusnternaany definite

can go it inside of two minutes.
The"great arena for the display of this species of ublic

the-Third enuela broad, stra iht, bea cis fpuberecretion, is-the~Ehrd vene.4'brad traght baitifuj road, ,studded with grog
shops on either side, and everything handy ad c tudded itag
the greatest possible advantage of rowdy Sundays, and. keeping the tsub-
urbs and avenues of the city in'such a- condition atht Chrisiam an
women are disposed to keep sh of them. ;It is Cther an exhilarating
sight, however, it' must be confessed, to watch the etmoe ~t n
sporadic 'races that con6e off on the Aw thextemapore trota andspordicracs tilt ~meoft ontheAvenue' almost any.,afternoon,' 'but
especially on Sunday. Here, too, in his dain t little buggy, resortsthe
upper-class fast man and. .poitsman.- sometimes with higg,:ress t
more frequently with his friends, and 'cutting wt ishniallystres, but
as the "tallest kind of a swell." g wha is techma l unknown

horse flesh is put to:a ,very; bad use dailren the Tfh vnue and
all 'the unprofitable, ways' of spndi iyoon ehrd Averue ; and ofall~~~~ ~ th nrftbl aso pending" a Sunday that could, be thought of,
we believe that the b'hoy -and the g'hal of New York hae tupon
decidedly the most unprofitableew r aehitupon

The philosophical conclusions we are forced to d
plation of the amusements of the lower and middle classes of our popu-
lation are by no means:satisfaoto ' nor encouraging. Wen we orsider
a mass of four hundred thuad dv iad 'g hen we 'Considera mas offou hunredthousand individuals depending entirely for their
means of recreation and mental refinement,, fortheir knowledge and the
for the Beantiful, in all its infinite diversity f en n ge and taste

imehamuemets s tesewe verityof enchanting forms, 'uponsuch amusements as these, we cannot wonder at' the casns n
brutality of that public sentimentwhichisthus per ittcoarseness and

utterly destitute of every' opportunity- for dev permitted to grow up
higher qualities and capacities. Not aiture-aller, not a cn t
roo)m, not so much as even abas h1pctregalerno concert-

qroom, no srd mucts eend brass band of music upon the publicsquares ; no 4ee lectures and exhibitions upon science and the wonders
of the natural world-...no great public institutions where bo nd
attractive entertainments are furnished i thand

throghou allour olosal ity Th gratuitously to the public-exist,throughout all our colossal -city. The community' takes it organe
that it has done its'duty when it lights the lamps, gathers up the' mud
in little heaps, and sets policemen to watchathe doors of orstorethou
and dwellings. I It does not recognize. the fa that of our store-houses

cannot pay for refinement and luxury, have any minds, any souls, or an
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moralo,ar intellect al needs, which it maybe its duty to .supply.a Were

hal( .thc:nmney that js:now expended :in policing the community and

punshingvagraxueyV aboadianh and vice f deltoted toQ the establishing
of public galleries,: publiclibraries: and: reading O r,putbldtractic
and musical etitertainaents, public lectures, 'andbthe Qre attractive
branches of education generally, five years:would;not elapse before half

ofaour crinuinal; ;e Penditure, would be no longerfeede-.f.,indeed, a

moiet ,of the remaining portion did not beeqma: selessF. Notiungeons,

nor gibbets,,not, the cruel scourge of penitentiary, labor and infamy, nor

all the paraphernalia ,f punishailent for crime ,that ever the ingenuity ot

mankind has- onceived, possesses ,one tithe- of the power to, restrain the

exaggdtted impulses, toiharmonize the, perverted. and-discordant pas-

sins'of the poor, as the nnuene-rsilent, yet. eseless, piercing as . sun-

shine.in.:still;waters-rof the ;material Beautiful freely: presented to, the

admirationof men. There ias.a power in physical beauty, and especially

in thelofty creations and'expressions of theine :arts, that goes with elec-

trio certainty to the centre and pitot of the soul of every human being,

awaking and-inflaming a loftier ambition and. a purer aspiration, which

looks with loathing and abhorrence upon' allthat is base; and. selfish,

and grovelliidg,'and lifts the whole being into the lightiof a broader and

more noble existence. It is society that is.:thecriminal, when, while it

employs all its power, and exhausts all its resources in defending and

securing the rich and, the educatedit withholds from its ignorant and

erratic, children all means of understafiding.their own (natures, developing

theiraspiritual'%ants,"ox appreciating their:legitimate-destinies. Even the

monarchies and deepotisais of the.Old World hae somewhat understood

of this great xand in'iperative' lesson ;.and there.is not a capital of Europe

which is not.etmbellished to a greater' or less degree with its public gal-

leries, libraries, and monuments, dedicated to the, service. of the whole

community; while in this free andenlightened land, the home and arena

of a newepoch, a new dispensation, not a solitary ray of the Beautiful

beams for the eye and heart of the poor- man. And yet our divines, our

moralists, our teachers, exhaust themselves in wonder at the depravity

and immoral tendencies ,of the age, and go nigh, in holy horror of the

degraded classes, to despair of human nature itself. How long shall this

double blindness curse the world!?

We have now gone over the-field of life occupied by the great middle

,and lower class of.our population-indicatinlg, describing, characterizing,

and reflecting, as we went along, uponwhatever appeared to us the most

important and instructed themes. We ought to say in this place, for

the sake of our own reputation for sanity, among many who, we hope,
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will peruse these, pages, that although fully, earnestly, and, devoutlybelieving in the ,truth of every opinion, everyidea,.an rw y

wehve. ,cl~dfor. tbe melioration ; of ; lh, working , lass and. the
purifiatiou of society, yet we do npt at all believe, in their practicability,

v y most gradual and imperceptible, steps,! Those steps are con-tinually being taken, within and all around;us; and the actualprogressthat carries oiyon its way to a higher and better.state of existenceis by no means carried on through the direct influence of those who areavowedly;refcrmers, or whose views are most frequently and most loudlyexpressed.9 y

CATER. R I.,

LESWD WOMEN.

AFTER having brought my last chapter to a close, I have been severaldays hesitating, reviewing my thoughts, opinions and observations, andexperiencing a ort of dread in commencing the final chapter of this
book, which must be devoted to that momentous yet revolting subject,
Prostitution--its extent, its conditions, and its remedy. Those who have
gone tht far h iime in my investigations into the actual condition ofsociety in this metropolis, will not need that'I should. r
religious and unalterable convictionthat 'a vst "' eae my{,.. i as mjoit of female pros-
titution is the direct result of tb9  inadequate compensate n for female
labor; and in restating this broad fact, I cannot neglect the opporof ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t mkn nams nrdben~nglet, h' pprunityof marking an almost incredible uth--that society should have delibe-rately, and for tousands of years, committedits eatestoutrage and itsworst oppression, upon its weakest most endeared, most beautiful andmost mspensablemembers. WithoJt the physical andp exis-
tege of womap, society would ceae; and without her noral and se1t-

mentalipfuene it would retrograde to barbarism and brutality. Itwould natural to; suppose, therefore, that beings formed by theCregor t play so o9nspicuous and important a part in the economy ofsociety, should be cebrisbed by that society as its dearest treasures and
mos priceless, blessing. Such, however, is by no means the case,neither in a general view nor in individual instances. As a alas, women
are deceived, outraged,robbed and trampled upon; while the more favoredindividuals of their sex at best become the objects of the whims and the
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t,
caprices of' man's inconstant affection, alternately exaggerated to a divi-

nity, or brutalized to a slave. Men have made women in turn the object

of 'their imaginations and their passions, -never of their esteem and sym-

pathy. Seeing herself thus abandoned, thus misunderstood, and thus

systematically crushed under the'contempt of the superior sex, it is not

unnatural that woman should have discovered the secret of her power.

and by exciting and flattering the appetite- and vanity of her cruei

master, should have, sought to snatch from his yielding moments some

potion of that power, and of those rights, of which it is the whole object

and tendency of society and of law to deprive her. This state of exis-

tence has made woman herself a perverted and vicious being, has

poisoned the purest fountains of her devotion, her constancy and her

self-sacrificing affection, and has made her the heartless, sometimes help-

less, and sometimes all-powerful, victim and enemy of man.

The first duty of a true society' would be to secure woman from every

possibility of unnecessary suffering, from all wrong, from all injustice,'

and from all likeness of oppression. But this first duty of society has
been wholly and, persistently neglected and set at naught. The conse-

quence is that the unnatural and inverted relations existing. between the

two sexes, instead of producing that mutual and beneficent influence

upon both, which is so clearly indicated by their organizations, and by

the natural tendency of their instincts, have exacerbated the bad quali-

ties of man, and nourished into a pernicious growth the weaknesses and

the defects of woman ; and instead of forming together and in a harmo

nious relation with each other, a symmetrical and beautiful society, they

have, by being rudely torn asunder and re-presented to each other in a

false aspect, made the world a social hell.',

We have said that, the principal and direct cause of the extent of

prostitution, was the inadequate reward allowed to women for their

manual labor, and their services in behalf- ofothers. The disproportion

between the wages of the two classes of laborers, male aftd female, is

more enormous than would at first sight be believed. The worst

rewarded male laborer in our city does not receive, while engaged in

work, less than a dollar a day. ' The best rewarded female labor, in the

most skillful and expert of those occupations which employ a vast majo-

rity of working women, does not receive one-half that amount; and-on

an average the comparative wages received by melt and women for the

performance of mechanical 'labot, is at least as four to one in' favot of the

male.
twenty thousand wmen in the city of New York devote their days,

and a portion of their nights, faithfully to the performance of the severest

s

and most health-exhaustiagtoil, at rates of 'compensation which, on thewhole, after deducting days for sickness, and dys wh n then

work, and other drawbacks indispensable to their existence, o no
exceed one hundred dollars a year for each. Out eo istene do not

their board, their washing..-for remember, the u of this must be paid
and sarcely to repair their own clothes= their education,their amuse-

nents, their physician's bills, their clothes, in short every personal
expense to which' they are liable. An extensive observation of thver aeriso
and conditions of the laborers of New York vextbediovense of tehbt

-years, would warrant us in the belief that we have placed this avere
considerably too high, and that, year by year, and estimati ee

in which no work is to be procured, seventy-five dollars at year would be

nearer the average ; still, we place it at a hundred, or about twodollars
a week. Now then let us consider--at the lowest. possible estimate of

board, clothing, washing, and the other indispensables of eeanest
grade of life, we are assailed by the positive conviction thae meanest

sum we have named, these women could not exist-.' The starting qe
tion, then, forces itself upon us-from what resource doe a que-
additional sums necessary to prolong their bare lives from yearto' year

Read Mr. Mayhew's " London Labor and the London por ;" read m

essays, published six or seven years ago in the "Tribune," under the title
of "Labor in New York, its Conditions and Rewards ;" and the answer
to this question is before us. It is from prostitution whence the addi-
tional income of these poor wretches is drawn. A vastwa en themdi
only resort to this: in the last extremity, and wh th ajolt em

of food, and clothing, and habitation, are miserably fulfilled, te ret
with horror and self loathing to their original condition of lifre, fetre
resisting every allurement of the .tempting world without untildriven forth into the streets by the pangs of hunger. T i t again
led by many thousands in this city of New York, o -thisis the life

beautifulw bor, of those tender andbeautiful beings who were given to the world by God to blesstify, and ennoble its inhabitants, to preserve in their faithful bandsanc-

germs of that celestial love that has passed out of nan's more.radit
nature, and concentrated itself alone in the female heart, Many of thesepoor creatures, as they see from, out their wretched ret-iny or
through the chinks and crannies of their stifled and noisy workshop, the
gilded and mirthful daughters of shame Haunt. by in splendid robes andlaughing humor, turn the despair that feeds upon their hearts into a coldand calculating resolution to-escape -the doom to which they have been
consigned, and to prey upon their oppressors fo tei o ple are and
short-lived joy. Usually they are seduced and betray to the co
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mission of crime through the promptings of a pure and confiding love, a
love born in their hearts for some man whom they invest with all the

angelic attributes that their souls love to worship, and who, when his

baseappeiteis gratified, invariably deserts his victim with the heartless-

a 
apng 

itea 
g

nes ofnotingbut a man. Then revenge, hatred' and despair, take

possession of the poor creature's soul. Then for a moment the light of

her immortal nature is extinguished, and in one mad spasm of frenzy

and insanity, she takes the fatal plunge into open vice, that never can

be retrieved. Once thoroughly perverted in the very source of her natu-

ral and her moral emotions, woman becomes a demon in her turn, and

preys remorselessly upon her insensate victims. The very absence of

appetite itself, which is ,a pervading characteristic of a vast majority of

enables them to play effectually upon the passions of men.

After the first paroxysm of their rage and hatred subsides, they look

their new destiny in the face with horror, and in the agonies of remorse,

fly to intemperance as the Lethean stream that will save them from its

dread visitations. Thus prepared by every outrage, every excess, and

stimulant that can develop the worst passions of which the human

soul is capable, these smiling ogres are let loose to prey remorselessly

upon the society that has made them what they are. This, in. ,a few

brief phrases,is the picture of prostitution as it exists at the present day

in every, civilized community. There are minor features and minor

causes which require a somewhat detailed and delicate discrimination in

their -handling.
There are :some questions so painful and perplexing that statesmen,

moralists and philanthropists shrink from them by common consent; and

of all these questions prostitution is the darkest, the knottiest, and
saddest. Froms whatever point of view it ist regarded, it presents consi-

derations so difficult and so grievous that neither ruler nor writer has yet

been found with nerve to face the sadnesses, or resolution to encounter

the difficulties. ' Statesmen see the mighty evil lying on the main path-

way u the world, and, with a groan of pity and despair, "pass by on

the 6ther side." Like the timid patient who, fearing and feeling the

existence of a terrible disease, they dare not examine its symptoms nor

probe its depth, lest they should discover that it was incurable and

mortal; or, like a more foolish animal still, they hide their heads at the

mention of the danger, as if they hoped by ignoring to annihilate it. It
is from a strong conviction that this is not worthy behaviour on the part

of those who aspire to guide either the actions or the opinions of others,
that we have undertaken to speak of so dismal and delicate a matter.

We are aware that mischief is risked by bringing the subject promi-
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nently before the public eye, and that the benefit o be derived fr
discussion- should btebei obe scored frmthediscussio rskd be so clear and certain as unquestionably to overbal-ance this risk. We are aware that it is a matter on which is

to pek hpeuly, oawy possible to speak with confidence as tofacts, cause or consequences, We ate aware that we xoeorevst
muc scffig romthevugaradlglitminded,_ much dishonest misre-

presentation from those who echo any popular cry, much unmeritedanger from those who deem that refinement forbids themtosekf
things which it does not forbid them to do;muh erbids btospeak of

part of those who think -that ,; much serious blame on theto tose r oti thatno object can justify us in compelling atten-tion to so revolting a moral sore. We have weighed al ghs osals
and we have concladmthat th e e hv eghe all these obstacles,
god we hay co ed tht t nd we have in view, and the chancegood we may effect., ad the suffering we may mitigate, warrant us indisregardingthem. We think that such considerations have already toolong withheld serious and benevolent men from facig one of the sorest
evils the sunno shines upon, or the darkness of night covers. Our
divines, our philanthropists, our missionaries, nay, even our Sisters of
Caritdeo ino si from entering in person the most loathsomeabodes of sin and misery--nor from penetrating into the l

filh ad plluion whre umn despair ever dragged itself to die--.
when led thither by the impulse of compassion and the peWhy then should we allow indolence, disgutortefero misonstruc-
tion to deter us from entering upon an inquiry as to the ossibiit- o
mitigating the very worst form which human wretchedness and degrada-tion can assume. The best and purest of our race do not feel
repelled from, or tarnished by the tdarkeour haunt dof aualtheiselves

horror, where pain is to be assuaged, or where souls are to
Let us act by subjects as they act by sce e be saved.

Feeling, then, that it is a false 'and mischievous delicacy a
ble moral cowardice, which shrinks fromt evu dhaY, and a culpa-blemoacoadcwihsrnsfm the consideration of the great
social vice of prostitution-.because the subject is a loathsoe rone
feeling, also, that no good can be h less we are at liberty to treat

the subject,-and all its collaterals, wi pherect freedom, both of thought
and speech-convinced that the evil must be probed with a courageous
and unshrinking hand before a cure can be suggested, or palliatives cansafy be applied--we have deliberately resolved to call th bl n
tion to it, though we do so with pain, reluctance, and diffidence.

And first-to preclude misrepresentation as far as this is ossible-we
must show our colors by expressing our own feelings as to fornication.
Our morality will be considered by the divine as strangI lax and ic
sistent, and by the man of the world, the ordinaryrhnerya and hcoa-
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who follow current ideas, without thinking at all-as savage and absurd;

nevertheless, we conceive it to harmonize with the ethics of nature and
the dictates of unsophisticated sense.. We look on fornication,then (by

which we always.mean promiscuous intercourse with.women who prosti-

tute themselves for pay), the worst and lowest form of sexual irregula-

ry, the most revolting to the unpolluted feelings, the mast indicative of

a low nature, the most degrading and sapping to the loftier life-

"The sin of all most sure to blight-
The sin of all that the soul's light
Is soonest lost, extinguished in."

Sexual indulgence, however guilty in its circumstances, however tMagical

in its results, is,, when accompanied by love, a sin according to nature ;

fornication is a sin against nature ; its peculiarity and heinousness con-

sist in its .divorcing from all feeling of love that which was meant by

nature as the last and intensest expression of passionate love ; in its put-

ting asunder that which God has joined; in its reducing the deepest

gratification of unreserved affection to a mere momentary and brutal
indulgence in its making that only one of our appetites, which is

redeemed from mere criminality by the hallowing influence of the better

and tenderer feelings with which nature has connected it, as ammal as al

the rest. It is a voluntary exchange of the passionate love of a spiritual

and intellectual being, for the mere hunger and thirst of the beast. It is

a profanation of that which the higher organization of man enables him

to elevate nd refine-it is the introduction of filth into the pure sanctu-

ary of the affections..
We have said that fornication reduces the most fervent expression of

deep and devoted human love to a mere animal gratification. But it

does more than this: it not only brings man down to a level with the

brutes but it has one feature which places him far, far below their.

Sexual connection with them, is the simple indulgence of a natural desire

mutually felt; .in the case of human prostitution, it is in many probably

in most instances, a brutal desire on one side only, and a reluctant and

oathing submission, purchased by money, on the other. Among cattle,

the sexes meet by common instinct and a common wish-it is reserved

for the human animal to treat the female as a mere victim for his lust,

The peculiar guilt of prostitution, then, consists, in our view of the matter,

in its being unnatural; a violation of our true instincts-not a mere

frailty in yielding to them. On this matter, therefore, we feel at least as

strongly as any divine can do.

In the second place, we feel called upon to protest against the manne

I1
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in which prostitutes are universally regarded, spoken of, and treated inthis country, as dishonoring alike to our rligo an- u anod h.g r religion and our manhood, Theiniquity pervades all classes, and both sexes. No language is too sava
for hes wreche womn. heyare outcasts,;JPariahs, lepers.. Their

touch even in the extremiiiy of suffering, ois shaken offas if i ere hlution and disease. It is discreditable to a woman, even to be supposedto know of their existence. They are kicked, cuffed, trampled on with
impunity by every one. Their oaths are seldom r aedin t
justice, scarcely ever in a police court. They seem to be considered far

ou f the pale of humanity than the negroes on a slave plantation,
or fellabs in ,a pasha's dungeon.

If the extremity of human -wretchedness-..if a condition which
combinsittind itlevery element of suffering, mental' and' physical,circumstantial and' f trinsic---is a passport to our compassion, every heartshould bleed for the position of the prostitute, as it never bled at any
form of' woe before. We wish it were in our pwrt ieapcue
simple, faithful, uncolored bu"t wre itourpower t61 give a picture.sitte ithful, uled, but "too severely true," of horrors which con-stitute the daily life of women of the town. The world-thu
world--is apt to fancer veli-g' - te unknowingsur;lost aptno deany her revelng in the enjoyment of licentious plea-sure; lest and dead to all sense of remorse and shame ; wallowing inmire because she loves it. Alas I there is no truth in this conception, or

onlydin terhe unexceptional cases. Passing over all the agonies of griefand terror she must have. endured before she- reached hrpeetdga
nation ; the,vain, struggle to retryieoe sh ahd her present degra-dation; he vi tue the first false, fatal step; the feeling
ofeinevtae ftream ofpressing her down with all the hopeless weight of
detiny; the dreams of a happy past that haunt her in the night-watches,and keep -her even trembling on the verge of madness ;---passing overallthis, w at is her position when she has reached the'last- step of her
clowrvaid progress, and has become a cominon prostitute f Every
calamitythat can afflict human nature, seems to have gathered roundher-eold, hunger, disease, often absolute starvation. Insufficiently fed,
onsfoiet cldshs drven outalike by necessity, and by the, dreadof solitude, to wander through the 'streets by night, for the chance of
rn a eal bstice od iloathFe labor that imagination can picture,or a penal justice could inflict. For, -be' it. remembered~ desirhab

this time, long ceased;' the .ere rwei.reebee, dsre has, by
gencehis lon ce ; the ' ere momentary excitement of sexual indul-gence. is no, longer attainable ;,,repetition. has changeleaueit
absolute' repugnance;a and those miserable'o mcen pleasure einto.
trade with a loathing and abhorrence, Whichonl y theirt
cation can deaden or endurence whch 3nlyperpetual dei-intoac"

ati cn ae oeure. The curses, the blows, the baielessbrutalities they have to submitto from their rufflanly associatewof the
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brothel. a d .saloon are as nothing to the hideous punishment inherent

inthe aily practio ar thei'sin g Their evidence,:and the evidence of
in the dailypatc ftei i--. .

'hteris unanimous on.hspm-

all who have come in contact wi e r . i

that rumalotieenables themto ive and act; that without its constant

faction they would huve -long since-died from mere
stimul us and' stupefcin hywu

physical exhaustionjor ,gone mad from mental horrors. The reaction

from the nightly excitement is too terrible, to be borne, and rm is again

resorted. to as:a morning draught, Even this wretched stimulusoften

fails; and there can be few of our'readers who have not seen some ot

these unhappy creatures, after a winter's night spent in walking to and
fro for hours, amid snow, frost, or piercing winds, in dress to flimsy

even for -the hottest season, sink down on a doorstep fainting and wornh
out too feeble to-be able, and too miserable to desire to rise. Al tis

time too, disease of many kinds is busy with is victim; and positive pain

is added to severe privation and distracting thought. Do not et it be
supposed that they are insensible to the horrors of theirsituation;we

believe this is rarely the case altogether; where it is so, thdy owe it to

the spirits in which they invariably indulge.
The career of these women is a brief one; their downward path a

marked.and inevitable one; and they know this well. 'They are almost

never rescued ; escape themselves they cannot. Yestioianusretroryaids and
The swindler may repent, the drunkard mayaneform; sdatonement, and
encourages them i their thorny path of repentance and.at oneep and
welcomes back with joy and generous forgetfulness the lost sheep

prodigal son. But the prostitute may not pause-may NOT recover: at

the very first halting timid step she may take to the right or to
the left, with a view to flight from her appalling doom, the whole resist
less influence of the surrounding world, the good 'as well as the bad, close

around her .to hunt her back into perdition.
Then comes the last sad scene of all, when drink, disease, and starva-

tion have, laid her on her death-bed.fOn wretched pallet in a filthy

garret, with ino 'companions but the ruffians, drunkards, and 'harlots with
whom she had cast her 'lot; amid brutal curses, ribald language, and

drunken laughter; with a past, which, even were there, no future, would

be dreadful to contemplate, laying its weight of despair upon her soul;

with a prospective beyond the grave which thelittle sherell-this poor
early religion lightsup for her with the lurid ght if' he is poor
daughter -i:hu innity terminates a life,,of which, if':the=sing has been
grievouspthe eipiation has been fearfully tremendous

We have seen that,"even in their lowest degradation, these poo
reatures never wholly lose the sense of shame or'-sensitiveness to the

159
opinions of the world. It is pleasing also to f.nd that another of thechief virtues which belong to the female' character, seems never to
become extinct within them, or even to be materially-impaired,
kindness to all who are in suffering dithe

. gor distress, has "attracted the atten-tion and called forth the admiration of all who have been thrown much
into contact with them. "The English Opium Eater"1bears eloquent
testimony to the unquenchable tenderness of their nature, and the readgenerosity with which they lavish aid to the needy out of their candy

and precarious means. Duchatelet states that their affection for children,whether their own or not, is carried to a point' surpassing= that commonto women, and that, in consequence, they make the most careful andvaluable of nurses.
But if sympathy' be due to these unh the mere ground

of thhappy women onthmeegonothe suffering they undergo, it will perhaps be even more readilyrendered when we examine 'a'little into the antecedents which have ledthem to their fate. There is, we think, a very general misapprehension,especially among the fair sex, as to the original causes which reduce thisunfortunate class of girls to their state of degradation-the primarycircumstances of their fall from chastity. On this '
k y. t ismatter, those whoknow the most will assuredly judge the most leniently.' Those whothink of this class of sinners as severely as closest moralists, and volup.tuaries with filthy fancies and soiled souls, and-alas ! as most womenare apt to do-fancy the original occasion of their lapse from virtue tohave been either lust, immodest and unruly de il

deliberate exchange of innocence for luxury and show. We believertheyare quite mistaken, it is the first never, or so rarely, that in treating of
the subject we may be entitled to ignore the exceptions; it is the latteronly i a small portion of the cases that occur. It is very important to
a true view and a sound feeling on these matters, to set this error right.Women's desires scarcely ever lead to their fall; for (save in a class of
whom we shall speak presently) the desire scarcely ever exists in adefinite and conscious form, till they have fallen. In this point there isa radical and essential difference between the sexes the arrangements of

nature and the customs of society would be even more unequal thanthey are, was it not so. In men in general, the-sexual desire is inherentand spontaneous, and belongs to-the condition of puberty. In the othersex, the desire is dormant, if not non-existant,till excited; always tillexcited by undue familiarities, almost always till excited by actual inter-course. Those feelings which -coarse andi licentious -minds are so readyto attribute= to girls, are almost invAriably consegucncce. Women, whose
position and education have protected them from exciting causes, con-
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tantly pass through life without ever being cognizant of the promptings

of the senses. Happy for them that it is so I we do not mean to say

that uneasiness may not be felt-that health may not sometimes suffer;

but there is no consciousness of the cause. Among all the middle and

higher classes, and to a greater extent than would be commonly believed,

among the lower classes also, where they either come of virtuous parents

or have been carefully brought up, this may be affirmed as a general

fact. Were it not for this kind decision of nature, which has been

assisted by that correctness of feeling which pervades our education, the

consequences would we believe, be frightful. If the passions of women

were ready, strong and spontaneous, in a degree even remotely approach-

ing the form they assume in- the coarser sex, there can be little doubt

that sexual irregularities would reach a height, of which, at present, we

have happily no conception. Imagine for a moment, the sufferings and

struggles the virtuous among them would, on that supposition, have to

undergo, in a country where, to hundreds of thousands, marriage is impos-

sible, and to hundreds of thousands more, is postponed till the period of

youth is passed; and where modesty, decency and honor, alike preclude

them from that indulgence which men practice without restraint or

shame. No 1 Nature has laid many heavy burdens on the delicate

shoulders of the weaker sex: let us rejoice that this at least is spared

them.
The causes which lead to the fall of women are various; but all of

them are of a nature to move grief and compassion, rather than indig-

nation and contempt, in all minds cognizant of the strange composition of

humanity-the follies of the wise, the weakness of the strong, the lapses

of the good ; cognizant, also, of those surprising and deplorable moon-

sistencies, by which faults may sometimes be found to have grown out

of virtues, and very many of our heaviest offences to have been grafted

by human imperfection upon the best and kindest of our affections.

The first and perhaps the largest class of prostitutes are those who

may fairly be said to have no choice in the matter-who were born and

bred in sin ; whose parents were thieves and prostitutes before them;

whose dwelling has always been in an atmosphere of squalid misery and

3ordid guilt; who have-never had a glimpse or a hearing of a better life;

whom fate has marked from their cradle for a course of degradation ; for

whom there is no fall, for they stood already on the lowest level of

existence; in whom there is no crime, for they had and could have

neither an aspiration, a struggle, nor a choice. Such abound in London,

New York and other large cities; and, though to a less extent, in almost

ill large towns. Their families form the classes dangereuses of French
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statisticians ; and it is from these that is recruited the population of vhe
jails, the lowest brothels the penitentiaries and the alms-house. Howthis class is to be checked, controlled, diminih, a flallytied
presents one of the mostt difficult - ractical prolems for statesmen, n
one, to the solution of which they nest address themselves without

delay; but it is one with which at present :we have not to do. All thjatwe wish to urge is, that the prostitutes who spring from this class are

clearly the victims of circumstances, and therefore must, on all hands beallowed to be objects of the most unalloyed compassion.
Others unquestionably, and alasI too many, fall, from the snares ofvanity. They are flattered -by the attentions of those above them in

station, and gratified by a language- more refined and .curteous tl anthey, hear from those of their own sphere. They 4o the priest

pleasure, think they can secure themselves against. being led on 'too~
and, like foolish moths, flutter around the flame which is to dazzle and
consume them. For these we have no justification and little, apology tooffer.. Silly parents, and a defective or injudicious education form theirmost frequent excuse. Still, even these are not worthy of the treatmentthey meet with, even from those of their own sex, who cannot be uncon-
sciouns of the same foibles-.still less from men. Let those who are with.out sin among us cast the first stone at them.

Some, too, there are, for whom no plea can be :offered--who volun-tarily 'and deliberately sell themselves to shame, and barter; in a coldspirit of bargain, chastity and reputation, for carriages, jewels, and a
luxurious table. All that can here be urged is the simple fact.-to

notorious to' be denied,, too disgraceful. for the announcements of it to belistened to with patience--that, in this respect, the unfortunate women
who ultimately come upon the town, are far .from being the chief or
most numerous delinquents. For, one woman who thus, of deliberate
choice, sells herself to a lover,'ten sell themselves to a husband. Let notthe world' cry shame.upon'us for the juxtaposition.. The barter is as
naked and as bold inthe one ease, as in'the other; the thing barter is
the same,; the difference- between the two transactions, lies in the price
that is paid down.

Many-and these are commonly the most innocent, and the most
wronged of all-are deceived by unreal marriages ; and in these cass,
their culpability consists in the folly which confided in their lover, to; the
extent of concealing;theirintention 'from their friends---in all cases 'a
weak, and it. most cases.a blameable concealment; but surely not ;one
worthy of the fearful punishment which' in nearly every instance over-
takes it. Many-far more* than would' generally be believed-fall from
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pure 'unknowingness. Their affections are :engaged, their confidence

seered; thinking: no evil themselves', they permit dressess, which in
themselves, ind' to themindicate .no wrong,.and are led on ignorantly

ands thoughtlessly fromni onefaniliarity to'another,inot conscious where

those familiarities must inevitably end, till ultimate resistance becomes

almost impossible; and! they'learn, when it is'too late-..what women can

never learn too 'earlyior impress too strongly on their minds-that a

lover'etencroachnts, tobe eellec successfully, must berepelled and

negatived at the ve'y outset. ,. ;

'W believe we "hall be -borne out bythe=observation of all who have

inquired machinto the'antecedents of this unfortunate class of women-"

those at least, who.have not sprung from the very lowor actually vicious

sections of'the communityy -in stating that: a vast proportion of those

who, after passing through the -career of kept mistresses,'ultimately;come

upon the town, fall in the first instance, from a mere exaggeration and

perversion: of onesof the best qualities of ;a woman's heart." They 'yield

to desires inwhich they do not: share, from:' a weak, generosity which

cannot refuse anything to the passionate entreaties of the man they love.

There-;is in, the- warm, fond, heart 'of woman, a, strange and sublime

unselfishness, which met .too commonly. discover only to profit by-a

positive love of self-sacrifice-an: active, so to speak, an aggressive desire

to show their affection, by giving up to those /who have won it, something

they hold very dear.'' It is an unreasoning; and dangerous yearning of

the spirit, precisely analogous to that which prompts, the surrenders and

self-tortures of the religious devotee. Both seek to prove their devotion

to the idol' they have enshrined, by casting down before his altar their

richest and most cherished treasures. This ;is no romantic, or overcolored

picture; those who deem it so, have not known the better portion of the

sex, or do not' deserve to have known. them. We refer confidently to

all whose memory unhappily may furnish, an answer to the question,

whether an appeal.to this perverted generosity is not almost always the

final, resistless argument to which female virtue succumbs. When we

consider these things, and remember also, as:we must now proceed to

show, how many thousands trace their ruin to actual want-the want of

those dependent on them-we believe, upon our honor, that nine out of

ten originally modest women, who fall; from.virtue, fall from motives or

feelings in' which:sensualityand self have no share; nay, under circum-

stances in which selfishness, had-, they-niot been of too generous a nature

to listen to'its dictates,:would have saved them.'

' We have already=spoken of.that hard needssity-that grinding poverty

approaching to actual want-which, by unanimous testimony, is declared

THE LAST DREADFUL RESORT.

to be the most prolific source of prostitutionin this and in all othercoun-,
tres. In Paris, the elaborate researches of uehatelet have: establishedthis point in the clearest manner. 'Aftet, speaking of the proetitutetisup-plied from those families'w ho live in vice and ha}e d s bandem u p-he
proceeds thus:.-.-a

"Of all -causes of prostitution in Paris, and probably i g
towns, there are none more influential than the want of work, andindi-
gence resulting from insufficient earnings. What are the earnings ofour laundresses, our sempstresses, our milliners I Compare the wagesof the most skillful with those of the more ordinary and moderately able,and we shall see if it be possible for these latter to procure even thestrict necessaries of life; and if we further compare the price of their
work with that of-their dishonor, we shall cease to be surprised thatetogreat a number should fall into irregularities, thus maderalmost inevi-table. This state of things, has naturally a tendency to minoroavein-the
actual state of our society, in consequence of the usupatn by m th

large class of occupations, which it would be fitter and more orablin our sex to resign to the other. Is it nothshameful, for exam to se
in Paris thousands of men in the prime of their age, in ca/de, sho
warehouses, leading the sedentary and effeminae lfe ic fis sopsand

able for women."
M. Duchatelet adds somne other facts which fully confirm the testi-

moany we shall have to bring respecting an unfortunate class in ourcountry, viz. that filial and maternal affection .drive many to at leastoccasional prostitution, as a means, and the only means left to them, ofearning bread for those dependent on them for support.
" It is difficult to believe that the trade of prostitution should have bee

embraced by certain women as a means of fulfilling their maternal ofilial duties-nothing, however, is more true. It is by no mes rare to
see married women, widowedl, or deserted by their husbands, and in-con-sequence deprived of all support, become prostitutes with the sole objectof saving their family from dying of hunger. It is still more. common tofind young girls, unable to procure from their honest 'eceupations an ade-qpate provision' for their aged and infirm parents, reducedto prostitutethemselves in order to eke out their livelihood. I. have found too man
particulars regarding these two classes, not to be convinced that theyare much more numerous than' is generally imagined."

M. Duchatelet sums up the results of investigations into the cases of5,183 Parisian prostitutes as follows :--

/r
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Driven to the, profession by parental abandonment, excessive

Want, and actual destitution . - * - . . . 2,698

To earn food for the support of their parents or children . . 89

Driven by shame to fly from their homes . . - - . 280

Aandoied by their sedncers, and having nothing to turn to . 2,a1S

.- , Total... - - - - ' ' ' 5,183 .

We shall not take much pains in proving that poverty is the chief

detertnining case which ,drives women into prostitution in England and

America, as in France ; partly because we have no adequate statistics,'

and we are not disposed topresent our readers with mere fallacious esti-

mates, but' mainly because no one doubts the proposition. Granting all

that is or' can be said of the idleness, extravagance, and love of dress, of

these poor women, the number' of those who would adopt such a life,

were any other means -of, obtaining an adequate maintenance open, to

them, 'will be allowed on all hands' to be small indeed.

Now, we' surety cannot be wrong, in assuming that we have said

enough to induce those who have hitherto thought of prostitutes only

with disgust and contempt, to exchange these sentiments for the more

just and more Christiauifeelings of grief, compassion, and desire to soothe

and to save. The sin that arises from generous, though weak self aban-

donment; the sin that is induced by the intolerable anguish of a child's

starv'aion, 'must be regarded, both in Heaven and on earth, with a-very

differ degree and kind of condemnation from that which is called

forth by frailty arising out of the -cravings of vanity, or the unbridled

indulgence of animal desire. Enough has surely been said, to induce us

to regard those unfortunate creatures rather as erring and suffering fellow
creatures, than as the outcasts and Pariahs they are now considered.

But 'one toe most weighty consideration remains before we quit this

part-of our subject. '

We have seen that the great majority of these poor women fall, in the

first instance, from causes 'in which vice and selfishness have no share.

For that almost irresistible sei-ie of sequences, by' which one lapse from

.hastity conducts tltirnatelf' to' prostitution, we-the world.-must. bear

the largest share of'the-blarne.' What makes it impossible for them to

retrace their step a almost impossible even to pause in their career of

rhini Clearly, that harsh, savage, unjust, unchristian public 'opinion

which has resolved t6regard a whole life of indulgence on the part of

one'serx as venial andiatural, and a single fala step, on the part of the

other, as irretrievable and unpardonable. How 'ew women are there who

after the first error, do not awake to repentance, agony, and shame, and

s
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would not give all they possess; to, be allowed to, recover and recoil?They may be in jove witlL their seducers--eneveriith their sin. On the
contrary, they hate it the more earnestlyfrom;having felt the weight o,its chains, and tasted the bitterness of its degradation. They yearn with
a passionate earnestness, of which mere innocence can form no c
tion, to be permitted to recover their lost position at the expense of anypenitence, however severe, after the lapse of, any time, however ong.

twe brutally refuse to lend an ear to their entreaties. Forgetting ourMaster's preceptshforgetting our human frailty-forgetting our ownheavy portion in the common guilt-we turncotmuusyaiefm
theknelin an wepi gadln ur contemptuously aside fromthekneeling and weeping Magdalen, coldly bid her to despair, and leave

on wh eear Instead of helping her up, we thrust herdown, when endeavoring to rise; we choose to regard her'not as frail,but as depraved. Every door is shut upon her, every avenue of escape is
closed. A 'sort of fate environs her. The more shame she, feels--i. e
the less her virtue has suffered in reality-the more impossible is he
recovery, because the more does she srik those wposmis her

beenableto rdeemher Sh sharmnk from those who might; havebeen able to redeem her.-She is driven into prostitution by the weight
of all sit presn pone rnso.lfopnIf she is in the lower ranks of life, what resource but prostitution is

house to work. If she be a semstress, what lady will take. her into her
oue retn wrk. If she belonmaidservant, what mistress will either accept
or retain herI If, she belong to' the classes immediately above those in
the. social scale, is the refuge of the family hearth tely oe the

repentant sinner, if her shame allows her to approach it? Has she most
reason to expect that she will be spurned away from it in angers or
welcomed home with the tears of joy that are shed over the ge
Alas! is it not notorious, that of a hundred fathers who would fall upon
the neck of a prodigal son, and hail his return with unlimited forgiveness,
there is scarcely one who, obedient to the savage morality of the worldwould not turn his back upon the errng, repentantdau en

sl~'- w lernin'ud'ntpon er~g, rpentat daughter WhensLal we learn in judging the moral delinquencies of the two sexes, to
eschew those partial balances and false weights, which are an abomina-
tion to the Lord?$

One only chance of restoration does society offer to the poor victim of
seduction ; and even this chance does not lie within he pton vi of
seducer can be induced, by bribe, persuasion or threat, to her
fault is not expiatea but amendedands otratheat th marry her, her

she is "made an honest woman again.''" What a withering sarcasm upon
our ethical notions is contained inthat coarse expression s If the poon

NO PITY FOR THE REPENTANT MAGDALEN.
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girl ean induce or compel the, man who has betrayed her, to swear a lie

of fidelity to her, at the altar; if she can bind to her by legal process, a

libertine who, being bound against his will, is- certain to hate and abuse

her; "if, having committed the pitiable folly of yielding to an' unworthy

deceiver, 'she is willing' still-to commit the more monstrous folly of put.

ting her whole future fate itto his hands, after his unworthiness has been

made nianifest-then, on- that' hard condition, and that only, can her

character be ° whitewashed.- The pardon of society is granted or with.

held, according as she can -or' cannot, obtain a legal hold on her betrayer.

For ourselves, we confess' that: in the -cases which have' come before us,

we have seldom felt disposed to counsel such views, or such suggestions.

We have said, "Do not let one false step lead you on to commit another,

of which the 'punishment may last through life: we will do all in our

power to hide your.shatne, and enable you to recover your "position, and

atone foe your sin; but do not, for the sake of avoiding what you have

brought upon yourself, make yourself the slave of a man who has injured

you, and-'iow wishes to'desert you. Do not take a step of irremediable

mischief, for the sake of escaping the world's reproaches; for the deed

itself, and its appearance to your own conscience, can be changed by no
subsequent proceedings I" We must, however, add, that we have rarely

found the victim of seduction willing to listen to our reasoning. Their

desire of recovering a social position, and their horror of the probably

alternative, were generally-strong enough to induce them to welcome all

the terrors of an unhappy marriage.
Yet this is the sole condition'on which society will pardon the erring;

the only way it fers theth of retrieving that which, were better and

kindlier notions to prevail, might generally be retrievable. At its door

lie the consequences of this harsh decision..

For the first fatal but' pardonable error of woman, vanity, weakness,

unregulated affection, the pressur- of'want, the perversion of generosity,
or the cruel deception of others, must bear the blame ; -for the subsequent

and far guiltier steps, by which frailty gradually darkens into coarse and

grievous sin, the hard-hearted, inequitable pharisaism of society must ba

held responsible. In this matter, " we are very guilty concerning our
sister ;" and women are even guiltier than men. Let us, for a moment,

look at this monstrous barbarity from a natural, rather than a conven-

tional view ; and let those who are shocked .at the uncompromising
plainness of our speech, look back on their own experience, and question,

if they can, the experience of others, as to the truth of our remarks,

before they venture to condemn us.' We have no wish to extenuate the

sin, or to- palliate the weakness; but above all, and before, let us be just.

7'

What is, among the originally correct-winded And, well-condnoted, thereal difference between the first sacri ce at the first shrine of dve in the
ease of a married and an unmarried woman? It is n<.d that onefeels' that she is acting virtuously, and the other, that she is ating
vioiously---the.sense of shame is, the same in both cases: we appeal tpall modestly brought up women if it- be not so.. Indeed, can it beotherwise ?

As a most virtuous and sensible lady oncesaid:--" It is not a quarter-
of-an-hour's ceremony in a church that can make that welcome ortolerable to pure and delicate feelings, which would otherwise, outrage
their whole previous notions, and their, whole natural and moral sense."
Among the decorously educated (and it is of such only that we arespeaking), the first sacrifice is made and enacted, is both cases, in adelirium ;of mingled love and shame. , The .married woman feels shame,often even remorse, and a strong confusion-of all her-previous ioral con-
ceptions ; but the world laughs at her scruples-tells her that .her feel-
ings are all nonsense, and exalts her to the honors of a matron. The
unmarried woman experiences the same confusion, remorse, and shame ;and the world reschoes her feelings-confirms the sentence she has
passed upon herself, and casts her out upon a dunghill. The practical
difference between them being, that the church ceremony--which could
not change the nature of the action common to both, and accompanied
and prompted by the same feelings in-both-secures to the one a perma-
nent protection, and the 'sanction of the world and the world's laws;
while the other, imprudent, deceived, or self-sacrificing creature, is left
destitute of either: and the world steps in and says to her, "You shall
not return to peace, or virtue, or domestic life-the paradise of comfort
and hope is closed to you for ever upon earth." Let us trust thatHeaven
is more merciful and just. The married woman says to her, "we have
both submitted with reluctance and distress to the embraces of a man
we loved; but the consequences to me are a happy home and loving
children, who are a glory and a crown of honor to my hearthstone ; to
you the consequences are desertion, horror, and degradation, and your
children shall be a terror and a curse to you. The very same deed-
varied only in its antecedents-which leaves me free to kneel the next
morning at the throne of grace, with an unstained conscience and an
assured hope--makes you feel that heaven has cast y(u off, and that the
altar, to which you cling in your agony, is polluted by your touch ; and
all this because I had secured a protection and a legal sanction before I
yielded, andyou had not." Let us not be misunderstood. We are far
from meaning to affirm that the circumstance of obtaining a legal and
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r religious license beforehand,'does not constitute a wide and vital distino
tion between the'cases; but where it is, as it often is, the only distinction,
it cannot of itself suffice to constitute the one a loathsome wretch, while
the other is' a pure and honored matron. The instinctive feeling of
mankind assures us that there must be something sadly wrong and out

of joint in the premises that lead to swok a decision. Justice and mercy
g:. forbid us to confirm the harsh decree.

Moreover, the mercy, the gentleness, the kind consideration towards
human infirmity, the tender treatment of guilt, which we deny to the
victim, we lavish on the betrayer, Hers is innate'depravity, hopeless
degradation,'unworthiness which must be pushed out of sight, blotted

from memory, ignored in good society and polite speech; Ms are the
venial errors of youth, the ordinary tribute to natural desires, the com-
mon laxity of a man of the world. Truly, it is time we should come to
a sounder estimation and a juster judgment-seat; we owe a fairer
reckoning both to those whom we condemn, and to those whom we
absolve.
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